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PRESIDENTS REPORT
The period since the last issue of the Imperial ENGINEER has been a relatively quiet one in respect 
of RSMA activities.  The 2014 Annual General Meeting was held on June 28, followed by the Final 
Year Bar-B-Q.  The rain did not dampen the enthusiasm of the students, many of whom were due to 
receive their degree results the following day.  As in previous years, Eddie Gadd had kindly donated 2 
pins (72 pints) of his Ramsgate Brewery’s finest ale which was very much appreciated and helped to 
remove any doubting thoughts of the following morning’s events.  The (unapproved) minutes of the 
AGM, including the President and Treasurer reports have been posted on the RSMA website.

The RSMA was represented at the IC Alumni reunion day in May and the RSMA stand, complete 
with a display including banner, Davy Lamp, Bottle and RSM memorabilia, was well received.

The 130th annual dinner will be held on Friday 28 November at the Rembrandt Hotel, Knightsbridge, 
the venue of last year’s successful event.  As this is a significant milestone in our history, it is hoped that 
as many members as possible will attend.  A group e-mail has been sent to all members giving details 
of the event.  Guest speaker will be Dr Mike Harris ARSM, Visiting Professor at the Department of 
Earth Science and Technology at the RSM, who is also Director of Business Development, Copper 
for Rio Tinto.

In conjunction with the e-mail to members re the annual dinner, we have renewed our funds appeal 
to members.  As I have previously outlined, the RSMA relies on the financial support of alumni, 
through membership fees and donations, and the committee is most appreciative of the generosity of 
alumni to date.  A sustainable future requires ongoing support.

The student executives for this academic year are Ben Warnick, President, and Simon Escobar, 
Secretary.  I have had a meeting with Ben to discuss ongoing co-operation and we look forward to 
continuing to support the RSMU.  Following last year’s successful presentation to students on the 

history, aims and membership of the RSMA, Ben has requested that a further presentation be given to the students in the autumn 
term.

Our presence on the social media outlets (LinkedIn, Facebook) continues to strengthen and, for many, has rekindled contact 
with fellow classmates, colleagues and alumni.  John Sykes, our Vice President International, has been very active in promoting 
the RSMA in these areas.  The website continues to improve and be informative primarily due to the efforts of Elly Jay, senior Vice 
President.  Members are welcome to forward items, to Elly or the committee, that they feel may be of interest to fellow members 
for inclusion on the website.

I am sure that recipients of the Imperial ENGINEER can only be impressed by the professional production.  Any member is 
encouraged to submit an article, technical or general interest, for publication.

I want to start this report by thanking my colleagues and members for their support in electing me 
back in June as your President for the ensuing two years: an honour but definitely not a sinecure!

As is often the case with Associations like ours, there is much necessary behind-the-scenes work 
to be done – planning the calendar etc. – and this summer has been no exception.  So before I go 
any further, may I start by thanking all my colleagues on the committee – and especially outgoing 
President David Nethercot, our Hon. Sec., Nigel Cresswell, Hon. Treasurer, Peter Chase, Annual 
Dinner organiser, Colin Kirk, and Imperial ENGINEER Editor, Peter Buck – for all the work that 
they do and have done not only with great skill, but such good humour too.  It’s already been a great 
pleasure working with them over the run-up to my stint as your President, and I am sure it will 
continue that way.

I know from my past roles of Hon. Sec., Treasurer and Membership Secretary that one of the 
especially positive aspects of getting involved in CGCA is developing relations and assisting the 
rolling cohorts of current students.  And this year is no exception.  Over the meetings this summer, 
we have had the pleasure of getting to know this year’s President of CGCU, Tim Munday.  And then, 
on October 7, we had what I believe to be a really important ‘first’ – a session between CGCA’s new 
Departmental Reps and leading students, such as Departmental Society Presidents and Secretaries, 
from each of the seven departments we link to.  Some very positive ideas emerged – for more proactive 
links, additional activities to support the societies in providing something different to their normal 
programme, and a strengthening of the links to CGCA for when the current cohort graduate. It was 
a stimulating evening – on the evidence of the students on just that one evening, not only Imperial 
College but the planet is blessed with a bunch of bright, enthusiastic budding engineers who care for 
the world they and wider society inhabits and want to do something positive to make it better.

My wife Jean and I have also had the pleasure of attending the celebration of 100 years of a civil engineering department at 
Imperial.  A tour of the facilities ably demonstrated that some things stay just the same for a very long time (the architecture and 
style of the Skempton Building and flumes for hydraulics teaching!) and much else changes very significantly (the fight to keep a 
physical library in the Department and the nature and scale of the research effort). 

That event also introduced us to a new recruit in a new post in the College’s Development Department – Nic Katona, Head of 
Development, Faculty of Engineering.  Nigel Cresswell and I have already met up to discuss a range of areas from collaboration 
to more mundane but equally important matters such as information exchange and restoring and enhancing access to data about 
you – our members – held on our behalf by IC.  We look forward to a mutually fruitful collaboration with Nic and his colleagues.

Finally, may I draw your attention to the details of the Annual Dinner date and Christmas event elsewhere in this issue of Imperial 
Engineer.  I look forward to meeting members there and to meeting as many of our members as is practicable in my two year term.

Roger
Venables 

John 
O’Reilly
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� 1EXX�'SGOE]RI
� ,ERREL�&YRKI]
 
� 3ZIVWIEW�� +MPIW�&E]RLEQ��'EREHE
� � 0IEL�+PEWW��%YWXVEPME

RSMA Trust
��&SEVH�1IQFIVW��� � 8VYWXIIW�
����4VSJ��6IIW�6E[PMRKW��'LEMV� ��4VSJ��.SLR�1SRLIQMYW
����.SLR�3´6IMPP]� � ��(ERMIP�,MPP
����*MSRE�'EWWMH]� � ��4EYP�,SPQIW
����'SIR�0SY[EVXW� � ��&IR�;EVRMGO�¯�6719�4VIWMHIRX
����(EZMH�&MWLST� � ��+P]RRI�0PS]H�(EZMIW��,SR��7IGVIXEV]
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;LMPI�-�[VMXI�XLMW��-�LEZI�RS[�FIIR�
MR� XLI� NSF� JSV� E� QSRXL� ERH� -� EQ�
QSVI�XLER�TPIEWIH�[MXL�XLI�TVSKVIWW�
XLEX Ẃ�FIIR�QEHI�WS�JEV���8LI�'+'9�
3J½�GI�PSSOW�³W[MWLIV´�XLER�MX�LEW�MR�E�
PSRK�XMQI�[MXL�SYV�LSRSYVW�WLMIPHW�
RS[� TVSYHP]� SR� HMWTPE]� ERH� -� LEZI�
IZIR� FIIR� EFPI� XS� GPEMQ� E� QIWW]�
PMXXPI�GSVRIV�EW�XLI�4VIWMHIRX Ẃ�(IWO���
%JXIV�QER]�PSRK�LSYVW�WTIRX�F]�Q]�
HIHMGEXIH�XIEQ�KIXXMRK�MX�VIEH]��SYV�
LERHFSSO� ³The Spanner´� LEW� SRGI�
EKEMR�FIIR� WIRX�SYX� XS�SYV�RI[IWX�
QIQFIVW���8LI]�[MPP�EPWS�VIGIMZI�ER�
MRZMXEXMSR� XS� SYV� ¾�EKWLMT�;IPGSQI�
(MRRIV��SYV�ERRYEP�VIGITXMSR�JSV�½�VWX�
]IEVW�MR�XLI�+YMPHW�(ITEVXQIRXW�SJ�
XLI� *EGYPX]� SJ� )RKMRIIVMRK�� �8LMW� MW�
NYWX� SRI� SJ� XLI� IZIRXW� XLEX� -� LEZI�
WTIRX� XLMW� WYQQIV�TPERRMRK��SXLIVW�
MRGPYHI�GEVIIVW�IZIRMRKW��FEV�RMKLXW�
ERH�E�QMRGI�TMI�TEVX]���%W�[IPP�EW�ER�
IWWE]� GSQTIXMXMSR� WIX� XS� VMZEP� XLI�
6'79 Ẃ�I\GIPPIRX�7GMIRGI�'LEPPIRKI�
-� LEZI� HIHMGEXIH� UYMXI� E� FMX�

SJ� Q]� XMQI� XS� MQTVSZMRK� ERH�
IWXEFPMWLMRK� '+'9 Ẃ� VIPEXMSRWLMTW�
[MXL� SYV� TEVXRIV� SVKERMWEXMSRW��
3YV�(ITEVXQIRXEP�7SGMIXMIW��EP[E]W�
MRHMZMHYEPP]� WXVSRK�� [MPP� LSTIJYPP]�
XLMW�]IEV�FIRI½�X�JVSQ�YW�GVIEXMRK�ER�
EXQSWTLIVI�SJ�KVIEXIV�GS�STIVEXMSR���
;I�EVI�EPWS�[SVOMRK�LEVH�[MXL�XLIQ�
ERH� XLI�'+'%� XS� KMZI� XLI�'+'%�
E� KVIEXIV� I\TSWYVI� XS� WXYHIRXW� EX�
E� HITEVXQIRXEP� PIZIP�� � -� LEZI� EPWS�
QIX� [MXL� Q]� GSYRXIVTEVXW� MR� XLI�
RSMU and RCSU and we are now 
TVITEVMRK� JSV� WSQI� NSMRX� IZIRXW� EW�
[IPP� EW� GSQQMXXMRK� EKEMR� XS� WSQI�

KSSH��SPH�JEWLMSRIH�QEWGSXV]�ERXMGW��
6MKLX�RS[��E�LYRHVIH�QMPIW�RSVXL�

SJ�'+'9�,5�� MR�Q]�LSQI�GSYRX]�
SJ� 2SVJSPO�� XLI� LEVZIWX� MW� GSQMRK�
XS� ER� IRH�� � -� ORS[� XLMW� FIGEYWI� -�
LEZI� WTIRX� XLI� PEWX� XLVII� WYQQIVW�
[SVOMRK� XLEX� LEVZIWX� MR� E� WIIH�
XVIEXQIRX�TPERX���%W�E�NSF�MX�[EW�SOE]��
E�FMX�HYWX]��FYX�QSWX� MQTSVXERXP]� MX�
TEMH� XLI� VIRX��%RH� MJ� MX� LEHR´X� FIIR�
JSV�E� PMXXPI�IPIGXMSR�FEGO� MR�1EVGL� -�
[SYPH� FI� XLIVI� VMKLX� RS[�� -RWXIEH��
-� KIX� XS� HS� E� NSF� -� PSZI�� PIEHMRK� ER�
SVKERMWEXMSR�[MXL� E� PSX�SJ� TSXIRXMEP�
XS� QEOI� WXYH]MRK� IRKMRIIVMRK� EX�
-QTIVMEP�XLEX�FMX�FIXXIV�
&YX�MX�[EWR´X�NYWX�FIGEYWI�SJ�XLEX�

IPIGXMSR�XLEX� -�[EW�EFPI� XS�FIGSQI�
'+'9� 4VIWMHIRX�� FIGEYWI�� TYX�
WMQTP]��-�GSYPH�RSX�LEZI�EJJSVHIH�XS���
*SVXYREXIP]��XIR�]IEVW�EKS�E�'+'9�
7EFFEXMGEP� *YRH� [EW� IWXEFPMWLIH�
ERH�� XLEROW� XS� XLI� QER]� KIRIVSYW�
HSREXMSRW� FEGO� XLIR�� XLI� '+'9�
4VIWMHIRX� MW� TEMH� XS� [SVO� JSV� X[S�
QSRXLW� MR� XLI� WYQQIV��'+'9�LEW�
XLI�XMQI��HIHMGEXMSR�ERH�QER�TS[IV�
VIUYMVIH� XS�KIX� MX�TVITEVIH� JSV� XLI�
RI[�XIVQ��ERH�-�EQ�EFPI�XS�TE]�Q]�
PERHPEH]�JSV�ERSXLIV�]IEV���-�ORS[�MX Ẃ�
RSX� TEVXMGYPEVP]� LYQFPI� XS� WE]�� FYX�
-� XLMRO�'+'9�LEW�KSX�E�KSSH�]IEV�
ELIEH�SJ�MX�ERH�-�EQ�ZIV]�KVEXIJYP�JSV�
XLI�STTSVXYRMX]�XS�PIEH�MX�

8MQ�1YRHE]

-J�]SY H́�PMOI�XS�½�RH�SYX�QSVI�EFSYX�
LS[�-´ZI�FIIR�WTIRHMRK�Q]�7YQQIV�
7EFFEXMGEP�-�LEZI�FIIR�[VMXMRK�E�FPSK�

LXXT���FMX�P]�-)���+YMPHW&PSK

From the CGCU 
President’s desk...

Main meeting table

The summer months were spent 
GEXGLMRK�YT�[MXL�JVMIRHW�FEGO�LSQI��
XVEZIPPMRK�� IEVRMRK� QSRI]� XS� FPS[�
SR� VIRX� ERH�� JSV� WSQI�� KISPSKMGEP�
QETTMRK�� 1M\IH� MR� [MXL� XLMW�� XLI�
6S]EP� 7GLSSP� SJ� 1MRIW� GSQQMXXII�
LEH� GEVIJYPP]� TPERRIH� XLIMV� WXEVX� SJ�
XIVQ�EGXMZMXMIW�PIEHMRK�YT�XS�XLI�FMK�
SRI��*VIWLIVW´�(MRRIV�
3R� 3GXSFIV� ���� ���� TISTPI�

EXXIRHIH� XLI� ERRYEP� HMRRIV� EX�
8LI� 6IQFVERHX�,SXIP�� ��� SJ� XLIQ�
JVIWLIVW� JVSQ� XLI� 1EXIVMEPW� ERH�
)EVXL�7GMIRGI�HITEVXQIRXW���-X�[EW�E�
WXVSRK�VI¾�IGXMSR�SJ�XLI�LMKL�HIQERH�
JSV� XLI� WSGMEP� IZIRXW� XLEX� XLI� 671�
TVSZMHIW�JSV�MXW�QIQFIVW�
%PP� XLI� ½�VWX� ]IEVW�� EGGSQTERMIH�

F]�XLIMV�SPHIV�YRHIVKVEHYEXI�LSWXW��
QEVGLIH� EPSRK� )\LMFMXMSR� 6SEH�
PSSOMRK� VEXLIV� HETTIV� ERH� RSX� XSS�
SYX�SJ�TPEGI�SYX�ERH�EFSYX�MR�7SYXL�
/IRWMRKXSR�� � 9TSR� EVVMZEP� EX� 8LI�
6IQFVERHX�XLI]�[IVI�KVIIXIH�F]�ER�
EVVE]�SJ�FPEGO�ERH�KSPH�HIGSVEXMSRW��
ERH� IQTX]� LIPMYQ� XEROW� XLEX�
HI½�RMXIP]� [IVIR´X� MRLEPIH� F]�:MGI�
4VIWMHIRX�.EQIW�'S\���4VIWMHIRX�&IR�
;EVRMGO� WXEVXIH� TVSGIIHMRKW� [MXL�
ER� MQTVIWWMZI� [IPGSQMRK� WTIIGL��
MRGPYHMRK� ER� L]WXIVMGEP� TSIQ� VIEH�
JVSQ�XLI�±671�&MFPI²�
8LI� XLVII� GSYVWI� QIEP� [IRX�

HS[R� E� XVIEX� [MXL� IZIV]SRI�� E�
HMJJIVIRX� PIEKYI�JVSQ�XLSWI�WXYHIRX�
FYHKIX�QIEPW� XLEX� JVMIRHW� EX� SXLIV�
YRMZIVWMXMIW� GSSO� ERH� YTPSEH�
TMGXYVIW� SJ� SRXS� *EGIFSSO� MR� XLI�
LSTI�SJ� E� JI[�³PMOIW´�� �2S�� XLMW�[EW�
E� JSVQEP� XLVII� GSYVWI� HMRRIV� JVSQ�
E�½�ZI�WXEV�LSXIP�MR�/IRWMRKXSR��JSSH�
[I�EX�XLI�671�PMOI�XS�WEZSYV�JSV�SYV�
FMK� IZIRXW�� GLMGOIR� PMZIV� TlXq� [MXL�
GSQTSXI�� GSH� ½�PPIX� [MXL� GVIEQ]�
GLMZI� WEYGI�� VEXEXSYMPPI� ERH� TSXEXS�
VSWXM�GEOI�XS�REQI�E�JI[�
%PWS� MR� EXXIRHERGI� [IVI�

X[S� KYIWX� WTIEOIVW�� (V� 1EVX]R�
1G0EGLPER� JVSQ� 1EXIVMEPW� ERH� (V�
1EXX�+IRKI�JVSQ�XLI�)EVXL�7GMIRGI�
HITEVXQIRX�� � &SXL� EVI� TSTYPEV�
PIGXYVIVW� EQSRK� WXYHIRXW� MR� XLIMV�
VIWTIGXMZI�HITEVXQIRXW��ERH�UYMGOP]�
FIGEQI�XLI�GIRXVI�SJ�EXXIRXMSR�[MXL�
I]I�GEXGLMRK�ERH� JYRR]�WTIIGLIW�XS�
XLI�EYHMIRGI�

3RI� LMKLPMKLX� SJ� XLI� IZIRMRK�
MRGPYHIH� XLMVH� ]IEV� KISPSKMWX� 1EXX�
-V[MR�� [LS� XSSO� GIRXVI� WXEKI��
HIGPEVMRK�XLEX�LMW�XEFPI�[SYPH�PMOI�XS�
raise a toast to the President and his 
GSQQMXXII�JSV�SVKERMWMRK�XLI�IZIRX��
8LIR�EPP�½�ZI�LSWXW�ERH�½�ZI�JVIWLIVW�
EX� XLI� XEFPI� WXSSH� YT�� ERH� PMXIVEPP]�
³VEMWIH�E�XSEWX´�F]�LSPHMRK�EPSJX�WPMGIW�
SJ� XSEWX� XS� XLI� GSQQMXXII� XEFPI��
8LIMV� TSGOIXW�QE]�LEZI�FIIR�½�PPIH�
[MXL�FYVRX�GVYQFW��FYX�XLI�KEK�[EW�
WYGGIWWJYPP]� TYPPIH� SJJ�� � :IV]� [IPP�
TPE]IH�JVSQ�XLI�FS]W�

%JXIV�XLI�GPSWMRK�WTIIGLIW�¯�EW�MW�
WXERHEVH� ¯� XLI� 7GSXXMWL� GSRXMRKIRX�
SJ� 671� WTSRXERISYWP]� FYVWX� MRXS�
WSRK� EW�±*PS[IV�3J� 7GSXPERH²� VERK�
XLVSYKL� XLI� VSSQ�� � 8LMW� [EW� RSX�
TPERRIH��ERH�[EW�RSX�TVSQTXIH�JSV�
ER]� VIEWSR�� FYX� MX� HMH� RSX� WXST�(V�
1G0EGLPER�NSMRMRK�MR�ERH�XEOMRK�PIEH���
8LI�671��WXMPP�PSSOMRK�WX]PMWL�MR�XLIMV�
JSVQEP� [IEV�� TVSGIIHIH� XS� LIEH�
FEGO� XLVSYKL�7SYXL�/IRWMRKXSR� JSV�
E�TSWX�HMRRIV�KEXLIVMRK�EX�XLI�9RMSR��
[LMGL�MRGPYHIH�HMWGYWWMSRW�EPSRK�XLI�
PMRIW� SJ� ±[LEX� E� NSPP]� KSSH� HMRRIV�
XLEX�[EW²�
-X� [EW� XLI� ½�VWX� XMQI� XLEX� XLI�

*VIWLIV Ẃ� (MRRIV� LEH� FIIR� LIPH� EX�
8LI�6IQFVERHX��VEZI�VIZMI[W�GEQI�
JVSQ�XLSWI�[LS�EXXIRHIH�ERH�IZIR�
LSXIP�WXEJJ�
%� FMK� WLSYX� SYX� KSIW� XS� :MGI�

4VIWMHIRX� 8SV� 8IRRERX� ERH� &EPP�
3J½�GIVW� %FFMI� 8VMGI� ERH� &IXLER�
'PEVO�JSV�SVKERMWMRK�XLI�IZIRX�

RSM Freshers’ 
Dinner caps off a 

successful fortnight
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*SPPS[MRK� PEWX� WYQQIV Ẃ� WYGGIWWJYP�
XSYV�� XLMW� ]IEV� 8IEQ� &S� XSSO� &S�
ERH� (IVVMGO� SR� E� [IIO Ẃ� XVMT�
EGVSWW� 7[MX^IVPERH� ERH� MRXS� -XEP]��
*MZI� WXYHIRX� QIQFIVW� [IRX� EPSRK��
EPXLSYKL� 7EQ� )WKEXI� �'SQTYXMRK�
XLI� GYVVIRX� 4VIWMHIRX� SJ�8IEQ� &S�
MW� XLI� SRP]� SRI� MRWYVIH� XS� EGXYEPP]�
HVMZI�&S�
&S� ERH� (IVVMGO� [IVI� HVMZIR�

ETTVS\MQEXIP]�����QMPIW�TEWX�7[MWW�
PEOIW��SZIV�XLI�+PEVYW�%PTW��XLVSYKL�
XLI�7[MWW�2EXMSREP�4EVO�ERH�FVMI¾]�
MRXS� -XEP]�� �%� QMRMFYW� [EW� YWIH� XS�
EGX� EW� WYTTSVX� ERH� XIEQ� XVERWTSVX�
ZILMGPI�� EW� [IPP� EW� XS� XVERWTSVX�
&S� ERH� (IVVMGO� XS� ERH� EVSYRH�
7[MX^IVPERH��
)R� VSYXI�� XLI� XIEQ� XSSO� &S´�

XS� ZMWMX� ')62� [LIVI� XLI]� [IVI�
[IPGSQIH� F]� .EQIW� (IZMRI� �)PIG�
)RK� ����� JSVQIV� &S� HVMZIV�� � &S�
EXXVEGXIH� XLI� EXXIRXMSR� SJ� QER]�
SJ� XLI� XIGLRMGMERW�� WIGYVMX]� KYEVHW��
IRKMRIIVW� ERH� TL]WMGMWXW� [SVOMRK�
SR� XLI� '17� I\TIVMQIRX�� MRGPYHMRK�
4VSJ�� 7MV� .MQ� :MVHII� �4L]WMGW� SRI�
SJ�XLI�'17�GS�JSYRHIVW���8LI�XIEQ�
[IVI�EPWS�XVIEXIH�XS�ER�MQTVSQTXY�
YRHIVKVSYRH�XSYV�SJ�XLI�I\TIVMQIRX�

Bo’s Alpine holiday

�[MXLSYX�&S��WEHP]��
&S� ERH� (IVVMGO� HVSZI� FIWMHI�

0EOI�8LYR� XS� -RXIVPEOIR� ERH� XLIR�
EVSYRH�0EOI�0YGIVRI�XS�*P�IPIR�ERH�
XLIRGI�SR�XS�+PEVYW�ZME�XLI�/PEYWIR�
4EWW���&S�[EW�SRGI�EKEMR�XVEMPIVIH�XS�
>IVRI^�� JVSQ� [LIVI� MX� [EW� HVMZIR�
XS� 7ERXE� 1EVME� :EP� 1�WXEMV� ERH�
XLIR� SZIV� XLI� FSVHIV� MRXS� -XEP]� XS�
1EPW�� � *MREPP]�� FSXL� &S� ERH�(IVVMGO�
[IVI�TYX�FEGO�SR�XLI�XVEMPIV�JSV�XLI�
VIXYVR�XVMT�XS�7SYXL�/IRWMRKXSR�
8LI�GSWX�SJ�XLI�XVMT�[EW�GSZIVIH�

F]�XLI�WXYHIRXW�XLIQWIPZIW��XLI�GPYF�
ERH� XLI� &S� *YRH�� �8LI� &S� *YRH� MW�
LIPH� F]� XLI�3'�8VYWX� SR� FILEPJ� SJ�
XLI� UYMXI� PEVKI� XIEQ� SJ� JSVQIV� &S�
HVMZIVW� ERH� IRXLYWMEWXW�� �8LMW� JYRH�
LEH� EPWS� TVIZMSYWP]� WYTTSVXIH� XLI�
XVEMRMRK�SJ�WIZIVEP�WXYHIRXW�MR�XVEMPIV�
XS[MRK��[MXLSYX�XLIMV�GIVXM½GEXIW�JSV�
XLMW� XLI� XVMT� [SYPH� RSX� LEZI� FIIR�
TSWWMFPI�
*SV�QSVI�SR�&S Ẃ�ZMWMX�XS�')62�

]SY� GER� VIEH� MWWYI� ��� SJ�UK News 

from CERN�[LMGL� MRGPYHIW�E�VITSVX�
F]� 7XITLERMI� ,MPPW�� ')62 Ẃ� 4VIWW�
3J½GIV��EX�

LXXT���FMX�P]�-)���&S')62
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Team Bo get an underground tour of the experiment from  
CMS Technical Coordinator Austin Ball 
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Team Bo with former Bo driver James Devine and  
CMS co-founder Prof. Sir Jim Virdee
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Jim Virdee and Austin Ball were keen to look under the hood

Bo and Derrick at the Klausen Pass
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DEVELOPMENTS AROUND THE ENGINEERING FACULTY
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-QTIVMEP� ERRSYRGIH� MR� 1E]�
XLEX�MX�MW�XS�FYMPH�E�TMSRIIVMRK�
FMSQIHMGEP� IRKMRIIVMRK�
GIRXVI� XLEROW� XS� E� ���Q� KMJX�
JVSQ� EPYQRYW� 1MGLEIP� 9VIR�
3&)� ERH� LMW� JSYRHEXMSR��8LI�
HSREXMSR� [MPP� WYTTSVX� XLI�
GSRWXVYGXMSR� SJ� XLI� 1MGLEIP�
9VIR� &MSQIHMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK�
,YF�� E� FYMPHMRK� EX� -QTIVMEP�
;IWX�� XLI� 'SPPIKI Ẃ� RI[� ���
EGVI� VIWIEVGL� ERH� MRRSZEXMSR�
GEQTYW� MR�;LMXI� 'MX]��;IWX�
0SRHSR�
8LI� GIRXVI� [MPP� LSYWI�

PMJI�GLERKMRK� VIWIEVGL� MRXS�
RI[� ERH� EJJSVHEFPI� QIHMGEP�
XIGLRSPSK]�� LIPTMRK� TISTPI�
EJJIGXIH�F]�E�HMZIVWI�VERKI�SJ�
QIHMGEP� GSRHMXMSRW�� -QTIVMEP Ẃ�
[SVPH�GPEWW� IRKMRIIVW��
WGMIRXMWXW� ERH� GPMRMGMERW� [MPP�
[SVO� XSKIXLIV� MR� XLI� RI[�
WTEGI� ERH� JEGMPMXMIW� EPSRKWMHI�
WTMR�SYX�GSQTERMIW��LIPTMRK�XS�
GVIEXI� E� ZMFVERX� MRRSZEXMSR� HMWXVMGX�
EX� -QTIVMEP�;IWX��8LI�,YF�[MPP� EPWS�
MRGSVTSVEXI� GPMRMGEP� EVIEW�� TVSZMHMRK�
TEXMIRXW� [MXL� HMVIGX� EGGIWW� XS�
MRRSZEXMSRW�MR�LIEPXLGEVI�
8LI� FYMPHMRK� ERH� MXW� PSGEXMSR�

[MPP� GIQIRX� -QTIVMEP� ERH� XLI�
9/ Ẃ� TSWMXMSR� EW� [SVPH�PIEHIVW� MR�
FMSQIHMGEP�IRKMRIIVMRK�VIWIEVGL�ERH�
ETTPMGEXMSR�
7MV� /IMXL� 3´2MSRW�� -QTIVMEP Ẃ�

4VIWMHIRX�EX�XLI�XMQI��WEMH��±-QTIVMEP�
MW� TVSJSYRHP]� KVEXIJYP� XS� 1MGLEIP�
9VIR� ERH� LMW� *SYRHEXMSR� JSV� XLMW�
VIQEVOEFPI� KMJX�� XLI�QSWX� KIRIVSYW�
MX� LEW� IZIV� VIGIMZIH�� -X� [MPP� GVIEXI�
E� [LSPP]� RI[� FYMPHMRK� ERH� WIX� SJ�
JEGMPMXMIW� JSV� IRKMRIIVW� ERH� QIHMGW�
XS� GSQI� XSKIXLIV� ERH� QEOI� RI[�
HMWGSZIVMIW� ERH� MRRSZEXMSRW� SR�
ER� YRTEVEPPIPIH� WGEPI�� -X� TVSZMHIW�
enormous impetus to the 
HIZIPSTQIRX�SJ�-QTIVMEP�;IWX�EW�ER�
MRRSZEXMSR�HMWXVMGX�²
1MGLEIP� 9VIR� 3&)� �1IGL� )RK�

�������� JSYRHIH�'MZMP� ERH�1EVMRI�
0XH�ERH�FYMPX�MX�MRXS�SRI�SJ�XLI�9/ Ẃ�
JSVIQSWX� MRRSZEXSVW� MR� GIQIRX�
QERYJEGXYVI��,I�MW�EPVIEH]�VIKEVHIH�
EW� SRI� SJ� XLI�9/ Ẃ�QSWX� KIRIVSYW�
TLMPERXLVSTMWXW� MR� XLI� ½IPHW� SJ�
QIHMGEP� VIWIEVGL�� IHYGEXMSR�� XLI�
EVQIH� JSVGIW� ERH� GSRWIVZEXMSR� SJ�
[MPHPMJI�� ,MW� TVIZMSYW� QYPXM�QMPPMSR�
WYTTSVX� JSV� -QTIVMEP� MRGPYHIW�
XLI� 'SPPIKI Ẃ� 17O� 0EF� YRHIV� XLI�
PIEHIVWLMT�SJ�4VSJIWWSV�.YWXMR�'SFF��
[LSWI�JSGYW�MW�NSMRX�HMWIEWI�ERH�XLI�
WYVKIV]�RIIHIH�XS�VIWXSVI�JYRGXMSR��
1MGLEIP� WEMH�� ±-X� MW� ER� LSRSYV� JSV�
QI� XS� FI� EFPI� XS� LIPT� XLMW� KVIEX�
YRMZIVWMX]�� 1IHMGEP� XIEGLMRK� ERH�
VIWIEVGL� HMHR´X� I\MWX� EX� -QTIVMEP� MR�
Q]� HE]�� FYX� MX� LEW� IZSPZIH� MRXS� ER�
MRWXMXYXMSR�[LIVI�XLI�[SVO�FIX[IIR�

IRKMRIIVMRK� ERH� QIHMGMRI� MW� XSHE]�
SRI� SJ� MXW� SYXWXERHMRK� WXVIRKXLW��
-QTIVMEP�LEW�EP[E]W�ETTPMIH�EGEHIQMG�
I\GIPPIRGI� JSV� XLI� KVIEXIV� KSSH��
ERH� -� EQ� XLVMPPIH� F]� XLI� TVSWTIGX�
SJ� XLMW�&MSQIHMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK�,YF�
HSMRK� I\EGXP]� XLEX��;LEX� -� ½RH� WS�
I\GMXMRK� EFSYX� XLMW� TVSNIGX� MW� XLEX�
LIVI� MW� -QTIVMEP� FYMPHMRK� SRI� SJ�
XLI� FMKKIWX� VIWIEVGL� GIRXVIW� MR� XLI�
[SVPH� [MXLMR� E� JI[� QMPIW� SJ� XLI�
'MX]� SJ� 0SRHSR�� [LMGL� MXWIPJ� LEW�
FIGSQI�XLI�FMKKIWX�½RERGMEP�GIRXVI�
MR� XLI� [SVPH� XSHE]�� &]� TYXXMRK� XLI�
X[S�XSKIXLIV��[LEX� MW�UYMXI�GPIEV� MW�
XLEX� XLI� MRZIWXQIRX� [SVPH� [MPP� FI�
[EXGLMRK� JSV�� ERH� [EMXMRK� JSV�� XLI�
VIWIEVGL� ERH� MRZIRXMSRW� [LMGL� [MPP�
GVIEXI�XSQSVVS[ Ẃ�KVIEX�GSQTERMIW��
-X�WIIQW�XS�QI�XLEX�� MR�IJJIGX��[LEX�
[I�EVI�GVIEXMRK�LIVI�MW�E�RI[�7MPMGSR�
:EPPI]� 0SRHSR�� [LMGL� MW� FSYRH� XS�
WYGGIIH�� -QTIVMEP� [EW� MRWTMVEXMSREP�
[LIR� -� ½VWX� NSMRIH� MX� EW� E� ]SYRK�
IRKMRIIVMRK� WXYHIRX� MR� ������ [LIR�
0SRHSR� [EW� YRHIV� EXXEGO� IZIV]�
RMKLX�� ERH� MX� MW� MRWTMVEXMSREP� XSHE]��
1E]�MX�GSRXMRYI�XS�FI�WS�JSVIZIV�²
8LI� 1E]SV� SJ� 0SRHSR�� &SVMW�

.SLRWSR�� WEMH�� ±-� EQ� EFWSPYXIP]�
HIPMKLXIH�EX�XLMW�I\XVIQIP]�KIRIVSYW�
HSREXMSR� XLEX� [MPP� TYWL� JSV[EVH�
VIWIEVGL�MR�ER�I\GMXMRK�ERH�GVYGMEPP]�
MQTSVXERX� EVIE� SJ� QIHMGEP� WGMIRGI��
&MSQIHMGEP�IRKMRIIVMRK�MW�MQTVSZMRK�
XVIEXQIRXW� ERH� UYEPMX]� SJ� PMJI� JSV�
TISTPI� EJJIGXIH� F]� E� HMZIVWI� VERKI�
SJ�QIHMGEP� GSRHMXMSRW� ERH� XLMW�RI[�
GIRXVI� LEW� XLI� TSXIRXMEP� XS� FIRI½X�
QMPPMSRW� MR� XLI�9/� ERH� EVSYRH� XLI�
[SVPH�� 8LMW� HSREXMSR�� GSQMRK� WS�
WSSR� EJXIV� XLI� PEYRGL� SJ� 1IH'MX]��
HIQSRWXVEXIW� YRUYIWXMSREFP]� XLEX�
0SRHSR�ERH�XLI�7SYXL�)EWX�MW�SRI�SJ�
XLI�PIEHMRK�VIKMSRW�MR�XLI�[SVPH�JSV�
KEQI�GLERKMRK�WGMIRGI�²

���1�KMJX�JVSQ�EPYQRYW�1MGLEIP�9VIR�3&)�XS�
FYMPH�FMSQIHMGEP�IRKMRIIVMRK�GIRXVI

3ZIV�����FMSIRKMRIIVW� KEXLIVIH�EX�
-QTIVMEP� JSV� 1)'FMSIRK���� [LMGL�
FVSYKLX� XSKIXLIV� VIWIEVGLIVW�
JVSQ� ��� YRMZIVWMXMIW�� EPSRKWMHI�
VITVIWIRXEXMZIW� JVSQ� MRHYWXV]��
GLEVMXMIW� ERH� KSZIVRQIRX�� XS�
LIPT� JSWXIV� VIKMSREP� ERH� REXMSREP�
RIX[SVOW� ERH� HVMZI� JSV[EVH�
HIZIPSTQIRX�SJ� XLI�9/�EW�E�KPSFEP�
LYF�JSV�QIHMGEP�MRRSZEXMSR�
8LI� MREYKYVEP� IZIRX�� GSQFMRIH�

JSV� XLI� ½VWX� XMQI� XLI� 1IHMGEP�
)RKMRIIVMRK� 'IRXVIW´� %RRYEP�
1IIXMRK� ERH� XLI� &MSIRKMRIIVMRK�
7SGMIX] Ẃ�ERRYEP�GSRJIVIRGI�
3TIRMRK� XLI� IZIRX� SR� ���

7ITXIQFIV�� -QTIVMEP� 4VIWMHIRX�
4VSJIWWSV�%PMGI�+EWX� WEMH��±-X Ẃ� ZIV]�
I\GMXMRK� XS� LEZI� XLI� ½VWX� NSMRX�
QIIXMRK�SJ� XLI�1IHMGEP�)RKMRIIVMRK�
'IRXVIW� ERH� XLI� &MSIRKMRIIVMRK�
7SGMIX]�LIVI�EX�XLI�'SPPIKI�� -X� JIIPW�
ZIV]� ETTVSTVMEXI� XS� FI� LSWXMRK�
WYGL� E� QIIXMRK� EX� -QTIVMEP�� [LMGL�
LEW� EP[E]W� FIIR� ELIEH� SJ� MXW� XMQI�
MR� &MSIRKMRIIVMRK�� -R� XLI� ����W��
-QTIVMEP� JSVQIH� XLI� 4L]WMSPSKMGEP�
*PS[�7XYHMIW�9RMX��XLI�)RKMRIIVMRK�MR�
1IHMGMRI�0EF��ERH�XLI�&MSQIGLERMGW�
+VSYT�� %PP� SJ� XLIWI� KVSYTW� [IVI�
PIEHMRK� XLI� [E]� MR� XLIMV� VIWTIGXMZI�
½IPHW�� 8LMW� ZMWMSR� ERH� MRRSZEXMSR�
GSRXMRYIW� MR� &MSIRKMRIIVMRK� EX�
-QTIVMEP��ERH�MR�QER]�SXLIV�'IRXVIW�
ERH� (ITEVXQIRXW� EGVSWW� XLI�
'SPPIKI�
±&]� MXW� REXYVI�� FMSIRKMRIIVMRK�

MW� SRI� SJ� XLI� QSWX� GSPPEFSVEXMZI�
EGEHIQMG� ½IPHW�� ERH� -QTIVMEP�
LMKLP]� ZEPYIW� GSPPEFSVEXMSR� EGVSWW�
HMWGMTPMREV]�� MRWXMXYXMSREP� ERH�
VIKMSREP�FSYRHEVMIW��*SV�XLMW�VIEWSR�
-�EQ�KVEXM½IH�XS�WII�XLMW�GSRJIVIRGI�
FVMRKMRK� XSKIXLIV� QYPXMHMWGMTPMREV]�
1IHMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK� 'IRXVIW� JVSQ�
-QTIVMEP�� 3\JSVH�� /MRK Ẃ� ERH� 0IIHW�
¯� EW� [IPP� EW� XLI�;IPPGSQI� 8VYWX��
)476'� ERH� XLI� &MSIRKMRIIVMRK�

7SGMIX]�
±%X� -QTIVMEP�� FMSIRKMRIIVW�

IRWYVI� XLEX� XLIMV� FEWMG� VIWIEVGL�
KIXW� XVERWPEXIH� JSV� WSGMIXEP� FIRI½X��
-QTIVMEP� VIGIRXP]� VIGIMZIH� E�
XVERWJSVQEXMSREP� ���� QMPPMSR� KMJX�
JVSQ�-QTIVMEP�EPYQRYW�1MGLEIP�9VIR��
[LMGL�[I�[MPP�MRZIWX�MR�E�FVERH�RI[�
&MSQIHMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK� 6IWIEVGL�
,YF�EX� -QTIVMEP�;IWX�� -�LSTI�QER]�
SJ�]SY�[MPP�FI�MRZSPZIH�²
+ISVKI�*VIIQER�14��1MRMWXIV�JSV�

0MJI� 7GMIRGIW�� EHHVIWWIH� HIPIKEXIW�
EW� XLI� GSRJIVIRGI� GEQI� XS� E� GPSWI�
SR� ��� 7ITXIQFIV�� ,I� WEMH��±-X� MW� E�
VIEP� TPIEWYVI� XS� FI� LIVI� XSHE]� EX�
-QTIVMEP�¯�ER�EFWSPYXI�TS[IVLSYWI�
MR� XLI� 9/ Ẃ� MRRSZEXMSR� IGSRSQ]��
8LI�GSVI�YRHIVP]MRK�[SVO�XLEX�]SY�
EVI�HSMRK�EW�FMSIRKMRIIVW� MW�YXXIVP]�
IWWIRXMEP� XS� XLI� PERHWGETI� SJ� ��WX�
GIRXYV]� LIEPXLGEVI� ERH� QIHMGMRI��
=SY� EVI� PE]MRK� XLI� JSYRHEXMSRW�
JSV� XLI� GSQTERMIW�� NSFW�� ERH� XLI�
MRRSZEXMZI�XVIEXQIRXW�ERH�TVSHYGXW�
SJ�XSQSVVS[�²
4VSJIWWSV�%RXLSR]�&YPP��'LEMV� SJ�

1)'FMSIRK���ERH�,IEH�SJ�-QTIVMEP Ẃ��
(ITEVXQIRX� SJ� &MSIRKMRIIVMRK��
WEMH�� ±8LI� QIVKIV� SJ� XLIWI� X[S�
IZIRXW� VI¾IGXW�[LEX� MW� KSSH� EFSYX�
FMSIRKMRIIVMRK� MR� XLI� 9/��%W� [IPP�
EW�FIMRK�[IPP� JYRHIH�EW�E�HMWGMTPMRI��
[I�LEZI�E�ZMFVERX�GSPPIGXMZI�WTMVMX�¯�
ERH�FVMRKMRK�]SY�EPP�XSKIXLIV�JSV�XLMW�
GSRJIVIRGI�WLS[W�XLEX�MR�E�TS[IVJYP�
[E]�²
(V�.IRRE�7XIZIRW�7QMXL��(MVIGXSV�

SJ� 1)'FMSIRK��� WEMH�� ±;I� EVI�
HIPMKLXIH� [MXL� XLI� RYQFIV� SJ�
HIPIKEXIW� EXXIRHMRK� XLI� GSRJIVIRGI��
%W�E�FMSIRKMRIIV�Q]WIPJ��-�LEZI�WIIR�
XLI�HMWGMTPMRI�KVS[�SZIV�XLI�PEWX�XIR�
]IEVW� ERH� EQ� OIIR� XS� WII� XLI�9/�
FMSIRKMRIIVMRK� GSQQYRMX]� [SVO�
QSVI�GPSWIP]� XSKIXLIV� XS�HVMZI� XLI�
HMWGMTPMRI�JSV[EVH�MR�XLI�9/�²

-QTIVMEP�LSWXW�PEVKIWX�IZIV�FMSIRKMRIIVMRK�
GSRJIVIRGI�LIPH�MR�9/

/MRKWFYV]�7GLSPEV�XEOIW�XS�XLI�LMKL�WIEW

8LEROW�XS�E�KIRIVSYW�HSRSV��E�JYPP]�
�JYRHIH�TPEGI�[EW�QEHI�EZEMPEFPI�JSV�
E�WXYHIRX�MR�XLI�)RKMRIIVMRK�*EGYPX]�
XS�XEOI�TEVX�MR�E�.YFMPII�7EMPMRK�8VYWX�
ZS]EKI�MR�7ITXIQFIV��
8LI� .YFMPII� 7EMPMRK� 8VYWX� MW� E�

GLEVMX]� XLEX� XEOIW� TISTPI� SJ� EPP�
EFMPMXMIW� WEMPMRK� SR� XEPP� WLMTW�� ERH�
XLI� JYRHMRK� JSV� XLI� WXYHIRX� TPEGI�
MRGPYHIH� XLIMV� ³PIEHIVWLMT� EX� WIE�
TVSKVEQQI´� HIWMKRIH� XS� [SVO� SR�
PIEHIVWLMT�� XIEQ� FYMPHMRK�� TVSFPIQ�
WSPZMRK�ERH�HMWEFMPMX]�E[EVIRIWW�
8LI�TPEGI�[EW�E[EVHIH�XS�.IWWMGE�

'LEVXIV�� E� /MRKWFYV]� 7GLSPEV� MR�
'MZMP� )RKMRIIVMRK�� � 7LI Ẃ� LEH� E�FYW]�
WYQQIV�� LEZMRK� NYWX� VIXYVRIH� JVSQ�
[SVOMRK� SR� XLMW� ]IEV Ẃ� )P� 7EPZEHSV�

TVSNIGX� XS� FYMPH� ER� IEVXLUYEOI�
TVSSJ�LSYWI�JSV�E�JEQMP]�SJ����YWMRK�
WYWXEMREFPI� ERH� PSGEP�QEXIVMEPW� �WII�
XLI� 7TVMRK� ����� MWWYI� SJ� -QTIVMEP�
)2+-2))6� JSV� E� VITSVX� SR� PEWX�
]IEV Ẃ� EGXMZMXMIW� MR� XLI� )P� 7EPZEHSV�
TVSNIGX���7YWXEMREFMPMX]�MW�E�TEVXMGYPEV�
MRXIVIWX� JSV� .IWWMGE� [LS� MW� WXVMZMRK�
XS� TYVWYI� E� GEVIIV� MR� IRKMRIIVMRK�
JSGYWMRK� SR� ³KVIIR� KVS[XL´�� � 7LI�
LEW� EXXIRHIH� WIZIVEP� -RXIVREXMSREP�
7YWXEMREFPI� -RRSZEXMSR�'SRJIVIRGIW�
ERH�[SVOWLSTW� XS� PIEVR� RI[�[E]W�
XS� MRGSVTSVEXI� WYWXEMREFMPMX]� MRXS�
HEMP]�PMZIW�
=SY� GER� VIEH� QSVI� EFSYX� XLI�

.YFMPII�7EMPMRK�8VYWX�EX�
LXXT���NWX�SVK�YO

-Q
TIVMEP�'

SPPIKI
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0IEHMRK� ½KYVIW� ERH� WYTTSVXIVW�
SJ� [SQIR� MR� IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT�
KEXLIVIH� SR� ��XL� 3GXSFIV� XS�
GIPIFVEXI� XLI� PEYRGL� SJ� XLI�
%PXLIE�-QTIVMEP� TVSKVEQQI� ¯� E�
TMSRIIVMRK� WGLIQI� XS� MHIRXMJ]�
ERH� MRWTMVI� XLI� RI\X� KIRIVEXMSR�
SJ� JIQEPI� IRXVITVIRIYVW�� -QTIVMEP�
LEW� XIEQIH� YT� [MXL� 8LI� %PXLIE�
*SYRHEXMSR�� XLI� WSGMEP� ZIRXYVI�
TLMPERXLVSTMG�SVKERMWEXMSR��XS�MRZIWX�
ER� MRMXMEP� ��������� MR� E� XLVII�]IEV�
IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT� TVSKVEQQI� ERH�
TVM^I�JSV�MXW�JIQEPI�WXYHIRXW�
*IQEPI� YRHIVKVEHYEXIW� ERH�

TSWXKVEHYEXIW� [IVI� MRZMXIH� XS�
WYFQMX� XLIMV� FYWMRIWW� MHIEW� XS� FI�
MRGPYHIH� MR�E�FIWTSOI�HIZIPSTQIRX�
TVSKVEQQI� HIWMKRIH� XS� IRGSYVEKI�
ERH�WYTTSVX�QSVI�[SQIR�WXYH]MRK�
WGMIRGI��XIGLRSPSK]��IRKMRIIVMRK�ERH�
QEXLW��78)1�XS�TPE]�E�PIEHMRK�VSPI�
MR�XLI�RI\X�KIRIVEXMSR�SJ�MRRSZEXMZI�
FYWMRIWW�PIEHIVW�
)RXVITVIRIYVW� ERH� OI]RSXI�

WTIEOIVW� 7LIVV]� 'SYXY� ERH� (EQI�
7XITLERMI� 7LMVPI]� NSMRIH� -QTIVMEP�
4VIWMHIRX� 4VSJIWWSV�%PMGI�+EWX� ERH�
TVSKVEQQI� GLEQTMSR� 4VSJIWWSV�
1EKKMI� (EPPQER�� EPWS� (IER� SJ�
-QTIVMEP Ẃ� *EGYPX]� SJ� 2EXYVEP�
7GMIRGIW�� SR� WXEKI�� 8LI]� XEPOIH�
EFSYX� XLIMV� I\TIVMIRGIW�� WLEVIH�
XLIMV� IRXVITVIRIYVMEP� [MWHSQ�� ERH�
IRGSYVEKIH�JIQEPI�WXYHIRXW�XS�ETTP]�
XS�XLI�TVSKVEQQI�
%RKIP� MRZIWXSV� 7LIVV]� 'SYXY�

QEHI�ER�IRPMKLXIRIH�ERH�TEWWMSREXI�
GEWI� JSV� XLI� I\XVE� ��� XVMPPMSR�+(4�
XLEX� GSYPH� FI� GVIEXIH� F]� MRZSPZMRK�
QSVI� [SQIR� [MXL� E� 78)1�
FEGOKVSYRH� MR� IWXEFPMWLMRK� ERH�
WGEPMRK� YT� RI[� ZIRXYVIW�� 7SJX[EVI�
IRXVITVIRIYV� ERH� GLEVMX]� JSYRHIV�
(EQI� 7XITLERMI� VI¾IGXIH� SR� E�
PMJIXMQI� MR� FYWMRIWW� ERH� WLEVIH� XLI�
WIGVIXW�SJ�LIV�WYGGIWW��[LMGL�MRGPYHI�
SRP]� IQTPS]MRK� TISTPI� [LS� EVI�
FIXXIV�XLER�]SY�
(EQI�7XITLERMI�[IRX�SR�XS�MRZMXI�

IWXEFPMWLIH�FYWMRIWW�TISTPI�XS�WLEVI�
XLIMV�NSYVRI]�ERH�XLIMV�WYGGIWWIW��XS�
IRGSYVEKI�WXYHIRXW�XS�WXIT�JSV[EVH�
ERH� XEOI� E� VMWO� F]� ETTP]MRK� XS� XLI�
TVSKVEQQI�� ERH� XS� IRGSYVEKI�
QIRXSVW�XS�KMZI�KIRIVSYWP]�SJ�XLIMV�
XMQI�� 7LI� ½RMWLIH� F]� SFWIVZMRK��
±,S[� -� [MWL� XLMW� 4VM^I� LEH� FIIR�
EVSYRH�[LIR�-�WXEVXIH�SYX²�
±;I� EVI� TPIEWIH� XS� FI�

GSPPEFSVEXMRK� [MXL� XLI� %PXLIE�
Foundation on this important 
TVSKVEQQI²�� WEMH� 4VSJIWWSV� %PMGI�
+EWX�� ±)RXVITVIRIYVWLMT� MW� EX� XLI�
LIEVX� SJ� QYGL� SJ� SYV� [SVO�� ERH�
XLMW� TVSKVEQQI� SJJIVW� YW� XLI�
STTSVXYRMX]� XS� IRGSYVEKI� [SQIR�
XS� HIZIPST� XLIMV� IRXVITVIRIYVMEP�
MHIEW�ERH�GVIEXI�RI[�ERH�MRRSZEXMZI�
IRXIVTVMWIW��-J�[I�EVI�WIVMSYW�EFSYX�

IGSRSQMG� KVS[XL�� [I� QYWX� ½RH�
QSVI� [E]W� XS� WYTTSVX� [SQIR� MR�
78)1� ½IPHW� ERH� IRGSYVEKI� XLIQ�
to pursue their ideas and start 
XLIMV� S[R� FYWMRIWWIW�� ;I� PSSO�
JSV[EVH� XS� [SVOMRK� [MXL� QIRXSVW�
ERH� FYWMRIWW� PIEHIVW� XS� MRWTMVI��
MRZIWX� MR� ERH� YRPSGO� XLI� XEPIRX� SJ�
XLI�9/ Ẃ�RI\X�KIRIVEXMSR�SJ�[SQIR�
IRXVITVIRIYVW�²
±8LI�%PXLIE�-QTIVMEP�TVSKVEQQI�

LEW� FIIR� HIWMKRIH� XS� XVERWJSVQ�
entrepreneurship opportunities 
JSV� [SQIR� MR� 78)1�²� WE]W�%PI\WMW�
HI� 6EEHX� 7X�� .EQIW�� *SYRHIV� ERH�
'LEMVQER�SJ�8LI�%PXLIE�*SYRHEXMSR��
±%PXLSYKL�QSVI�[SQIR�EVI�WXYH]MRK�
JSV�78)1�HIKVIIW�XLER�FIJSVI��SZIV�
��	� SJ� XLIQ� HVST� SYX� SJ� 78)1�
GEVIIVW��8LMW� RI[� TVSKVEQQI� EMQW�
XS� VIZIVWI� XLMW� PSWW� SJ� MRZIWXQIRX�
ERH�XEPIRX�F]�TVSZMHMRK�WYTTSVX� JSV�
JIQEPI� -QTIVMEP� WXYHIRXW� XS� TYVWYI�
XLIMV� IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT� EQFMXMSRW��
ERH�FIGSQI�XLI�FYWMRIWW�PIEHIVW�SJ�
XLI�JYXYVI�²
8LI� %PXLIE�-QTIVMEP� TVSKVEQQI�

[MPP� WYTTSVX� JIQEPI� WXYHIRXW� XS�
HIZIPST�XLIMV�MHIEW�XLVSYKL�E�VERKI�
SJ�WIWWMSRW�ERH�[SVOWLSTW�JIEXYVMRK�
FYWMRIWW� PIEHIVW�� ERH� SRI�XS�SRI�
QIRXSVMRK� WIWWMSRW� JSV� XLIQ� XS�
TVITEVI� XLIMV� MRRSZEXMZI� MHIEW�
FIJSVI� TMXGLMRK� XS� E� NYHKMRK� TERIP�
MR� 1E]� ������ -X� [MPP� EPWS� GVIEXI� E�
GSQQYRMX]�SJ�TIIV�WYTTSVX��EW�[IPP�
EW�GSRRIGX�WXYHIRXW�XS�XLI�FVSEHIV�
IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT� GSQQYRMX]�
EX� -QTIVMEP�� 8LI� TVSKVEQQI� [MPP�
support student entrepreneurs 
XLVSYKL� XLI� HIZIPSTQIRX� SJ� XLIMV�
MHIEW��[MXL�QSHYPIW�EMQIH�EX�
• LIPTMRK� XLIQ� XS� WSPZI� KVERH�
GLEPPIRKIW�

• YRPSGOMRK�XLIMV�GVIEXMZI�WOMPPW�
• HIZIPSTMRK� XLIMV� XIEQ� PIEHIVWLMT�
WOMPPW�

• PIEVRMRK�JVSQ�JEMPYVI�
• LEVRIWWMRK�TYFPMG�WTIEOMRK�WOMPPW�MR�
SVHIV�XS�TVSQSXI�XLIMV�MHIEW�
±;I� EVI� PEYRGLMRK� XLMW�

TVSKVEQQI�XS�IRWYVI�XLEX� -QTIVMEP�
GSRXMRYIW�XS�GSRXVMFYXI�XLI�[SVPH Ẃ�
FIWX�QMRHW�XS�E�RI[�[EZI�SJ�JIQEPI�
IRXVITVIRIYVMEP� PIEHIVW²�� WE]W�
4VSJIWWSV�1EKKMI�(EPPQER��(IER�SJ�
XLI�*EGYPX]�SJ�2EXYVEP�7GMIRGIW�ERH�
GLEQTMSR� SJ� XLI� %PXLIE�-QTIVMEP�
TVSKVEQQI��±7TIEOIVW��QIRXSVW�ERH�
NYHKIW�SR�XLI�TVSKVEQQI�VITVIWIRX�
WSQI�SJ�XLI�FIWX�QMRHW�MR�FYWMRIWW�
XSHE]�ERH�-�EQ�HIPMKLXIH�XS�FI�EFPI�
XS� SJJIV� XLMW� I\GMXMRK� HIZIPSTQIRX�
STTSVXYRMX]�XS�SYV�WXYHIRXW�EW�TEVX�
SJ�XLIMV�-QTIVMEP�I\TIVMIRGI�²
8S� ½RH� SYX� QSVI� EFSYX� XLI�

TVSKVEQQI� ERH� LS[� ]SY� GER�
ZSPYRXIIV� XS� LIPT� EW� E� QIRXSV� SV�
WYFNIGX�I\TIVX�ZMWMX�

LXXT���FMX�P]�-)���%PXLIE

-QTIVMEP�MRZIWXW�MR�IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT�TVSKVEQQI�
ERH�TVM^I�JSV�JIQEPI�WXYHIRXW

-X Ẃ�FIIR�E�KVIEX�]IEV� JSV�4VSJIWWSV�
'LVMW�8SYQE^SY��6IKMYW�4VSJIWWSV�SJ�
)RKMRIIVMRK�JVSQ�XLI�(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�
)PIGXVMGEP�ERH�)PIGXVSRMG�)RKMRIIVMRK���
-R�.YRI�LI�[SR�-RZIRXSV�SJ�XLI�=IEV�
�6IWIEVGL�GEXIKSV]�MR�XLI�)YVSTIER�
4EXIRX� 3J½GI� �)43� )YVSTIER�
-RZIRXSV� %[EVHW�� XLI� SRP]� 9/�
MRZIRXSV� XS� VIGIMZI� ER� E[EVH� XLMW�
]IEV�� -R� 3GXSFIV� LI� [EW� E[EVHIH�
XLI� -RWXMXYXMSR� SJ� )RKMRIIVMRK� ERH�
8IGLRSPSK]� �-)8� ����� *EVEHE]�
1IHEP�� &SXL� E[EVHW� EVI� JSV� LMW�
HIZIPSTQIRX� SJ� E� HIZMGI� GEPPIH�
XLI� 724� (SGXSV�� [LMGL� YWIW� WQEPP�
WMPMGSR�QMGVSGLMTW�XS�MHIRXMJ]�KIRIXMG�
mutations that determine a person’s 
TVIHMWTSWMXMSR�XS�GIVXEMR�LIVIHMXEV]�
HMWIEWIW�� 8LI� TSVXEFPI�� PS[�TS[IV�
HIZMGI�GER�EREP]WI�HEXE�SR�XLI�WTSX�
VEXLIV� XLER� MR� E� PEF� IRZMVSRQIRX�
8LI� XIGLRSPSK]� VITVIWIRXW� E� KVIEX�
WXVMHI�JSV[EVH�MR�QIHMGMRI�EW�MX�WLMJXW�
IQTLEWMW� JVSQ� XVIEXMRK� MPPRIWWIW� XS�
TVIZIRXMRK�ERH�HMEKRSWMRK�XLIQ�MR�E�
XEVKIXIH�QERRIV�
4VSJIWWSV� .IJJ� 1EKII�� (IER� SJ�

XLI� *EGYPX]� SJ� )RKMRIIVMRK�� WEMH���
±8LI� XIGLRSPSKMIW� XLEX� 'LVMW� LEW�
HIZIPSTIH� SZIV� XLI� ]IEVW� RSX� SRP]�
LEZI� XLI� EFMPMX]� XS� MQTVSZI� TEXMIRX�
GEVI�� XLI]� EVI� EPWS� MQTSVXERX� JSV�
XLI� 9/� IGSRSQ]�� ,MW� [SVO� MW� E�
TIVJIGX� I\EQTPI� SJ� XVERWPEXMRK�
VIWIEVGL� MRXS� ZMEFPI� FYWMRIWWIW�
XLEX� EVI�LIPTMRK� XS�QEOI� XLI�9/�E�
PIEHIV� MR� TIVWSREPMWIH� LIEPXLGEVI�²�
3R� XLI� -RZIRXSV�SJ� XLI�=IEV� E[EVH�
4VSJ�� 1EKII� EHHIH�� � ±&IMRK� XLI�
SRP]� IRKMRIIV� XS� FI� RSQMREXIH� MR�
XLI� 9/� JSV� XLMW� TVIWXMKMSYW� E[EVH�
is a testament to his hard work 
ERH� XS� XLI� XIGLRMGEP� ORS[�LS[� SJ�
-QTIVMEP� VIWIEVGLIVW�²� 4VSJIWWSV�
.EQIW� 7XMVPMRK�� 4VSZSWX� SJ� -QTIVMEP�
'SPPIKI� 0SRHSR�� WEMH� ��±8LMW� E[EVH�
VIEPP]� YRHIVPMRIW� [LEX� -QTIVMEP�
VIWIEVGLIVW�HS�FIWX�¯�XEOMRK�[SVPH�
PIEHMRK� VIWIEVGL� ERH� ETTP]MRK� MX� XS�
LIPT� WSPZI� KPSFEP� GLEPPIRKIW�8LI�
[LSPI�'SPPIKI�[EVQP]�GSRKVEXYPEXIW�
'LVMW�� 8LMW� E[EVH� MW� E� FVMPPMERX�
EGORS[PIHKIQIRX�SJ�LMW�LEVH�[SVO�
ERH�LMW�MRRSZEXMZI�WTMVMX�²
4VSJIWWSV� 8SYQE^SY Ẃ� MRZIRXMSR�

GSYPH� QEOI� (2%� XIWXMRK� QSVI�
IGSRSQMGEP� JSV�GPMRMGW�ERH�LSWTMXEPW�
XLEX� SRGI� LEH� XS� WTIRH� YT[EVHW�
SJ� LEPJ� E� QMPPMSR� 97� HSPPEVW� SR�
GSRZIRXMSREP� (2%�WIUYIRGMRK�
QEGLMRIW�� -X� EPWS� KMZIW� TEXMIRXW�
VIWYPXW� [MXLMR� QMRYXIW� VEXLIV� XLER�
[IIOW�
8LI� XIGLRSPSK]� EPWS� LEW�

IGSRSQMG� FIRI½XW� JSV� XLI� &VMXMWL�
IGSRSQ]�� 8LI� KPSFEP� QEVOIX�
TSXIRXMEP� JSV� (2%� WIUYIRGMRK� MW�
LYKI��&]������� MX� MW�I\TIGXIH� XS�FI�
[SVXL�97������FMPPMSR�ERH�KVS[�F]�
����	� ERRYEPP]�� 8LI� IQIVKIRGI� SJ�

FVIEOXLVSYKL� XIGLRSPSKMIW� WYGL� EW�
4VSJIWWSV�8SYQE^SY Ẃ� GSWX�IJ½GMIRX�
ETTPMGEXMSR� JSV� XIWXMRK� (2%� GSYPH�
TSXIRXMEPP]� LIPT� XLI� 9/� XS� FI� E�
PIEHIV�MR�XLMW�½IPH�
4VSJIWWSV� 8SYQE^SY� LEW�

IWXEFPMWLIH� XLI� (2%� )PIGXVSRMGW�
�(2%I� GSQTER]� XLVSYKL� -QTIVMEP�
-RRSZEXMSRW� XS� QEVOIX� XLI� 724�
(SGXSV�� 8LI� GSQTER]� LEW� EPVIEH]�
IRXIVIH� MRXS� GSPPEFSVEXMSRW� [MXL�
6SGLI� ERH� 4½^IV�� -X� EPWS� EGXMZIP]�
PMGIRWIW� MXW� TEXIRXW� XS� PMGIRWIIW�
MRGPYHMRK� 0MJI� 8IGLRSPSKMIW� ERH�
XLI� 2EXMSREP� -RWXMXYXI� JSV� ,IEPXL�
6IWIEVGL�
4VSJIWWSV� 8SYQE^SY� VIGIMZIH�

E� HIKVII� MR� IPIGXVMGEP� IRKMRIIVMRK�
EX� -QTIVMEP�� ,I� FIKER� LMW� GEVIIV�
HIZIPSTMRK� IRIVK]�IJ½GMIRX�
QMGVSGLMTW� JSV� QSFMPI� TLSRIW��
%X� XLI� EKI� SJ� ���� LI� FIGEQI� XLI�
]SYRKIWX� TVSJIWWSV� XS� XIEGL� EX� XLI�
'SPPIKI��[LIVI�LI�JSGYWIH�SR�[E]W�
SJ� GSQFMRMRK� IPIGXVMGEP� IRKMRIIVMRK�
ERH� QMGVSGLMT� XIGLRSPSK]� [MXL�
FMSQIHMGMRI� ¯� ER� EGLMIZIQIRX� EPP�
XLI�QSVI� VIQEVOEFPI� JSV� WSQISRI�
[LS� PIJX� WGLSSP� EX� ��� [MXL� RS�
UYEPM½GEXMSRW�
8SYQE^SY Ẃ�HIGMWMSR�XS�HIPZI�MRXS�

XLI�[SVPH�SJ�KIRIXMG�HMWSVHIVW�GEQI�
EFSYX� EJXIV� LMW� WSR� 1EVGYW� [EW�
HMEKRSWIH� [MXL� E� VEVI� LIVIHMXEV]�
JSVQ�SJ�OMHRI]�HMWIEWI��,I�EMQIH�JSV�
E� XIGLRSPSK]� XLEX� [SYPH� JEGMPMXEXI�
IEVP]�HIXIGXMSR��LIPTMRK�QIHMGMRI�KS�
JVSQ�LIEPMRK� MPPRIWWIW� XS�TVIZIRXMRK�
XLIQ�
'SQQIRXMRK� SR� XLI� E[EVH�

SJ� XLI� *EVEHE]� 1IHEP�� 4VSJIWWSV�
8SYQE^SY� WEMH��±-� EQ� ZIV]� XLEROJYP�
XS� XLI� -RWXMXYXMSR� JSV� GSRWMHIVMRK�
Q]�[SVO�JSV�XLMW�TVIWXMKMSYW�E[EVH��
&IMRK� GLSWIR� EW� XLI� ����� [MRRIV�
MW� E� XVYI� LSRSYV�� 8LVSYKLSYX� Q]�
IRXMVI�GEVIIV�-�LEZI�[SVOIH�XS�FVMRK�
IPIGXVSRMG� MRZIRXMSRW� XS� LIEPXLGEVI�
QEVOIXW� [LIVI� XLIVI� MW� E� GVMXMGEP�
ERH�YVKIRX�RIIH��*SV�QI��XLI�EFMPMX]�
XS� YWI� WIQMGSRHYGXSV� WIUYIRGMRK�
XS� TVSZMHI� E� QIHMGEP� HMEKRSWMW� MR�
NYWX� E� JI[� LSYVW� XLEX� SRGI� XSSO�
HE]W� MW� E� GVYGMEP� WXIT� MR� WEZMRK� XLI�
PMZIW� SJ� TEXMIRXW��8LMW� MW� TEVXMGYPEVP]�
WMKRM½GERX� JSV� XLI� XVIEXQIRX� SJ�
WITWMW�¯�E�[LSPI�FSH]�MR¾EQQEXMSR�
¯�[LIVI�IZIV]�QMRYXI�QEXXIVW�²

-RZIRXSV�SJ�XLI�=IEV�ERH�
*EVEHE]�1IHEP

-Q
TIVMEP�'

SPPIKI
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8LI� 9/� GER� GSRXMRYI� XS� TVSWTIV�
MR�XIVQW�SJ� MXW�IRIVK]�VIWSYVGIW�F]�
I\TPSMXMRK� [MRH� ERH� QEVMRI� TS[IV��
WE]W� 4VSJIWWSV� 8MQ� +VIIR�� [LS�
MW� XLI� RI[� (MVIGXSV� SJ� -QTIVMEP Ẃ�
)RIVK]�*YXYVIW�0EF��)*0�EW�[IPP�EW�
(ITYX]�,IEH�SJ�XLI�(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�
)PIGXVMGEP�ERH�)PIGXVSRMG�)RKMRIIVMRK��
-R� ER� MRXIVZMI[� SR� XLI� -QTIVMEP�
2I[W�[IFWMXI�LI�WE]W��±XLI�9/�LEW�
FIIR�I\XVESVHMREVMP]� PYGO]� MR� XIVQW�
SJ�IRIVK]��[I�JSYRHIH�XLI�IGSRSQMG�
WXVIRKXL� SJ� XLI� REXMSR� SR� XLI�
MRHYWXVMEP� VIZSPYXMSR�� FYMPX� SR� GSEP��
ERH�[I´ZI�LEH�KEW�ERH�SMP��FYX�RS[�
[I�IRXIV� E�HMJJIVIRX� IVE�[LIVI�[I�
½RH� SYVWIPZIW� [MXL� UYMXI� EFYRHERX�
[MRH� VIWSYVGI� ERH� QEVMRI� IRIVK]�
VIWSYVGI� WS� [I´ZI� KSX� XS� I\TPSMX�
XLSWI�X[S�IRIVK]�VIWSYVGIW��&YX�MX Ẃ�
KSMRK�XS�FI�E�QM\IH�IRIVK]�TMGXYVI��
[I V́I� RSX� KSMRK� XS� WYHHIRP]� WXST�
YWMRK�JSWWMP� JYIPW��FYX�[LEX�[I�RIIH�
XS�HS�MW�WXEVX�HSMRK�GEVFSR�GETXYVI�
ERH� WXSVEKI� XIGLRSPSKMIW� XS� QEOI�
XLI� MQTEGX� SR� XLI� GPMQEXI� PIWW��;I�
WXMPP�LEZI�XS�QEREKI�XLI�ZEVMEFMPMX]�SJ�
XLI�[MRH�ERH�XLI�XMHIW�MR�SYV�IRIVK]�
KIRIVEXMSR�� 'PIEVP]�� QSZMRK� XS�
WYWXEMREFPI�IRIVK]�MW�RSX�WSQIXLMRK�
ER� MRHMZMHYEP� REXMSR� GER� HS� SR� MXW�
S[R�� MX Ẃ� MQTSVXERX� XLEX� XLI� 9/�
XEOIW�E�PIEHMRK�TSWMXMSR�ERH�-QTIVMEP�
LEW�E�WXVSRK�VSPI�MR�MR¾YIRGMRK�[LEX�
XLI�9/�HSIW��FYX�[I�RIIH�XS�[SVO�
[MXL� TEVXRIV� SVKERMWEXMSRW� EGVSWW�
XLI�[SVPH���3YV�VIWIEVGLIVW�EPVIEH]�
LEZI� E� KPSFEP� WXERHMRK� ERH� [I�
RIIH� XS� GSQI� XSKIXLIV�� EW� E� XIEQ�
SJ� VIWIEVGLIVW� MR� IRIVK]�� XS� LEZI�
MQTEGX� SR� XLI� IRIVK]� XIGLRSPSKMIW�
ERH� XLI� IRIVK]� HIFEXI� SR� E�[SVPH�
WXEKI�²
=SY� GER� PMWXIR� XS� ER� EYHMS�

VIGSVHMRK�SJ�XLI�MRXIVZMI[�EX�
LXXT���FMX�P]�-)���)*0

6IRI[EFPI�IRIVK]�GER�
LIPT�9/�XS�TVSWTIV

-R�XLI�57�;SVPH�9RMZIVWMX]�6EROMRKW��
ERRSYRGIH� MR� 7ITXIQFIV�� -QTIVMEP�
VSWI� XS� NSMRX��RH� ¯� XLI� 'SPPIKI Ẃ�
FIWX�IZIV�TIVJSVQERGI�̄ �FILMRH�1-8��
XMIH�[MXL�'EQFVMHKI�ERH�NYWX�ELIEH�
SJ�,EVZEVH�
-R� XLI� 8MQIW� ,MKLIV� )HYGEXMSR�

;SVPH� 9RMZIVWMX]� 6EROMRKW��
TYFPMWLIH� MR�3GXSFIV�� -QTIVMEP�VSWI�
JVSQ���XL�XS��XL�TPEGI�MR�XLI�[SVPH�
SZIVEPP��IUYEP�[MXL�=EPI��-X�[EW�TPEGIH�
�RH� MR� )YVSTI� FILMRH� 'EQFVMHKI�
ERH��XL�MR�XLI�[SVPH�JSV�IRKMRIIVMRK�
ERH�XIGLRSPSK]�
-R� REXMSREP� VEROMRKW� XLI�

'SQTYXMRK� HITEVXQIRX� LEW�� PMOI�
PEWX� ]IEV�� FIIR� VEROIH� �RH� FILMRH�
'EQFVMHKI� F]� 8LI� 'SQTPIXI�
9RMZIVWMX]� +YMHI�� �RH� FILMRH� 7X�
%RHVI[W�F]�8LI�+YEVHMER�ERH�EPWS�
�RH�F]�8LI�8MQIW�7YRHE]�8MQIW�
1IER[LMPI� MR� XLI� 2EXMSREP�

7XYHIRX� 7YVZI]�� -QTIVMEP� LEW�
QEXGLIH� PEWX� ]IEV Ẃ� LMKLIWX� IZIV�
TIVJSVQERGI�[MXL���	�SJ�½REP�]IEV�
WYVZI]� TEVXMGMTERXW� ³HI½RMXIP]´� SV�
³QSWXP]´� EKVIIMRK� XLEX� XLIMV� SZIVEPP�
I\TIVMIRGI� EX� XLI� 'SPPIKI� [EW�
WEXMWJEGXSV]�� �8LMW� MW��	�LMKLIV� XLER�
XLI�WIGXSV�EZIVEKI�SJ���	��%GEHIQMG�
7YTTSVX�EGLMIZIH�ER���	�WEXMWJEGXMSR�
VEXI���	�YT�SR�PEWX�]IEV��[MXL���	�
JSV�0IEVRMRK�6IWSYVGIW����	�EFSZI�
XLI� WIGXSV� EZIVEKI�� ERH� ��	� JSV�
%WWIWWQIRX� ERH� *IIHFEGO� �YT� �	�
SR�PEWX�]IEV�ERH�YT���	�WMRGI�������
-QTIVMEP�[EW�EFSZI�XLI�WIGXSV�[MHI�
EZIVEKI� JSV� EPP� GEXIKSVMIW� I\GITX�
%WWIWWQIRX� ERH� *IIHFEGO� [LMGL�
[EW� �	� FIPS[� XLI� EZIVEKI�� 8LI�
VIWTSRWI�VEXI�[EW�XLI�LMKLIWX�IZIV��
[MXL���	�SJ�IPMKMFPI�WXYHIRXW�XEOMRK�
TEVX�� � 8LI� VIWYPXW� TPEGI� -QTIVMEP�
½VWX� EQSRK� XLI� 6YWWIPP� +VSYT�
YRMZIVWMXMIW�MR�0SRHSR�

-QTIVMEP� MQTVSZIW�
TSWMXMSR�MR�VEROMRKW

%�GIVIQSR]�XS�FVIEO�XLI�KVSYRH�JSV�
XLI�WXEVX�SJ�GSRWXVYGXMSR�SJ�-QTIVMEP�
;IWX Ẃ� 6IWIEVGL� ERH� 8VERWPEXMSR�
,YF�XSSO�TPEGI�SR����3GXSFIV�
8LI� ����� QMPPMSR�� � ������� WU�

Q� ,YF� [MPP� JSVQ� XLI� GIRXVITMIGI�
SJ� XLI� -QTIVMEP� ;IWX� MRRSZEXMSR�
HMWXVMGX�MR�;LMXI�'MX]��;IWX�0SRHSR��
ERH� [MPP� MRGPYHI� LMKL� WTIGM½GEXMSR��
QYPXMHMWGMTPMREV]� VIWIEVGL� WTEGI�
JSV� ������ WGMIRXMWXW� ERH� IRKMRIIVW��
MR� EHHMXMSR� XS� ��� WGEPEFPI� YRMXW� JSV�
YRMZIVWMX]�ERH�MRHYWXV]�WTMRSYXW�ERH�
ZIRXYVIW�
4VSJIWWSV� (EZMH� +ERR� '&)��

:MGI� 4VIWMHIRX� �(IZIPSTQIRX� 
�
-RRSZEXMSR�� WEMH�� ±-QTIVMEP� MW� LIVI�
JSV�XLI�PSRK�XIVQ��ERH�-QTIVMEP�;IWX�
EPPS[W� YW� XS� GVIEXI� WTEGI� JSV� SYV�

JYXYVI� RIIHW�� 7GMIRGI�� IRKMRIIVMRK��
QIHMGMRI�ERH�FYWMRIWW�EVI�GLERKMRK�
MR� [E]W� [I� GERRSX� JYPP]� I\TPSMX�
MR� 7SYXL� /IRWMRKXSR� SV� SR� SYV�
SXLIV� GEQTYWIW��8LI� I\XVESVHMREV]�
STTSVXYRMX]� TVSZMHIH� F]� XLI�
6IWIEVGL� ERH�8VERWPEXMSR� ,YF� [MPP�
EPPS[�YW� XS�HS� WS��'SPPEFSVEXMSR� MW�
SYV� [EXGL[SVH�� ;LIR� EGEHIQMGW��
IRXVITVIRIYVW� ERH� MRHYWXVMEPMWXW�
GSPPMHI�� GS�PSGEXI� ERH� GSPPEFSVEXI��
MRRSZEXMSR� WTEVOW��;I� EVI� GVIEXMRK�
XLI� WTEGI� JSV� XLMW� XS� LETTIR�� 3YV�
EQFMXMSR� MW� JSV� -QTIVMEP� ;IWX� XS�
FIGSQI�)YVSTI Ẃ�PIEHMRK�MRRSZEXMSR�
HMWXVMGX�� %W� [I� FVIEO� KVSYRH� XS�
GSRWXVYGX� XLMW� ,YF�� [I� WXEVX� XS�
VIEPMWI�XLMW�ZMWMSR�²

'SRWXVYGXMSR�WXEVXW�JSV�RI[�,YF

3J� XLI� ��� RI[� *IPPS[W� IPIGXIH�
XLMW� ]IEV� MR� VIGSKRMXMSR� SJ� XLIMV�
SYXWXERHMRK� ERH� GSRXMRYMRK�
GSRXVMFYXMSRW� XS� IRKMRIIVMRK�� �� EVI�
-QTIVMEP� VIWIEVGLIVW�� -QTIVMEP� RS[�
LEW����*IPPS[W�MR�XSXEP��
8LI�RI[�JIPPS[W�EVI�

Professor Andrew Amis��
(ITEVXQIRX� SJ� 1IGLERMGEP�
)RKMRIIVMRK�� [LS� WEMH�� ±&IMRK� E�
*IPPS[� MW� VIGSKRMXMSR� SJ� XLI� [SVO�
XLEX� -� LEZI� HSRI� SZIV� XLI� ]IEVW�� -�
LSTI� XLEX� NSMRMRK� XLI�%GEHIQ]�[MPP�
PIEH� QI� XS� QIIXMRK� ERH� PIEVRMRK�
JVSQ�SXLIV�PIEHMRK�IRKMRIIVW��[LMGL�
MW�I\GMXMRK�²

Professor Anthony Bull��
,IEH� SJ� XLI� (ITEVXQIRX� SJ�
&MSIRKMRIIVMRK��[LS�WEMH��±-´Q�WMQTP]�
HIPMKLXIH� XS� LEZI� FIIR� IPIGXIH� XS�
XLMW�*IPPS[WLMT�� -X� MW�ER�LSRSYV�ERH�
VIGSKRMXMSR� JSV� XLI� HMWGMTPMRI� SJ�
&MSIRKMRIIVMRK��E�HMWGMTPMRI�XLEX�LEW�
E� XVEGO� VIGSVH� SJ� WSGMIXEP� MQTEGX�
ERH� MW� WIX� XS� KVS[� IZIR� QSVI� MR�
WMKRM½GERGI�ERH�MR¾YIRGI�EW�[I�JEGI�
XLI� HIQSKVETLMG� XMQI� FSQF� SJ� E�
KVS[MRK�� EKIMRK� TSTYPEXMSR� ERH� EPP�
XLEX�XLEX�FVMRKW�²

-QTIVMEP�VIWIEVGLIVW�IPIGXIH�XS�JIPPS[WLMT�SJ�
6S]EP�%GEHIQ]�SJ�)RKMRIIVMRK

Professor Steve Cowley�� JVSQ�
XLI�(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�4L]WMGW��ERH�EPWS�
'LMIJ� )\IGYXMZI�3J½GIV� SJ� XLI� 9/�
%XSQMG�)RIVK]�%YXLSVMX]��[LS�WEMH��
±7YGGIWWJYP� GSYRXVMIW� ZEPYI� XLIMV�
IRKMRIIVW��-�HSR´X�XLMRO�XLI�9/�ZEPYIW�
XLI�[SVO�SJ�SYV�IRKMRIIVW�IRSYKL��
8LEX� MW�[L]�8LI�6S]EP�%GEHIQ]�SJ�
)RKMRIIVMRK�MW�WS�MQTSVXERX��FIGEYWI�
MX� WLMRIW� E� PMKLX� SR� XLI� EQE^MRK�
VIWIEVGL� XLEX� TISTPI� EVSYRH� XLI�
GSYRXV]� EVI� HSMRK�� -� EQ� I\XVIQIP]�
LSRSYVIH� XLEX� XLI� %GEHIQ]� LEW�
IPIGXIH�QI�E�*IPPS[�ERH� -�LSTI� XS�
LIPT�XLIQ�MR�ER]�[E]�-�GER�²

Professor Michael Lowe��
(ITEVXQIRX� SJ� 1IGLERMGEP�
)RKMRIIVMRK�� [LS� WEMH�� ±-´Q�
EFWSPYXIP]�VIPMIZIH�XLEX�RSRI�SJ�Q]�
GSPPIEKYIW� LEZI� XSPH�QI� XLI]� XLMRO�
QI�VIGIMZMRK�E�*IPPS[WLMT�QYWX�LEZI�
FIIR� E� QMWXEOI�� .SOIW� EWMHI�� XLMW�
LSRSYV�QIERW�E�KVIEX�HIEP�ERH�-�EQ�
HIPMKLXIH�XS�LEZI�FIIR�IPIGXIH��&YX�-�
EQ�EPWS�TVSJSYRHP]�E[EVI�XLEX�XLMW�MW�
VIGSKRMXMSR� SJ� XLI� EGLMIZIQIRXW� SJ�
XLI�SYXWXERHMRK�XIEQ�SJ�VIWIEVGLIVW��
TEWX� ERH� TVIWIRX�� [SVOMRK� MR� Q]�
VIWIEVGL� KVSYT� SZIV� QER]� ]IEVW�� -�
EQ�QSWX�KVEXIJYP�XS�XLIQ�²
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On the 30th of March at 9:30 am, 68 Civil 
Engineers from the Department of Civil 
and Environmental Engineering took off 
to Budapest, the capital of Hungary, for the 
annual CivSoc International Tour. It was 
indeed an event that many had been looking 
forward to and the excitement amongst the 
participants was felt throughout the journey 
from the Imperial College Union to Budapest 
Airport.

Upon arriving in Budapest at about 4 pm, 
CivSoc made their way to Hostel GoodMo 
in the centre of the capital. This was to be 
CivSoc’s home for the next four days. The 
accommodation was a pleasant, cosy, and 
family-like-atmosphere hostel with very 
affordable prices and group discounts. With 
many break out spaces and a spacious common 
room, it provided students with an excellent 
opportunity to socialise in the mornings and 
evenings after the eventful days.

Budapest University of 
Technology and Economics
The next day the students were given an 
opportunity to experience a real life Civil 
Engineering project, just outside Budapest. 
It turned out that the Civil Engineering 
project which we’d planned to see, had been 
completed just a few weeks before our arrival. 
Perhaps one of the reasons was upcoming 
general elections. Nevertheless, our friends 
from the Budapest University of Technology 
and Economics (BUTE) managed to arrange 
an equally fascinating site visit just outside 
the city at a tyre factory construction site. Mr 
Balint Hack from KÉSZ Consulting, the main 
contractor, introduced us to the site and went 
through the health and safety introduction. 
Next, he explained challenges which they had 
to overcome on site and shared his experience 
of working with an international client (the 
factory belongs to Hankook) and keeping 
to very tight deadlines. Furthermore, the 

participants were given an in-depth technical 
explanation of the construction methods 
used and were provided with a thorough 
explanation of the difficult ground conditions 
on site. Finally, the students were brought into 
the site and were able to view first-hand how 
the factory was constructed. Unfortunately, 
due to the sensitivity of the project, we were 
not allowed to take any pictures while touring 
the site.

After lunch CivSoc was invited by the 
BUTE to visit and tour their campus. The 
tour of the campus included visiting their 
technical library and was followed by a visit 
to the Materials and Geotechnics labs. Here, 
the students were shown the different types 
of tests used. Some of these were familiar to 
the older years and helped to reinforce the 
knowledge gained at Imperial and introduce 
younger years to the tests used in the industry. 
In particular, the second year students had 

an opportunity to use a Schmidt hammer to 
test the hardness of the rocks in preparation 
for the Geology Trip that takes place at the 
end of Year 2. This activity was followed by 
a technical lecture on the bridges of Budapest 
given by Prof. Laszlo Dunai. The passion and 
enthusiasm of Prof. Dunai inspired many 
of the students. We learnt that some of the 
Budapest bridges were inspired by the ones 
from the UK. The technical details of each of 
these and how they were constructed a hundred 
years ago, were explained. This presentation 
was supplemented by a technical part of the 
boat cruise on Day 3. The lecture was followed 
by a presentation given by Student Council 
from the Faculty of Civil Engineering (CivSoc 
equivalent). They shared their experiences 
of running a Civil Engineering Society in 
Budapest and explained the events which they 
run. This was reciprocated by Rachel Ribeiro, 
CivSoc Chair, who talked about our Society 

CivSoc International Tour 
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2014 – Budapest
and being a Civil Engineering student in 
London. This part of the day was very valuable 
because it gave us a lot of ideas for next year.

Walking around Budapest
The following day we had the opportunity to 
learn about the history and culture of Budapest 
and Hungary. This was achieved through 
organising a walking tour which took up the 
greater part of the day. The activity proved 
to be tiring, yet enjoyable and educationally 
stimulating. All 68 students left the hostel at 
10:30 am to reach the meeting point which 
was the Parliament Building. The grandness 
and beauty of the structure gave the students a 
feel of the Hungarian architecture in the 19th 
century. The guides also told us a few words 
on the political system of Hungary across the 
centuries. From there, the tour guides led 
the group to cover most of Budapest. They 
explained the turmoil and adversity that the 

city went through over the last century with 
turbulent events such as World War Two, the 
Soviet occupation and communism. Then, 
we moved towards the Inner City where 
CivSoc had an opportunity to view the 
great architecture of Budapest where most 
houses and building were built with a strong 
Romantic-style and Neo-Classical influence. 
Lastly, we had an opportunity to cross the river 
via the famous Chain Bridge to visit the Castle 
District on the Buda site of the city. There, 
CivSoc was able to experience the height 
and splendour of the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire and see the breath-taking view of 
Budapest. The day ended with a boat cruise 
which perfectly complemented the lecture 
given by Prof. Dunai. It helped us to see and 
put in context the things which Prof. Dunai 
talked about. The knowledge was reinforced 
by Prof. Dunai’s assistant who pointed out 
characteristic features of the bridges from the 
Civil Engineering point of view.

A free day
For the final full day in Budapest the students 
were given a free and easy day where nothing 
was planned and the participants were allowed 
to visit attractions as they saw fit. Most of us 
took the opportunity to visit tourist attractions 
not yet covered by the walking tour such as the 
Széchenyi Thermal Bath, the Gellért hill and 
the Heroes’ Square. Some others decided to 
explore Old Buda soaking in the atmosphere 
of a foreign culture and city. The flexibility of 
the day was received with positive feedback as 
each individual was not hindered by a set plan 
and could experience the broad attractions 
that Budapest had to offer according to their 
likes and dislikes.

Home again
Unfortunately, the final day of the Tour 
had now arrived and the group made their 
way to Budapest Airport for the bittersweet 
moment of returning to London. The CivSoc 
International Tour 2014 was a successful event 
and it achieved all the goals set out by the 
committee. Additionally, there were no serious 
issues that occurred. Everything went according 
to plan and the budget was followed. The tour 
was successful as it had provided the perfect 
balance between an educational visit and a 
relaxing experience. Not only did the Tour 
achieve its main goals for the event, allowing 
students to experience Civil Engineering in a 
foreign country, the students were also given 
the educational experience of history, culture 
and technical knowledge. Furthermore, the 
social aspect of the Tour was not left out and 
the students from all the years really came 
together and bonded very well. Moreover, the 

feedback received from the participants was 
very positive. It would not be farfetched to 
exclaim that all the participants were saddened 
with the end of the tour. However, all good 
things must come to an end. Nevertheless, 
the great success of this year’s tour has built a 
definite excitement and enthusiasm for CivSoc 
International Tour 2015.

Thank you
The Tour would not have happened without 
the generous support from our partners. 
At this point I would like to thank BP, IC 
Union, the OC Trust (CGCA), CCC, Civil 
Engineering Department of Imperial College 
London and Vinci Construction. Thank you 
on behalf of all the students and I hope we can 
continue this cooperation in the future!
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Rio Tinto / Imperial 
education partnership

In 2012 Rio Tinto announced an education partnership with Imperial College in which it would support 12 students with scholarships in 
order to encourage engineering students to apply their skills in the mining sector.  Students from 5 departments can apply and the successful 
candidates are selected at the end of their fi rst year, receiving fi nancial aid in years 2,3 and 4. As well as fi nancial support the scholars receive help 
fi nding internships, mentoring from Rio Tinto staff , networking opportunities, and preferential entry into the Rio Tinto graduate programme. 
12 Scholarships were awarded in 2012 and 2013 and will also be awarded in 2014 and 2015.  Six of the current scholars have recently returned 
from their summer internships and have written about their experience and how it has changed their perception of mining and the practicalities 
of work.
“Th e Rio Tinto Education Partnership has the student experience at its core. Th e Partnership is 
multi-faceted, supporting not only those students that have scholarships, but also part-funding two 
Teaching Fellows and a geology fi eld trip for all our students. Th is is a model for industry support 
of university education, and I am very proud the Faculty of Engineering is part of it.”
Professor Jan Cilliers FREng, Head of the Department of
Earth Science and Engineering 
Professor Jan Cilliers FREng, Head of the Department of
Earth Science and Engineering 

Tobi Adewuyi (EEE) – Western Australia

“Do you know anything about the V-model?”

“No.”
“Do you have any experience in coding in C#?” 

“No.”
“Do you know what a UML diagram is?”

“No?” I answered, for the fi nal time.

At this point, I was expecting my project manager, Craig Rodgers, to follow up with, “Can you at least 

read and write?” Instead, he patiently walked me through the defi nition of the V-model, and thoroughly 

explained the details of the project I was going to be working on during my time in Perth. It was quite 

daunting at fi rst; I was thrown into the deep end immediately, with little or no knowledge of the skills I needed to undertake the project. 

I was tasked with the development of a desktop application to enable drill operators to record downtime events on autonomous drills. 

For example, if the GPS on an autonomous drill developed issues which led to the drill being unavailable for 2 hours, this event is defi ned 

as a downtime event and should be logged by the drill operator. Why is this information useful? Well, in mining, time is money. Th e total 

amount of time the Autonomous Drill System (ADS) is available for operation in a calendar year is critical to measuring how much value 

the system is delivering to Rio Tinto as a whole. Like every other large multinational organisation, Rio Tinto has specifi c Key Progress 

Indicators (KPIs) to act as a measure of how well the business is doing. Th ese KPIs can further be broken down and specialised to address 

diff erent areas of the business. In this case, the downtime events logged by the operators are used to generate specifi c KPIs to assess how 

much value the ADS is delivering to Rio Tinto. It is safe to say Sam Walsh will be very worried if he realises that the ADS operated for a 

mammoth 15 minutes in 2014.

My role was to oversee the life-cycle of the project, which included gathering requirements, designing the system architecture, 

implementing the documented requirements, and testing the fi nal application. However, due to my limited time in Perth, I was only able 

to begin the early phases of the implementation but managed to pick up a host of valuable skills along the way. 

Th e fi rst step of my project was a requirements-gathering phase, where I had to speak to diff erent key fi gures who were directly involved 

with the application. Th ey conveyed to me what they expected the application to do, and I was responsible for eff ectively transforming their 

ideas into a written document that was easily readable and concise. Th is had a positive eff ect on my report-writing skills, communication 

skills, and the way I related with diff erent people from various backgrounds.

Th ereafter, I was then able to sit down with my project manager and discuss the system design of the project. Th is entailed the data 

fl ow of the system, how the data would be stored, and what language would be used to develop the application. Afterwards, I then created 

mock-ups for the graphical user interface of the application, which is a visual representation of how the application should look when the 

project is completed. Once the interface was approved by the concerned parties, I began implementation of the application. Interestingly, 

not all my time was spent at a desk, I also did a bit of site-seeing (pun intended), which really gave me an understanding of how the mining 

process works, the importance of technology in mining as a whole, and how my project fi tted into the grand scheme of things. 

Over the course of my internship, I completed a number of training courses that really altered my perspective on how I viewed safety in 

the workplace. In most cases, we never realise how important adhering to safety regulations are until we fall victim, and who better than to 

give safety advice than victims themselves? Safety is an extremely important area for Rio Tinto, and I was able to take away valuable safety 

skills. New regulations are continually being put in place to ensure everyone’s safety at Rio Tinto, as the company has taken a dynamic 

approach to safety and have not employed a one-size-fi ts-all system.

Th e experience was truly a fulfi lling one, and one I will defi nitely never forget. As well as honing a catalogue of transferable skills, I 

now have experience in systems engineering, I have networked with a plethora of brilliant people, and also learned how to code in a new 

language. I am glad I was given the opportunity to intern 14,470 km from home, experiencing amazing Australian culture whilst working 

with the wonderful people in Technology and Innovation. From spending a considerable amount of time in deep thought trying to fi gure 

out why Australians had to stand on the left of escalators and not on the right like we do in London, to experiencing the thousands of 

acronyms in T&I (Technology and Innovation) who seemed to have acronyms for acronyms, I genuinely felt like every minute was 

absolutely worth it. 

“Th e Rio Tinto Education Partnership has the student experience at its core. Th e Partnership is 
multi-faceted, supporting not only those students that have scholarships, but also part-funding two 
Teaching Fellows and a geology fi eld trip for all our students. Th is is a model for industry support 

daunting at fi rst; I was thrown into the deep end immediately, with little or no knowledge of the skills I needed to undertake the project. 
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Kimberley Mason (Geophysics) – Canada

In Montreal I worked for Rio Tinto Iron and Titanium (RTIT) as a Business Analyst Intern. 

Th roughout my time there I supported an HR Business Partner and helped Business Improvement with current 

projects. Th e experience has given me a brilliant insight into Rio Tinto which I would not have otherwise been 

able to obtain. It has given me a clear idea as to what a role at Rio Tinto would be like and has defi nitely increased 

my interest in a job with them. 

During the summer I learned how Rio Tinto operates on both a local and international scale. Th is includes 

how it communicates around the world and the eff ort put in to engage with communities from diff erent cultures. 

I was given the opportunity to visit a smelter plant in Sorel which demonstrated how the theory of mineral 

processing which I am learning at Imperial is used within industry. Th e plant managers talked me through safety 

challenges that they face throughout operation and the processes in place to ensure maximum safety. I was lucky 

to get exposure to the management process and how a business strategy is created and propagated throughout 

each site. One of the most diffi  cult aspects was wrapping my head around the size of the operations and the 

many factors that are considered when making decisions. A key benefi t of the internship was that it improved 

my communication and presentation skills. Overall, my experience with RTIT was interesting and thoroughly 

enjoyable.

Georgina Bella-Taberno (Chem Eng) – Australia

I undertook an internship at the Rio Tinto Technology and Innovation Centre in Bundoora, Victoria for two months 

in the summer of 2014. As well as experiencing a new professional workplace, there was the added culture shock of 

visiting Australia for the fi rst time! Th ankfully everyone at the Bundoora Technological Development Centre (BTDC) 

was very welcoming, and I was able to make good friends through a host of work socials throughout my time there. 

Unfortunately at Imperial College, the mining sector is often not discussed in depth as part of the Chemical 

Engineering degree. However this internship provided me with an insightful and unique exposure to the mining industry that 

cannot be achieved from textbooks or university courses.
My work explored current bioleaching processes used in Rio Tinto’s copper projects; I was assigned an independent project with 

the view of preparing a scientifi c report as well as a verbal presentation to the team. My experimental work involved developing my 

current technical skills in a laboratory environment, which was a rewarding experience as an intern. Th e ability to apply a certain 

skill set to an unfamiliar environment is a key step towards becoming a more attractive and valuable employee. 

Developing an independent project from start to fi nish was hugely gratifying. I learnt how to structure an experiment within 

a given time frame; communicate eff ectively to my Team Leader with informal progress updates, and the importance of liaising 

with peers to secure equipment or elemental assay results. Working for a multinational corporation has been enlightening and had 

a positive impact on my personal development. I am able to communicate ideas more succinctly, adjust my information to a wide 

range of audiences, and assimilate technical information more eff ectively. 
As part of my training I was repeatedly exposed to Rio Tinto’s zero harm safety culture, and it is one of the most important lessons 

that I will take away from this internship. At the BTDC I was able to actively engage in safety interactions and Take 5’s in my day-to-day routine. Becoming accustomed to 

a culture where safety is the main priority was a big change from university, but I enjoyed the opportunity to fully immerse myself 

in Rio Tinto’s ethos and responsible approach to their ventures. At HSE meetings, staff  and contractors would give a transparent 

account of recent hazards they had encountered, as well as resolutions to minimise injury and down time. Such an exercise is 

helpful not only to the speaker but to the audience; they are able to install safe guards and protocols to prevent similar accidents. 

Transparency and acceptance of responsibility amongst Rio Tinto personnel gave me an insight into their strong commitment to 

a zero harm culture. I hope to be able to educate my peers with an insight into Rio Tinto’s safety objective on return to London. 

I kept in regular contact with my mentor, Asuka Kagawa, through biweekly calls throughout my internship. Having a mentor 

who was both supportive and knowledgeable of Rio Tinto’s many facets defi nitely improved my experience of the company. During 

our calls we would discuss my current work as well as broader topics such as Rio Tinto’s sustainable development program; having 

the opportunity to learn about Rio Tinto’s wider impact from a prominent member of the organisation was truly enlightening.

In my weekends I was able to explore everything that Victoria had to off er. I have seen the penguin parade under darkness 

at Philip Island, driven along the Great Ocean Road, fed kangaroos and played with dingo puppies! It is diffi  cult to get a true 

understanding of a country after two months; Australia is an extremely diverse continent and I am thankful that I was able to see 

so much in my time here. 

Engineering degree. However this internship provided me with an insightful and unique exposure to the mining industry that 

In Montreal I worked for Rio Tinto Iron and Titanium (RTIT) as a Business Analyst Intern. 

“A great opportunity to refl ect on myself 
and my experience and to pass advice to 
a future star.”
Lucy Ash, Mentor

“Providing these internships provide tactical and strategic value to our business.  We 
get access to a very capable student to help us with urgent projects, and their positive 
work experiences will help ensure Rio is an employer of choice for top graduates.”
Tim Paterson, Supervisor 
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Alice Pistolesi (Geophysics) – Gabon

Th is summer I spent seven weeks working with Rio Tinto Exploration on the Gabon project. Following a previous geological exploration survey 

which had reported high concentrations of heavy minerals, the aim of the project is to identify possible regions where 

Rio Tinto could develop an economically viable mine of titanium and associated minerals (zircon, rutile, ilmenite).

We worked on two diff erent permits in the country: a fi rst one near Port Gentil, south of the capital Libreville, and 

a second one east of it, in the primary forest in the Remboué district. Th e rest of the time was spent in Libreville, 

preparing for the following trip.
Having never had the opportunity before to go on “real” fi eldwork and collect samples for potentially economic 

purposes, I truly enjoyed this experience in every way, and feel like I have learned a considerable amount in these seven 

weeks, from understanding how a mining company functions to day to day practical life in the fi eld.

Work on the Port Gentil permit had already started long before my arrival and I was therefore able to understand 

not only the sampling procedures (using Auger drilling and bailing) but also the criteria and thought process used to 

evaluate the destiny of a permit. Indeed, as exciting as it got when the titanium concentration looked high in some of the samples, it was 

humbling to realise that the quantities needed to make a mine viable were far superior to what we could fi nd as well. We fl ew by helicopter 

(which was defi nitely one of my best experiences during the internship, having never been in one before) to the permit site every day and 

would then “hop” between each hole location, drill the hole and record the fi ndings before moving on to the next location. Th e recurrent 

safety briefi ngs (before each fl ight in the helicopter) and risk assessments enabled me to understand the importance of doing them regularly, so 

that safety measures become instinctive rather than the result of a thought process. Something not necessarily obvious when we were working 

in clear savannahs but which became much more important in the Remboué where regular stops and ‘take 5’s had to be made to assess the 

safety of bridges and paths we had to use. Th e full emergency evacuation exercise we did whilst near Port Gentil was also very enlightening. 

And reassuring, as everything went well!

My experiences of the Remboué permit were very diff erent to the Port Gentil one. Th is showed me that despite the proximity and the fact 

that the aim was identical in both permits, fi eldwork itself is very unpredictable and unique. Indeed there I discovered proper 4x4 driving, 

hammocks and machetes. Th e forest was so dense that in my time there we mostly tried to identify which areas of the permit were accessible 

by car and where we would be likely to fi nd any sand from which we could sample.

Th e contrast between Port Gentil were we only had to kneel down and clear some grass to collect a sample that would be a few meters deep 

and Remboué where we would drive for half a day before hiking our way through the forest in order to dig out some sand to a depth of a few 

tens of centimetres was drastic, and made my internship even more exciting and interesting by being so varied.

I also enjoyed spending time with the other members of the project as it enabled me to fi nd out about their varied but all out of the common 

lifestyles. 
Most importantly, this summer with Rio Tinto taught me that whatever the career, there is no degree that could ever prepare me fully for 

it and most of the learning is done outside the lecture hall.

Harry Fisher (Geology) – NamibiaFor the past 3 months I have gained a unique insight into exploration geology with the Namibia Projects team at RTX who are exploring for sedimentary-hosted copper mineralisation. In June this year, RTX were granted 3 Exclusive Prospecting Licenses 
(EPLs) in North Eastern Namibia, at the Western end of the Caprivi Strip. I have been involved with the project from the very early stages, 
gaining invaluable exposure to numerous aspects of exploration projects including preliminary desk-based research, HSEC and geological 
mapping. 

Initially, at Paddington, I built a geodatabase to gather any relevant historic data with capacity for expansion as the project progresses. 
Using satellite imagery data, I then identifi ed geological targets that could be tested during the mapping phase of early exploration. Th is 
region has very little pre-existing geological data which makes the project particularly challenging and exciting!  As a result of this, the fi rst 
phase in Namibia involves developing a comprehensive understanding of the regional geology through mapping. Th is will then be used to 
identify mineralisation zones and correlate the fi ndings with the Central African Copper Belt in Zambia and the DRC. After overcoming some 
community engagement diffi  culties, I was involved in the initial stages of mapping; this work will continue later this year. During my time with RTX, I realised that geology is only part of the work for an exploration geologist. Th e incorporation of HSEC into the 
project is also vital, particularly when based in remote and less developed areas of the world; exposure to this aspect of the industry was very 
interesting and I quickly realised HSEC is a responsibility of every employee. It was also a great opportunity to work alongside several RTX 
colleagues, from whom I learnt a great deal about broader aspects of the industry.In addition to developing personal and professional skills, I relished the opportunity to live and work in Namibia, and do a diff erent type of exploring in my time off ! Getting a realistic taste of life as an exploration geologist with RTX increased my understanding of the role and the lifestyle that it involves. Th e entire experience has cemented my desire to pursue a career in exploration after graduating where I hope to further my understanding of all aspects of the mineral exploration industry.  Quote from Henry Stratford, Namibia Projects Manager: “Th e ability for the business to meet, and assess, the future talent pool, as well as tomorrow’s talent to be able to experience industry and decide where best to form their career.  It’s important that it is a positive relationship both ways - to benefi t both the business and the individual” 

which had reported high concentrations of heavy minerals, the aim of the project is to identify possible regions where 

Rio Tinto could develop an economically viable mine of titanium and associated minerals (zircon, rutile, ilmenite).

a second one east of it, in the primary forest in the Remboué district. Th e rest of the time was spent in Libreville, 

preparing for the following trip.

purposes, I truly enjoyed this experience in every way, and feel like I have learned a considerable amount in these seven 

weeks, from understanding how a mining company functions to day to day practical life in the fi eld.

evaluate the destiny of a permit. Indeed, as exciting as it got when the titanium concentration looked high in some of the samples, it was 

who are exploring for sedimentary-hosted copper mineralisation. In June this year, RTX were granted 3 Exclusive Prospecting Licenses 

“Many companies are cutting internships and graduate recruiting and they do so at 
their peril. Th e future of our industry depends on the next generation of geoscientists 
and engineers who are not only skilled and well trained, but also loyal and enthusiastic. 
Th is summer our two students have confi rmed my conviction that there is indeed a new 
wave of employees who will be well prepared to take on the challenges of the century 
with humour, skill and intellect.” Howard Golden, General Manager , RTX, Gabon
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Zoë Pierre (Geophysics) – Botswana

I was taken on as a Student Geoscientist. I undertook exploration activities for Rio Tinto Exploration Africa/Europe for 

the Kokotsha Iron ore project in Botswana. Th is involved exposure to a range of data collection techniques including: magnetic 

surveys, gravity surveys, collecting (revere circulation) drill hole samples, portable x- ray fl uorescence scanning, down the hole well 

logging of diameter, density, gamma radiation, magnetic susceptibility, optical TV and acoustic TV.

Singling out the greatest benefi t I received from this experience is diffi  cult, but it transformed theoretical concepts learnt at 

College to practical skills. With this came a greater understanding and appreciation for the diffi  culties and limitations of the 

exploration process. For example, straight line paths chosen for fi eld gravity and magnetic surveys are not always passable and 

ideal drill hole sites are not always available for drilling due to lack of consent from landowners. Th ese seemingly simple obstacles 

are often overlooked in the survey design stage .

Furthermore, the internship has left me with a deeper understanding of all the diff erent contributing elements to an exploration 

eff ort beyond the geology and geophysics. I refer to human resource management, health and safety policies and community 

engagement.
Th e greatest challenge was without doubt being isolated and restricted in movement for more than 6 weeks. Th e nearest town 

from the Kokotsha Camp was about two and a half hours drive away and the Capital city was about 5 and half hours drive away. 

Driving was restricted only to Rio Tinto certifi ed drivers and vehicles were few. Given that, there was a feeling that there was 

never a switch off  from work. Th e workplace and home were one and the same and I found that after about three weeks this 

was particularly wearisome. Furthermore, local employees generally spoke minimal English so I found it diffi  cult at times to 

communicate but this improved with time as I learnt bits of the Setswana language and made use of non verbal communication.

Beyond the technical skills in data acquisition that this internship has aff orded me, I have:

o Experienced the health and safety culture of Rio Tinto

o Developed transferable skills of time management, teamwork ,self motivation and synthesizing

o Developed a greater understanding of the role of Rio Tinto in the mining sector and the potential impact such large companies 

have on small, poor communities and/or within undeveloped countries.

o Developed my networking skills in a professional manner. Contacts made have provided very specifi c feedback about their 

challenges faced and have off ered advice the diff erent roles available within the industry and on successful career development.

o Developed my personal and professional skills . I was able to engage with all levels of staff . Beyond this, I benefi ted through 

observation of the management style of Project Manager, Ulf Westhof, who was able to command respect and yet maintain 

approachability as a leader thus facilitating a relaxed and productive work environment.

Th is internship made concepts that were previously abstract, real and thus triggered questions that had previously not occurred 

to me in the classroom setting and overall changed the way I viewed certain methods. For instance I had used a magnetometer 

before on a College fi eld trip but this had been on an imaginary target so processing the data afterwards felt quite pointless, 

However, seeing the processed data that we had collected in the fi eld at Kokotsha and tying it in with other information from the 

gravity survey and well log data really compounded the usefulness of the technique. 

Additionally, this experience left me with a feeling that Rio Tinto as a company genuinely takes care of its 

staff  at all levels. Th e inbuilt safety culture continues to be my greatest attraction to the company. 
gravity survey and well log data really compounded the usefulness of the technique. 

Additionally, this experience left me with a feeling that Rio Tinto as a company genuinely takes care of its 

staff  at all levels. Th e inbuilt safety culture continues to be my greatest attraction to the company. 

‘Th rough her internship at the Botswana Iron Ore Project at the Kokotsha Camp, Zoe not 
only learned about but also contributed to the exploration eff ort. She got along very well 
with all levels of staff  and fi tted in exceptionally well with the fi eld teams. She “bought” into 
the RTX standards, policies and Th e Way We Work. Th us, such internships are nurturing 
the interest of students in the mining industry while providing them with technical and 
professional skills. In so doing, we as a business are fostering the development of our future 

assets.’         Ulf Westhof, Project Manager, Kokotsha Camp, Zoë’s supervisor

I was taken on as a Student Geoscientist. I undertook exploration activities for Rio Tinto Exploration Africa/Europe for 

the Kokotsha Iron ore project in Botswana. Th is involved exposure to a range of data collection techniques including: magnetic 

‘Th e geoscientists of the future working in exploration will be in a profession that requires a balance of 
strong technical and observational skills together with the ability to work closely with a wide range of 
colleagues and stakeholders involved in diff erent aspects of a project, often in remote fi eld locations. 
Ore Body Knowledge underpins the business and the only way that Rio Tinto can ensure that it will 
have access to high calibre geoscientists who will fi nd the mines that will ensure continuing success for 
the Group and who have the enthusiasm to establish a career in Rio Tinto is to give them exposure to 
the people and environment that they will work in so that both Company and Graduates can make 
informed decisions as to their futures.
Adam Duffi  n, Mentor
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It is a scene that a Hollywood director would 
create for the end of the world, but this is not 
fiction.  The stench of crude oil and rotting 
vegetation hangs densely in the air.  The toxic 
smell circulates in your nose and within just 
a few minutes you begin to feel nauseous – 
this place has become a total wasteland.  The 
delta of the Niger River is a vast maze of creeks 
and mangroves, but in half a century it has 
become the capital of oil slicks.  There are no 
spill response vessels here, just a permanent 
reminder of the sloppiness in the extraction of 
crude oil.

Nigeria has one of the largest crude oil 
reserves worldwide.  More than 80 percent of 
the nation’s income is derived from the export 
of light oil, the best-quality crude in the 
world.  Though revenues are substantial, so are 
the inequalities in the division of wealth.  In 
a complex network of corruption, the notion 
of an oil curse increasingly seems to make 
sense.  The people are poorer today in Nigeria 
than in the 1960s and the population of the 
Niger Delta has received a mere drop of the 
multi-billion dollar ocean that sits in their 
own backyard coupled with an excruciating 
environmental disaster.

In 1956, Shell drilled Nigeria’s first oil 
well at Oloibiri in the state of Bayelsa, and 
since then more than 600 oilfields have been 
discovered in the Niger Delta.  This has led 
to 7000 kilometres of pipelines which now 
crisscross the delta as they pass numerous 
villages where the indigenous people’s 
livelihoods are heavily dependent on the 
diverse ecosystems of mangroves, fresh water 
swamps and rainforests.  However, what is 
known to be the largest wetland in Africa has 
now become characterised by polluted streams 
and rivers covered in a sheen of greasy oil, 

along with forests and farmlands smothered 
with toxic crude.  In fact, more oil is spilled 
from the delta’s network of terminals, pipes, 
pumping stations and oil platforms every year 
than has been lost in the BP oil spill in the Gulf 
of Mexico just four years ago.  This cumulative 
catastrophe has led to millions of barrels of 
oil gushing into the delta over the past half 
century – more than 50 times the pollution 
unleashed in the Exxon Valdez tanker disaster 

in Alaska in 1989.
In Port Harcourt, the centre of the Niger 

Delta, oil seeps out of leaky pipes day and night, 
but here nobody is interested in international 
standards.  Corruption and ignorance have 
led to the unparalleled destruction of the 
environment that greets you.  The situation 
in the fishing village of Boru is especially 
dramatic as several oil leaks from the Trans 
Niger pipeline have poisoned the water and 
destroyed the livelihoods of fishermen like 
Akare Linus who speaks out: “I’m so angry 

at the people responsible for this, there used 
to be enough fish for everyone, but now there 
is hardly anything to catch here anymore – 
almost all the fish are dead”.  For many, there 
is no option but to keep fishing, although 
the flesh of the fish now tastes of kerosene.  
This area used to be a Valhalla for fishermen 
but the fish have almost disappeared as the 
environment has been recklessly destroyed.  As 
you move along the crude-drenched waters, 
you meet Asami who has been fishing here for 
years and she has almost resigned herself to 
these permanent oil slicks: “Before, when we 
could fish, we just kept what we needed to eat 
and the rest was sold.  With these oil spills, we 
cannot feed our families anymore; we’re almost 
dying of hunger”.  Waters that were once full 
of life with fish, crabs and prawns have now 
become lifeless.  Without the ability to fish, 
the communities of thousands of villages, just 
like Boru, have become impoverished.  The 
greatest scandal is that these people are still 
being left to deal with the oil pollution on 
their own.

In the state of Bayelsa, two hours drive from 
Boru, the scale of the disaster soon begins to 
dawn on you.  Everything along the water 
and further inland has become blackened by 
the crude.  It’s quite something being here.  
Chief Emmanuel of the Ogbia community 
is with us to assess the damage caused by a 
recent oil leak coming out with full force for 
more than one month.  For miles around, 
water is no longer drinkable and lands are 
unworkable, the landscape has been totally 
defaced and disfigured.  Already mutilated by 
the installation of pipelines, the forest is now 
poisoned, as if a black plague has infected the 
environment.  The water used by the local 
people for drinking, cooking and washing is 

Bleeding Oil: Nigeria’s Curse 
in Disguise
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“I’m so angry at the 
people responsible 
for this, there used 

to be enough fish for 
everyone, but now there 

is hardly anything to 
catch here – almost all 

the fish are dead.”
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heavily polluted. In this community, families 
are drinking water from a well contaminated 
with benzene – a known carcinogen – at 
levels over 900 times the World Health 
Organization’s guidelines. In another area, 
ten centimetres of oil floats on ground water 
that serves the local water wells.  At one well, 
you begin to lower an empty bucket, then lift 
up the full container and are welcomed by 
shimmering oil on the surface of the water.  
On a journey to the coastal waterside with 
Chief Emmanuel, you witness the first signs 
of the disaster at the harbour, but the worst is 
yet to come.  It is hard to believe that 10,000 
fishermen worked here only four years ago. 
As you breathe, you sense the air becoming 
heavier as it catches your lungs and eyes, 
leaving you with a lingering headache.  You 
cannot stay here for more than a couple of 
hours.  The inhabitants of Ogbia are furious, 
as they are exposed to this pollution all the 
time, through air, water and soil.  But it comes 
as no surprise to you as they begin to speak 
out on how the oil pollution has harmed 
their health and subjected them to what were 
once alien diseases.  Life expectancy in this 
region is forty, 10 years below the country’s 
average.  Before the oil spills, this region was 
not used to cancerous diseases, but today they 
are rampant, along with chronic respiratory 
problems, and many people are now suffering 
from severe dysentery and diarrhoea as a result 
of drinking contaminated water.  The Niger 
Delta has thousands of villages just like Ogbia 
where sanitary conditions are horrific and 
millions of people are being ignored.

As you move through the jungle, worrying 
figures appear from the haze at a bend in the 
river.  In a secret glade behind a curtain of 
smoke, three men are engaged in strictly illegal 
activities.  It is another Nigerian paradox: 
the nation is wealthy with crude oil, but the 
citizens have no fuel.  At a temperature of 
more than 400 degrees Celsius, one of the men 
pours oil onto a fire.  The thick clouds make 
it almost impossible to breathe.  With the 
simplest of technology, these illegal refiners 
are able to supply fuel for a few dollars to 
transporters and the local community.  But 
working in these conditions is life-threatening, 
here anything can explode or catch fire at any 
time.  One of the men shows you his deep 
scars where burning oil from an explosion had 

landed on his waist and where the burns are 
still purulent.  However, what these refiners 
won’t tell you is that the crude oil they retrieve 
comes from pipeline sabotage.  Canoes used 
for siphoning oil to the illegal refinery are 
scattered along the creeks. They tap the 
crude oil secretly from the extensive pipeline 
system in the Niger Delta.  Known locally as 
bunkerers, crude oil thieves have been a fact 
of life for years in Africa’s biggest oil and gas 
industry, puncturing countless pipelines along 
the Niger Delta.

Approaching the Utorogu oil facility in 
Nigeria’s southwest delta, a Nigerian child is 
silhouetted against a gas flare, one of more 
than 120 gas flares in the Niger Delta.  A 
woman passes you by, carrying tapioca seeds, 
earlier set out to dry near a gas flare fire.  Here, 
natural gas flares burn day and night as the 
oil industry burns off toxic gases, although 
this practice has been forbidden for almost 
30 years.  The 250 different toxins can cause 
cancer, asthma, chronic bronchitis, and blood 

disorders.  The flares are so prevalent, the Niger 
Delta appears brightly lit in a NASA image 
of the Earth at night.  Here, natural gas that 
bubbles up during oil extraction is burned.  
It’s a cheap way of getting rid of an undesired 
by-product.  Elsewhere, flaring has long been 
banned because it releases greenhouse gases 
and carcinogenic heavy metals.  Flares, 
which continue for 24 hours a day in many 
areas, cause serious discomfort to people 
living near the flare sites.  Flaring creates noise 
pollution and communities often have to live 

“The Niger Delta 
can be cleaned 
up, but it will 

cost more than $1 
billion and could 
take more than 30 
years to restore the 

environment.”
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with permanent light.  Worse still, when gas 
is flared the combustion is often incomplete, 
so oil droplets fall on waterways, crops, houses 
and people.  The gas could be recycled in 
an environmentally friendly manner, but 
the companies would have to invest in new 
technologies.  Open gas flaring is cheaper, 
but it’s more damaging to the world’s climate 
and the local residents.  In a nearby village, 
police and officials stand above a skeletal 
burned corpse lying on the ground next to a 
gas pipeline that detonated. Gas gushing from 
the ruptured pipeline exploded just a few days 
ago as villagers scavenged for free fuel, setting 
off an inferno that killed more than 200 
people and left charred bodies scattered across 
the site.  The scale of the damage inflicted on 
the people and their environment is mind- 
boggling.  One man speaks out: “The people 
here are living corpses.  You see them alive but 
they are dead inside”.

The Nigerian government and Shell say 
they’re working on a plan to try and reverse the 
devastating impact of oil production on this 
region, but many people fear the environmental 
damage will only end when Nigeria’s oil does.  
With more than one oil spill every day and 
over 50 years of pollution, the depth and 
seriousness of the contamination is severe.  A 
number of factors have contributed to this 
environmental disaster: poor construction 
and maintenance, lax regulations, militant 
attacks, and petroleum thieves, not to mention 
government instability and abuse of power. 
According to a recent major UN report, the 
Niger Delta can be cleaned up, but it will cost 
more than $1 billion and could take more 
than 30 years to restore the environment.  
As a bitter dispute rages over who is at fault, 
the devastation caused by the oil industry in 
Nigeria sadly persists and the pressure cooker 
of frustration continues to build.

The rainbow coloured reflections might 
spatter the waters of the Niger Delta for a 
long time to come; here nature and men are 
strongly bound together in a fight for survival. 
Without a fairer division of the oil income, 
without a renovated and healthy environment, 
the endless oil slicks will forever be feeding the 
bitter disappointment, anger and frustrations 
felt so strongly in this region of the world.
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I’ve found that the hardest part of losing a 
patient was asking the family to return the left 
over drugs.

It was as a young doctor in the 1980s that 
I became involved in caring for some of the 
first HIV positive patients in Africa. For the 
poorest, this often meant sharing a hospital 
bed with somebody else. We examined the 
patients and made the diagnosis. We would 
even write up the prescriptions and we did all 
of this for free. But the patients had to buy 
their own pills. 

Quite a shock when you come from the 
NHS.

It doesn’t matter whether you’re in Kenya or 
England or the US. Being black or poor or gay 
meant that the prejudice you already faced was 
compounded, many times over, by being sick 
with AIDS. Desperation for the drugs that 
delayed death, but were expensive, meant that 
many young people died. 

There’s one patient’s memory, Mr Williams, 
that remains close to my heart. His trust in me 
was absolute. We worked together, often with 
dangerous drugs, to prolong his life.

He only asked me for a little more time so 
he could be with his partner in London.

When he died, I went to his funeral. His 
family told me that he had left me half his 
estate. “To do what with?” I asked. “As you 
wish”, they said. “No rules – No restrictions”. 
Imagine that. 

So I set up the Williams Trust to fund 
work into affordable medicines for infections. 
Williams is dead but his charity lives on.

By 1988, I was working in a major US hospital 
on AIDS. When our patients died – they all 
died, everybody died of AIDS – I would ask 
the family to bring any leftover drugs back to 
the clinic. I wanted to covertly give them to 
those who were living but could not afford 
them. Officially, of course, this was forbidden. 
But my conscience meant that I was prepared 
to break rules relating to the disposal of unused 
drugs. It meant that treatment was often 
intermittent, but patients felt that something, 
anything, absolutely anything, was better than 
nothing. 

It’s the first time that I was exposed to 
the damage that a commercial monopoly in 

medicines can do to healthcare. 

Fast forward 10 years, and by 2000, there 
was a second and larger monopoly relating 
to the treatment of Hepatitis C. It meant 
that only a tiny fraction of the 170 million 
people worldwide could be treated and cured. 
This viral infection, if left untreated, leads to 
liver failure. But unlike the gay community, 
Hepatitis C infected patients didn’t have the 

power, or wealth, or influence, to bring their 
plight to the forefront of public attention.

Interferon, that’s a naturally occurring 
protein, is the treatment for Hepatitis C. A 
large pharmaceutical company had a monopoly 
for adding sugar molecules (otherwise known 
as PEG) to the outside of interferon to make 
a new medicine called PEG-interferon. They 
set the cost of a year’s treatment at £8,000. 
This commercial monopoly was great for 
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shareholders, but at what price to the social 
capital of the 90+% of Hepatitis C infected 
patients, many of whom were young – they 
could be your or my children – who could 
have been cured.

It was time to get creative. What could be 
done about this private monopoly? 

After all, people in academia have a choice. 
They can use their creativity to make large 
sums of money for shareholders, or they can 
look out to the global community and make 
affordable medicines for everyone. We called 
this idea Ethical Pharmaceuticals. When it 
was born, it captured the public’s imagination 
– I have to say, much to my surprise – and 
all across the world too. It became clear to 
me that there was immense frustration with 
the kind of corporate creativity that leads to 
a high price commercial monopoly in new 
medicines.

One can, of course, argue that AIDS and 
Hepatitis C, like Ebola, are all primarily 
infectious diseases of poor parts of the world, 
with little impact on our community and our 
country. But, as the world shrinks, and bugs 
move ever more rapidly, we face the ticking 
time bomb of antibiotics becoming ineffective. 
As Sally Davies, the Chief Medical Officer 
has said: “We could soon be back in the 19th 
Century with infections killing us again – and 
just after a routine operation too. A lot of 
our organ transplants and cancer treatments 
would have to stop because of the increased 
risk of infection.” 

David Cameron is worried. He’s put 
the impending failure of antibiotics on the 
national risk register – alongside terrorism. 

And let’s not forget that WHO has 
declared Ebola an international public health 
emergency – it is, after all, the biggest outbreak 
in history. We don’t have a vaccine or a cure 
because there’s no money in it. 

Ebola’s actually very real for me. I’m on call 
for the hospital this week and we’ve already 
had two calls. They’re all in the middle of the 
night. People landing at Heathrow. They’ve 
got a fever. They’ve got a cough. They’re not 
well. Thankfully neither of them has been 
positive but we’ll have to wait and see what 
the future holds. 

And as if all this wasn’t enough to be getting 
on with, the affordability of new medicines is 
back on the table. It’s the two together – drugs 
for difficult diseases and their affordability – 
that makes for such a tricky problem today.

In recent days, we’ve seen the frustration 
of cancer patients with the decision of NICE 
to block the use of two new drugs. A breast 
cancer drug costing £90,000 a year and a 
prostate cancer drug costing £36,000 a year.

So, as a University Professor, I could have 
continued to sit in my ivory tower at Imperial 
College and think up great new ideas and 
write starchy academic papers, thanks to a 
public sector salary. Or, I could try to become 
an entrepreneur, one who turned his ideas into 
intellectual property, because life is all about 

property today, that was filed as patents by 
Imperial, to try and make new products. In 
my case, as medicines.

As it happens, that’s what I did when I 
created the biotech company Polytherics in 
2001 which has just floated on the London 
Stock Market under its new name Abzena.

So my personal experience is unusual 
because it encompasses both sides of a coin 
of creativity. The first – thinking up new 
ideas – happened in the public sector. The 
second – making new products – happened 
in the private sector. Nothing was planned or 
co-ordinated about this experience; no pre-
ordained project plan or those beloved Gantt 
charts. The experience has given me reason to 
reflect on the creativity of ideas and products, 
in both the public and private sectors.

Back in 2000, when affordability of drugs was 
also a hot topic, we asked how could we use 
our creativity to make a simpler and more 
cost-effective PEG-interferon for Hepatitis 
C? The pharmaceutical company’s monopoly 
was based on adding sugar molecules to the 
outside of the interferon, via a bridge. Our 
light bulb moment was to put the bridge on 
the inside of the protein, and to connect the 
sugar molecules via that internal bridge. 

We were told it couldn’t be done without 
destroying the interferon. So roll on 5 years 
and 10 scientists to prove that the textbook’s 
wrong. We published our results in Nature 
journals and were able to persuade Imperial to 
file a patent for the intellectual property. 

So we had achieved creativity and in the public 
sector.

But what to do now? 
We were keen on the idea of wanting to 

make cost effective medicines that broke the 
existing commercial monopoly. We tried really 
hard to achieve this. But we gradually came to 
realise that the process of commercialisation, 
to make new medicines, is driven by bankers 
with deep pockets. They’re answerable to 
shareholders with an insatiable appetite for 
a large financial return. Those in the city 
that invest your and my pension funds, will 
only support and promote those medicinal 
products that generate high revenue streams. 

Of course, this means that the financial 
rewards paid, to the likes of you, and me, 
enable us to carry on living very comfortably.

So my public creativity has led to a private 
enterprise and to new products that are 
medicines. This has increased our financial 
capital, but, I’ve come to believe, in the 
process, reduced our social capital.

In this country, we believed that our greatest 
social capital came from our exceptional 
ability – as the British – to think up new ideas. 
Turning these ideas into products that could 
be sold for profit was taken as given. Look at 
the quality and heritage of our great British 
companies – Rolls-Royce, Jaguar, Cadburys, 
Boots. But to my mind, our public, liberal and 
independent institutions are the greatest and 
most tangible manifestation of this concept of 
social capital. At its best, it encompasses our 
universities, the BBC, the NHS – I think a lot 
of us think that really really really is true – and 
the National Trust.

But over the last 20 years, a period during 
which I have been working as both an ideas 
man and a new products man, I think that 
something in our country has changed – 
with respect to our perceptions of the relative 
values and contributions of the public versus 
the private sector. Our primary measure and 
value of our social capital – as a community 
and a country – has moved incrementally 
towards those dreaded Excel spreadsheets, and 
those wonderful accountants and the annual 
financial report.

We are increasingly judging our community 
and our country with the one-dimensional 
measure of the share price and the dividend. 
I believe this is fundamentally undermining 
some of the most important principles on 
which the success of British society has been 
based over the last century.

So what’s Mr Williams going to have to say 
about all of this?

He might chuckle, – and he might say 
– “Drugs for difficult diseases and their 
affordability – wasn’t that also a problem when 
I died of AIDS? Are you really telling me Sunil 
that you’re no further along in making such 
medicines today?”

He might also say that it was the gay 
community’s social capital that made the 
biggest difference to changing AIDS from a 
terminal disease into a treatable disease, like 
diabetes.

He may even ask if we’re waiting for a 
new pressure group to come along to drive 
forward the need for fresh ideas that will let 
social capital grow, in tandem, with profitable 
medicines.

After all, we want the richness of our society to 
grow. And for generations to come.

References:
• You can hear Sunil giving the talk on Four 

Thought by downloading the BBC podcast 
from  LXXT���FMX�P]�-)����8LSYKLX
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“You know what I’d really like to do for my 
birthday this year?” Alison said a few weeks 
ago. It turned out to be a rhetorical question 
as she told me before I could hazard a guess. 
“I’d like to go to Crossness.”

The name rang a bell in the depths of my 
memory but I couldn’t immediately bring it 
to mind. I obviously looked quizzical, as she 
went on to explain that it is, or rather was, 
a sewage pumping station beside the Thames 
on Erith Marshes near what is now called 
Thamesmead. Slowly, recognition dawned 
on me.  She had mentioned this place many 
years ago, had always wanted to visit but 
had not realised that there was now a real 
possibility.  Within a couple of minutes she 
was showing me photos from the internet of 
this magnificent edifice. It was obviously fate 
that had decreed there should be an open day 
at Crossness on the weekend of her birthday.  
What’s more, it wasn’t just an open day, but 
a Steampunk Convivial!  How could we not 
attend when the universe was clearly aligning 
itself for that purpose?  To add to the fun, 
there was to be a guided walk from Abbey 
Wood station, through the ruins of Lesnes 
Abbey, along the verdant Abbey Way into the 
heart of Thamesmead and finally following the 
Ridgeway to Crossness. It was perhaps a little 
optimistic to expect the weather to be suitable 
at the end of September, but as it turned out 
it was a beautiful day (if anything too hot!).

Our walk finished at Crossness and we were 
surprised to find a queue of people waiting 
to enter the building.  The site of Crossness 
is still a working sewage treatment plant 
operated by Thames Water, but the original 
Victorian pumping station is no longer in 
use.  The engine house was largely abandoned 
and ignored from 1956, when the engines 
last operated, until 1985 when renovation 

Steam’s Up at the Crossness ‘Cathedral’

What is Steampunk?
Simply put, Steampunk is a genre of 
speculative fiction based on the premise 
of an alternative history where modern 
technology such as computers, robots 
and transportation were developed in the 
1800s and were powered by steam.  The 
term was coined by science fiction author 
K.W.Jeter in 1987, although it achieved 
wider notice through the publication of 
The Difference Engine by William Gibson 
and Bruce Sterling in 1992. In fact, 

H.G.Wells (notable alumnus of RCS), Jules Verne and Mary Shelley can be considered 
to have been early exponents of the genre long before the name was coined. The recent 
increase in popularity of speculative fiction in general and steampunk in particular has led 
to the concept being adopted in various other media, in video games, art and fashion. 
When fans dress in character (known as cosplay) they often choose to wear a top hat with 
brass-rimmed goggles, and often spurious items of clockwork as additional adornment.
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was begun.  That renovation is still underway 
and events like the Crossness Engines Sewage 
Metropolis Steampunk Convivial and Guided 
Walk are ways in which the Crossness Engines 
Trust raise funds to pay for it.

When we were finally admitted we were 
welcomed by the sound of a live steampunk 
‘band’ in what used to be the Boiler House.  
They were surrounded by a crowd of visitors 
dancing in a variety of costumes that certainly 
spanned the range of what is generally 
considered to constitute steampunk. We soon 
found ourselves in the midst of explorers in 
pith helmets, gentlemen (and gentlewomen) 
in top hats emblazoned with Biggles-style 
goggles, ladies in elaborate corsetry, army 
officers in splendid red jackets and more than 
a few fops and dandies.  We felt decidedly 
underdressed.

The Boiler House contains no boilers, as 
they were scrapped in 1957 once the engines 
were no longer in use and the room was 
turned into a canteen and workshops. Now it 
contains some exhibits relating to the history 
of Crossness and examples of small engines 
from other local sites.

From the Boiler House we were encouraged 
to enter the Beam Engine House, coming 
first into an octagonal arcade of iron columns 
supporting the first floor gallery, having a 
decorative cast-iron frieze on all eight sides 
with cast-iron screens below on four sides. The 
other four sides lead to the engine halls to the 
east and west, the boiler room to the south 
and the triple expansion engine house to the 
north. Behind the northern screens are cast-
iron stairways with brass handrails, leading 
up to the beam floor and the cylinder-head 
gallery. In the centre of the octagon, a spiral 
staircase leads down to one of the basements. 
It is the decoration of the octagon in particular 
which led to this being dubbed ‘The Crossness 
Cathedral’.  The East and West engine halls 
leading off the octagon each contain two beam 
engines, on the north and south sides, with a 
row of six cylindrical columns running across 
the ground floor of each hall supporting the 
beam fulcrums. In the west hall the engines are 

called Victoria and Prince Consort, while in the 
east hall they are called Alexandria and Albert 
Edward.  So far only Prince Consort has been 
restored, believed to have been the last of the 

engines that was in use until 1956. They were 
four of the largest beam engines ever built and 
are the largest surviving rotative beam engines 
in the country and probably in the world.

Due to the impressive number of visitors 
who had turned out for the Convivial, it was 
not considered safe enough to operate Prince 
Consort or allow visitors onto the Beam 
Floor or into the basements.  However there 
are a few ‘Steaming days’ each year when 
visitors can get a better feel for the impressive 
operation of these behemoths.  The last one 
for this year was on October 12th.  If you’re 
interested in visiting Crossness, details of 
Steaming Days and other events are available 
from the Trust’s website [1]. The success of the 
Steampunk Convivial means it is likely to be 
repeated next year, details will appear on the 
Convivial’s Facebook page.

Steaming
The attraction of seeing one of these impressive 
engines actually operating was too much to 
resist so, two weeks later, we were back.
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The number of visitors appeared to be even 

greater than for the Steampunk Convivial, 
although this time there were very few people 
in victorian garb (apart from the operators) 
and plenty of Trust volunteers to ensure 
safety.  As big as it had looked two weeks 
earlier when it was immobile, the beam of 
the Prince Consort engine seemed even more 
massive as it (apparently effortlessly) rocked 
back and forth in a surprisingly gentle and 
soothing rhythm.  Nevertheless the immense 
power of the engine was quite palpable, even 
though it was far less noisy than I had expected 
– what’s more, when standing on the Beam 
floor one could feel more vibration from the 
other visitors walking around than from the 
engine.  Self-guided tours enabled visitors to 
look around the various levels of the Engine 
House: a basement where the air pump, 
water pump and condenser could be viewed; 
another basement where the high pressure 
cylinder, governor and sewage pumps were 
visible and a display showed how the sewage 
was pumped up through flap valves from the 
end of the ‘Southern Outfall’ where it had 
arrived by gravity from as far away as Putney, 
before being forced out into a culvert leading 
to the reservoir; the ground floor where the 
top of the massive flywheel was visible as were 
the intermediate and low-pressure cylinders 
and the valve gear; the beam floor where the 
beam itself could be seen.  You can see for 
yourself in our video [2].  The names given to 
the four engines were highly appropriate as it 
was a truly majestic sight even seeing only one 
of them running.  What must it have been like 

when all four were in operation? 
The day was organised by the Trust who 

are restoring the site and the engines, and 
manned by their volunteers (including a very 
popular tea-room and a small shop where a 
well produced booklet with copious colour 
photographs is available, as well as suitable 
souvenirs for younger visitors.

There remains a geat deal of restoration 
work still to be done and the Trust are always 
looking for members to support their work 
and volunteers to help – I’m sure they would 
welcome Imperial Engineers with open arms!  
You can get in touch via their website [1].

References:
[1] http://www.crossness.org.uk
[2] We shot some video on our tour, which 

you can see at http://bit.ly/IE21-Crossness

A brief history of Crossness
By the 1850s the River Thames had become 
an open sewer, as drains emptied directly 
into the river, leading to foul smells and 
driving those who could afford it to leave 
the city during the summer months.  In 
the summer of 1858, one of the hottest 
on record, the smell became unbearable 
and the ‘Great Stink’ affected the Houses 
of Parliament even to the point of forcing 
MPs to leave the chamber at times.  Finally 
investment was agreed and a project was 
instigated which would alleviate the sewage 
problem and remove the smell. As many 
of the newly formed water companies that 
were supplying water to homes in London 
were taking their water directly from the 
Thames, there would also be a consequent 
improvement in the quality of drinking 
water. The Metropolitan Board of Works 
was empowered to raise money to carry out 
the project under the leadership of Chief 
Engineer Sir Joseph Balazgette. A sewage 
system was designed with a network of 
drains throughout London emptying into 
vast sewers made of brick and Portland 
cement. These were built so that gravity 
would ensure the sewage would run through 
the tunnels along both sides of the Thames 
towards the east, ending at Crossness on the 
south bank and Barking on the north.  At 
Crossness the sewage was pumped into a 
covered reservoir where it was held until the 
ebb tide, at which point it was released into 
the river to be taken out to the North Sea.

Crossness was opened by HRH the 
Prince of Wales on the 4th April 1865. 
The building was designed by Charles 
H. Driver who was renowned for 
decorative cast-iron work. The contractor, 
William Webster, was also responsible 
for other major public works in London.

The Boiler House originally held 12 
‘Cornish’ boilers, which were replaced 
by 10 ‘Lancashire’ boilers in 1895. 
By 1914 additional boilers had been 
added.  In 1956 the engines were taken 
out of use and the Boiler House was 
converted into workshops and a canteen.

The rotative beam engines are 21.6 
metres long, 22.8 metres high, 5.9 metres 
wide and are believed to be the largest of 
their type in the world. The main beam is 13 
metres long and weighs over 47 tonnes.  The 
flywheel has a diameter of 8.5 metres and 
weighs over 52 tonnes. The original single-
cylinder engines were built by James Watt & 
Co, Birmingham; they were converted into 
triple-expansion engines between 1900-01 
by Benjamin Goodfellow from Cheshire.

Prince Consort was steamed again 
in 2003 and formally started by HRH 
the Prince of Wales in the same year.

The reservoir, which is still in use, 
covers an area of over 2.5 hectares with 
a capacity of over 113 million litres.

4IXIV� &YGO� �'SQTYXMRK� ´������ MW� ER� -8�
GSRWYPXERX� ERH�TYFPMWLIV��;LIR�LI Ẃ� RSX� LIPTMRK�
GPMIRXW� XLVSYKL� 5YEPMX]�%WWYVERGI� EWWIWWQIRXW��
-8� 7IGYVMX]� IZEPYEXMSRW� SV� 'SQQIVGMEP� 4VSHYGX�
%WWYVERGI��LI Ẃ�FYW]�[SVOMRK�[MXL�LMW�[MJI�%PMWSR�
XS�TYFPMWL�WTIGYPEXMZI�½GXMSR�YRHIV�XLI�)PWI[LIR�
4VIWW�MQTVMRX��3L��ERH�MR�FIX[IIR�EPP�SJ�XLEX��LI Ẃ�
EPWS�IHMXSV�SJ�XLMW�MPPYWXVMSYW�QEKE^MRI�
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(IRMW�,MGOW� �1IGL�)RK���� MW� ER�%HZMWSV]�(MVIGXSV�EX� XLI�)YVSTIER�
-RWXMXYXI� JSV� -RHYWXVMEP� 0IEHIVWLMT� ¯� E� RSR�TVS½X�QEREKIQIRX� WGLSSP�
FEWIH� MR� &VYWWIPW�� � *MRERGIH� F]� MXW� QIQFIV� GSQTERMIW�� MX� TVSZMHIW�
GSEGLMRK� ERH� XVEMRMRK� JSV� XIGLRMGEP� QEREKIVW� EWTMVMRK� XS� E� FVSEHIV�
FYWMRIWW� VSPI� ERH� MX� GSRHYGXW� WXYHMIW� MRXS�QEREKIQIRX� MWWYIW� EX� XLI�
VIUYIWX�SJ�MXW�QIQFIV�GSQTERMIW�

In 2014, the European Institute for Industrial 
Leadership (EIIL) completed an investigation 
into managing young technology graduates 
from the so-called ‘Connected Generation’.  
The study was sponsored by manufacturing 
companies from the Process Industry.

The problem was that recruitment and 
retention of young graduates was becoming 
problematic.  In addition, current managers 
in these industries did not ‘understand’ their 
junior staff who, for their part, did not respond 
effectively to career development programmes.  
Some companies saw it as a critical issue 
because their business models depended on 
maintaining highly skilled professionals often 
needing over 10-15 years of experience.

In a series of 4 conferences held across 
Europe, over 120 senior industrialists, 
academics and young graduates debated how to 
attract, develop and motivate the “Connected 
Generation”.  The aim was to identify the 
key issues involved and understand any best 
practices that could be shared.

Our main finding is that we are approaching 
a tipping point from the combination of three 
trends – the exponential increase in computing 
power, connectivity to the Internet and the 
miniaturisation of sensors.

Moore’s Law predicts the doubling of 
computer power every 18-24 months but, 
more importantly, we are now close to a point 
when readily available computers will have the 
same processing power as the human brain.  
The availability of such cheap computing 
power, with sensors and connectivity, will drive 
a new ‘industrial revolution’.  Increasingly, 
powerful and cheap computers will perform 
tasks currently done by many entry level 
graduates and experienced professionals.

So, while many of our conference 
participants were worried about the lack 
of talented graduates entering Industry, it 
seems that the real issue is that companies are 
working on the elimination of professional 
roles and their replacement by increasingly 
powerful technology.

This leap forward in the capability of 
technology can be seen everywhere but the 
extent of the future impact is, we think, largely 
underestimated.  Most participants could not 
imagine that the power and costs of using 
the technology are changing exponentially.  
As such, few organisations are considering 
this in the design of their structures and 

career developments plans.  Few students are 
considering the trend when choosing their 
careers.  In reality, we expect disruption, as the 
impacts of these trends are arriving faster than 
most social, educational and work structures 
can evolve.

An obvious example is the booking of 
travel, where the best algorithms have almost 
eliminated travel agents and a few specialised 
companies dominate the Internet.  It is 
almost pointless to train new travel agents.  
The same trend can be seen in many areas 
of industry where expertise can be collected 
and programmed.  Throw in fast, mobile 
connectivity and advanced miniaturised 
sensors and even tasks like driving a car can be 
affordably automated within one generation.  
Where will it stop?

The nature of expertise and employment 
within companies will change.  The likely 
outcome is that companies will start 
outsourcing many of their internal functions 
which previously they held to be ‘core’.

This will, of course, drive the creation of 
new industries but will also have unwelcome 
social impacts.  In particular, we expect the 
concentration of expertise and, therefore, 
wealth into relatively few service providers.  
This will happen because accessibility of the 
services via the internet will be global. The 
ones using the best experts will write the best 
algorithms and competition will be limited by 
access to those few experts.  It will be a classical 
Internet business model with a ‘Winner Takes 
All’ scenario.

We think that, growing up in this revolution, 
the Connected Generation will find fewer and 
fewer opportunities in traditional industries as 
entry level roles are automated.  At the same 
time the Education System encourages the 
training of more and more graduates.

Many companies may welcome this excess 
of supply, but they are also less likely to 
find candidates with the experience profiles 
required for this new, complicated and rapidly 
changing world.  They will need to identify the 
best and then strive to keep them.

In the middle of this is the Connected 
Generation with a unique set of talents that 
come from their adept use of the internet 
and mobile technologies.  They are used to 
‘the best content’ via the Internet.  They can 
rapidly collect data and prior art, leaving 
more time for cognitive analysis.  They have 

seen the fate of ‘Baby Boomers’, ‘Gen Xs’ and 
‘Ys’ and have modified their own expectations 
wanting more control of their own careers.  
Gen Cs expect rewarding and multiple career 
opportunities with multiple employers.

On the other hand, Gen C is probably 
less comfortable using inter-personal social 
skills, accepting responsibilities and working 
in isolation.  They work in networks rather 
than hierarchies and tend to underestimate 
the significance of building experience and the 
time required to become effective at managing.  
They prefer continuous, timely feedback.

In short, Generation C can be difficult to 
manage.

Companies will have no choice but to adopt 
technology and find the best recruits they can.  
However, they should change their approach 
for Gen C because they will need the ‘best of 
the best’ talent to prosper.

Before recruiting, companies should 
fundamentally review their corporate 
competences in the knowledge that some will 
be automated and outsourced.

To recruit the best of the best, companies 
need to be ‘cool’ when recruiting Gen C.  They 
should identify inspirational role models and 
be open about their organisation’s values to 
be appealing as an employer.  They should 
avoid excessively bureaucratic and anonymous 
recruitment processes with a poor website.  
They should offer varied careers rather than 
‘structured career paths’.  Recruitment 
campaigns should focus on targeted groups 
and they should work with educational 
institutions to develop pre-work education 
and training.

Retaining Gen C will be an increasing 
challenge unless companies embrace the 
balance of skills offered by Gen Cs and integrate 
them into their current teams.  Companies 
should use modern IT platforms and Social 
Media tools that promote collaboration and 
retain corporate knowledge.  They should 
foster networks rather than hierarchies.  
They should educate senior managers in the 
characteristics of Gen C, and train Gen C to 
efficiently and respectfully extract information 
from managers with ‘bi-directional coaching’ 
where managers and Gen C can exchange 
views.  ‘Train to retain’ will help companies 
hang onto their best recruits.

For today’s graduates, the rate of change in 
the world of work will result in a very different 
future to the one most of us are expecting.  A 
graduate would be wise to choose a career that 
no computer would aspire to.

The summary report ‘Leading the Connected 
Generation’ is available as an e-book from 
Smashwords at: LXXT���FMX�P]�-)���+IR'

Leading the ‘Connected Generation’
8LI�[SVPH�LEW�WIIR�ER�MRGVIHMFPI�MRGVIEWI�MR�XLI�GETEFMPMX]�SJ�XLI�-RXIVRIX���8LMW�LEW�VIWYPXIH�MR�E�KIRIVEXMSR�
SJ�]SYRK�TISTPI�[MXL�E�OI]�HMJJIVIRXMEXMRK�GLEVEGXIVMWXMG�¯�XLI]�LEZI�KVS[R�YT�YWMRK�XLI�-RXIVRIX�ERH�
'SQQYRMGEXMSRW�XIGLRSPSK]�JVSQ�ER�IEVP]�EKI���8LMW�KVSYT�LEW�FIIR�GEPPIH�XLI�±'SRRIGXIH�+IRIVEXMSR²�
�+IR�'�ERH�EPP�WXYHIRXW�KVEHYEXMRK�XSHE]�EVI�TEVX�SJ�MX���(IRMW�,MGOW�XSPH�YW�EFSYX�E�GVSWW�)YVSTI�WXYH]�
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For more information  
or booking for  

any events,  
contact  

Teresa Sergot 
t.sergot@imperial.ac.uk  

or phone  
020 7594 1184

8LI� -QTIVMEP� 'SPPIKI� 'EVIIVW�
7IVZMGI� MW� I\GMXIH� XS� PEYRGL� E� RI[�
%PYQRM� 1IRXSVMRK� 7GLIQI� ERH� MW�
PSSOMRK� JSV� QIRXSVW� XS� XEOI� TEVX��
&IGSQMRK� E� QIRXSV� TVSZMHIW� E�
KVIEX�STTSVXYRMX]�XS�TVSQSXI�]SYV�
[SVO�ERH�XLI�WIGXSV�EW�E�[LSPI�XS�
QSXMZEXIH�-QTIVMEP�WXYHIRXW�EW�[IPP�
EW� E� GLERGI� XS� YWI� ERH� HIZIPST�
QIRXSVMRK�ERH�GSEGLMRK�WOMPPW�[LMGL�
QE]�FI�YWIJYP�MR�]SYV�GEVIIV�
8LVSYKL� XLI� WGLIQI� [I�
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To take part there is 
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EZEMPEFPI�SR�XLI�[IFWMXI�

-QTIVMEP�'SPPIKI�%PYQRM�1IRXSVMRK�7GLIQI
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he joined Rio Tinto and spent the 
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'SRXEGX�8IVIWE�7IVKSX��EHHVIWW�ERH�HIEHPMRIW�SR�TEKI�X[S

WE WANT YOUR NEWS

1. Register for exclusive 
EPYQRM�FIRI½XW  
1IQFIVWLMT� MW� PMJIPSRK� ERH�
JVII�� 6IKMWXIVMRK� IRWYVIW� ]SY´PP�
KIX� XS� LIEV� EFSYX� XLI� PEXIWX�
EPYQRM� IZIRXW� ERH� RIX[SVOMRK�
STTSVXYRMXMIW�� -R� EHHMXMSR��
]SY´PP� VIGIMZI� SYV� E[EVH�
[MRRMRK� -QTIVMEP� QEKE^MRI� ERH�
LEZI� EGGIWW� XS� XLI� 'IRXVEP�
0MFVEV]� ERH� 'EVIIVW� 7IVZMGI� 

2. Activate your alumni 
email address  
(MWTPE]� ]SYV� -QTIVMEP�
GSRRIGXMSR� [MXL� E� JVII� EPYQRM�
IQEMP� EHHVIWW� IRHMRK� MR 
$E P YQR M � M Q T I V M E P � E G � Y O �� 
)EW]� XS� WIX�YT� ERH�QEREKI�� XLI�
IQEMP� WIVZMGI� MRGPYHIW� GEPIRHEV�
ERH�GLEX�JYRGXMSREPMX]

3. Relax in the Alumni 
Visitor Centre  
:MWMX� XLI� HIHMGEXIH� EPYQRM�
PSYRKI� ERH� QIIXMRK� WTEGI�
EX� XLI� QEMR� IRXVERGI� SJ� XLI�
7SYXL� /IRWMRKXSR� 'EQTYW� 
*EGMPMXMIW� MRGPYHI� JVII� ;M�*M��
GSQTPMQIRXEV]� VIJVIWLQIRXW��
E� QIIXMRK� VSSQ�� RI[WTETIVW�
ERH� QEKE^MRIW�� ERH� E�
HE]XMQI� PIJX� PYKKEKI� EVIE� 

4. Join an alumni 
group or association  
-QTIVMEP Ẃ� KPSFEP� RIX[SVO� SJ�
QSVI�XLER����EPYQRM�KVSYTW�ERH�
EWWSGMEXMSRW�[MPP�FI�HIPMKLXIH�XS�
[IPGSQI�]SY��1IIX�EPYQRM�[MXL�
WMQMPEV�MRXIVIWXW�ERH�FEGOKVSYRHW��
QEOI� TVSJIWWMSREP� GSRRIGXMSRW�
ERH� EXXIRH� E� VERKI� SJ� IZIRXW� 

Stay Connected - Make the most of being an Imperial 
alumnus

-QTIVMEP�%PYQRM�IZIRX�����
��1IXEPPYVK]�'PEWW�SJ������VIYRMSR
8LI� -QTIVMEP� 'SPPIKI� EPYQRM� IZIRX��
SR� 1E]� ���� WE[� IMKLX� QIQFIVW�

SJ� XLI� 1IXEPPYVK]� 'PEWW� SJ� �����
�KVEHYEXMSR�]IEV�QIIXMRK�YT��WSQI�

JSV� XLI� ½VWX� XMQI�
WMRGI� HITEVXMRK�
671�� 6IQEVOEFP]��
XLI]� [IVI� EPP�
VIGSKRMWEFPI��#
8LI� TPER� MW� RS[�

XS� LEZI� E� VIYRMSR�
SJ�XLI�GPEWW�MR�������
XS� GIPIFVEXI� XLI�
��XL� ERRMZIVWEV]��
ERH�� MR� XLI� MRXIVMQ��
IJJSVXW� [MPP� FI�
QEHI� XS�GSRXEGX�EW�
QER]� QIQFIVW� EW�
TSWWMFPI�

(L toR) Martin Brooks, Mike 
Humphris, Andy Feest, Dick 
Adams, Paul Randall, John 
Skevington (Front) John 

O’Reilly, Doug Roberts

Class of ‘66

RSMA stand at the alumni event

I have been employed in the western Canada oil and gas industry 
for over six years now, and continue to be painfully aware of the 
sensitive issues we face daily in regards to the disproportionately 
high levels of energy consumed and environmental tribulations 
associated with the recovery of the region’s unconventional 
resources.

Some of your readers will be more familiar with these challenges 
that I am, having scant technical appreciation of the geological 
uniqueness of this location and the chemical processes concocted 
for extraction of the hydrocarbons when compared with other 
sources of fossil fuels.

I wonder if South Kensington’s best brains have been deployed 
in any significant number in tackling the challenges in recovering 
this highly valuable and plentiful source of energy, in a politically 
secure and, by and large, humanitarian part of the world, for 
generations to come.

J Malcolm Gray (EE 83-86)

7SQI�1YWMRKW�JVSQ�'EREHE

5. Join the community 
online  
2IX[SVO�[MXL�QSVI�XLER��������
JIPPS[� EPYQRM� F]� FIGSQMRK� E�
QIQFIV� SJ� -QTIVMEP Ẃ� HIHMGEXIH�
EPYQRM� KVSYT� SR� 0MROIH-R�� =SY�
GER�EPWS�OIIT�YT�XS�HEXI�[MXL�XLI�
PEXIWX�EPYQRM�RI[W�ERH�IZIRXW�F]�
JSPPS[MRK� -QTIVMEP Ẃ� EPYQRM� TEKI�
SR�*EGIFSSO�

[[[�MQTIVMEP�EG�YO�EPYQRM

As a member of the RSMA / CGCA, you’re also a member of the Imperial alumni community, 
a lifelong community of over 170,000 alumni across the globe.  Make the most of this network 
F]�WXE]MRK�MR�XSYGL�[MXL�XLI�'SPPIKI��XEOMRK�EHZERXEKI�SJ�I\GPYWMZI�EPYQRM�FIRI½XW�ERH�NSMRMRK�
our online networks.
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I was saddened to read of John’s death in the August 2013 edition 
of Aerospace, and I wanted to find a way of marking his passing. I’d 
always admired John and thought I should write about his several 
influences on my career.

I first met John when I was an undergraduate in the Imperial College 
Aeronautics Department; he was my tutor from my 2nd year in 1957. 
(There was no 1st year course in Aeronautics in those days, which 
was frustrating!) John was a kindly and friendly tutor, always helpful. 
Moreover, I particularly enjoyed his lectures on aircraft stability and 
control. Of course, as an undergraduate, I assumed that this was his 
research area. I think this was strengthened by knowing that John had 
started his career in the de Havilland Aerodynamics Department. I’d 
attended a summer course at DH, where I was offered a place in the 
Aerodynamics Department to work on the Trident. Given the Trident’s 
subsequent history, I guess that could have been frustrating. I also 
remember him advising me when I asked about a summer placement at 
the NLL (now NLR) in Amsterdam. It turned out that he’d also had a 
summer placement there when he was an undergraduate, and strongly 
recommended it – good advice, as it turned out!

It was only when I started work, having chosen to pursue research on 
hypersonic aerodynamics at Fort Halstead, that I learned that this was 
also John’s research area (I’d also written two reports on design studies 
for a hypersonic tunnel at the NLL). As a result, I met John frequently, 
and I did a research-based MSc(Eng) under his guidance. Moreover, 
the design and major parts of John’s hypersonic gun tunnel, still in 
the Aeronautics Department to this day, came from Fort Halstead, 
where the gun tunnel originated. I worked on two of the three gun 
tunnels at Fort Halstead, both investigating the free piston compression 
behaviour on the No 1 pilot tunnel and, subsequently, carrying out 
aerodynamic and heat transfer investigations in the large (No. 3) tunnel 
at Mach numbers between 8 and 13. I also worked on army transonic/
supersonic missile problems, including a stability analysis on an army 
missile – my report was still in use at Fort Halstead when I visited 
nearly 30 years later, a legacy of John’s lectures! 

One of the problems in hypersonics of blunt bodies was its mixed 
nature between subsonic and supersonic flow, governed by hyperbolic 
equations which were tractable in unsteady, but not in steady flow. 
When computational time marching was invented I couldn’t have been 
the only one to wonder why I hadn’t thought of it! It could have led to 

-R�1IQSVMEQ�¯�.SLR�7XSPPIV]
,EZMRK�VIEH�XLI�SFMXYEV]�JSV�.SLR�7XSPPIV]�MR�SYV�7TVMRK������IHMXMSR��4VSJIWWSV�2MKIP�;SSH�WIRX�YW�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�RSXIW�XLEX�
LI�LEH�GSQTSWIH�SR�½VWX�LIEVMRK�SJ�4VSJIWWSV�7XSPPIV] Ẃ�HIEXL�

The Chemical Engineering program at that time was a three year 
course (if you had been exempted from the first year, which most 
people had), during which we spent the first year at RCS in the 
Chemistry Department doing Physical Chemistry with a smattering of 
Electrochemistry and Organic leavened by Engineering Drawing and 
Workshop in the C & G basement.

The Engineering Drawing turned out to be useful in later life, but 
Workshop was sheer torture for me.  The second year was spent in 
in the Mechanical Engineering Department at Guilds, learning the 
basics of engineering and, in the third year, we got down to the serious 
business of Chemical Engineering which I found thoroughly enjoyable.

Chemical Engineering was a small program with only 30 students 
entering their first year. 1948 seems to have been something of a 
post-war transition year in that a significant number of students were 
accepted straight out of school.  As a result about 40% of the class were 
school-leavers and 60% were ex-servicemen.  Of the latter, about half 
had seen active service, while the other half had simply completed their 
National Service.  Despite the fact that the ex-service group were not 
a wholly cohesive group there was, nonetheless, initially an element of 
superiority exhibited by the ex-service cohort.

Of the original 30 class members 20 ultimately graduated.  Eight, 
were eliminated after first year, one dropped out at the end of second 
year and one did not make the final cut.  Of the graduates, four received 
a First, 12 received a Second and four received a Third or Pass degree.  
The ratio of ex-servicemen in the graduating class was very much the 
same as in the original class.

6IQMRMWGIRGIW�SJ�'LIQ��)RK�������¯���
6IEHMRK�XLI�SFMXYEVMIW�MR�SYV�7TVMRK������IHMXMSR��(EZMH�*S[PIV�RSXMGIH�SRI�MR�TEVXMGYPEV��XLEX�SJ�(EZMH�4VMGI��[LMGL�WXVYGO�
E�GLSVH���8LI�X[S�LEH�[SVOIH�UYMXI�GPSWIP]�XSKIXLIV��[MXL�1MGLEIP�)[FERO�ERH�&MPP�&PEGOIXX��SR�XLIMV�½REP�HIWMKR�TVSNIGX�MR�
XLIMV�XLMVH�]IEV���8LMW�WXEVXIH�LMQ�XLMROMRK�EFSYX�LMW�]IEVW�EX�'SPPIKI�ERH�[SRHIVMRK�[LEX�LEH�LETTIRIH�XS�WSQI�SJ�LMW�JIPPS[�
WXYHIRXW���,I�[VSXI�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�VIQMRMWGIRGIW�SJ�LMW�XMQI�EX�-QTIVMEP�

a good PhD in the Aero Dept.!
After I’d spent 8 years in hypersonics, John became aware of my 

interest in moving to a new field, possibly involving something to do 
with physiological or medical fluid dynamics. After I’d investigated one 
or two leads, John told me about the new Physiological Flow Studies 
Unit (PFSU), which was becoming established in the Aero Department, 
under the direction of a medical doctor, Colin Caro, now an Emeritus 
Professor in the Bioengineering Department, of which the PFSU 
became a founding group. Through John, I obtained an interview with 
Colin and was accepted as a Research Assistant in the Unit, leading to a 
PhD. Thus, John was instrumental in starting me off in the field, which 
is also my present biomedical activity.

A unique feature of PFSU at that time was having medics and 
engineers or physical scientists working together. I was fortunate in 
being paired with Tony Seed (now Professor Emeritus), who was an 
ideal partner, in research and teaching; in fact, we taught each other: 
physiology and medicine versus fluid dynamics. We were both able 
to earn PhDs from our collaboration. We were the first to observe 
transitional and turbulent flow in the circulation via a hot film velocity 
probe – a Eureka moment!

Subsequently I worked in the power generation industry, but early 
retirement once more brought me into contact with John at Cranfield, 
when I had a contract as SERC Aerospace Coordinator during my 
consultancy practice. This I ran whilst re-establishing myself in 
biomedical engineering, pioneering the combination of medical 
imaging with computational fluid dynamics, now a major field, known 
as image-based computational modelling. My success in re-establishing 
myself, and my continuing activity, in biomedical engineering is for me, 
another of John’s legacies. 

I last met John at an Aero Department reunion during the college’s 
centenary year, 2007. He’d aged since I’d last met him in 1994, but 
there was still something of the old John about him.

I’m sure he’ll be missed by all who knew him.

Professor Nigel Wood CEng, FRAeS, FIMechE, 
Honorary Professorial Research Fellow, Biomedical Engineering, 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College London 

(Aero 56-59; PFSU 67-70)

As a passing note, at the beginning I felt at a distinct disadvantage as 
I was not only a school-leaver but also I had been born and educated 
in Argentina.  As a foreigner I did not fit naturally into either group 
but this situation did not persist. Because I looked and sounded like 
everyone else I was gradually accepted.

It has since struck me that other students in IC in these particular 
years had a similar experience in that there were two very different 
groups, ex-servicemen and school-leavers, and within each group many 
different backgrounds.

Among the ex-service group their ranks varied from privates, 
corporals and sergeants to commissioned officers, including two majors 
and one lieutenant-commander. The school-leavers also had varied 
backgrounds. All were thrust together for lab work and other projects.

Luckily in Chem. Eng. we were a small class, so separate cliques 
did not form.  As a result, as time went by, there was more and more 
interaction and communication to everyone’s benefit.  It became 
evident to us (the school boys) that the ex-servicemen knew a great deal 
more about the world and practical matters than we did and that we 
could learn from them.  On the other hand, the ex-service types could 
get help understanding theory and academic concepts from us.  It was 
here that I realized that students can learn at least as much from their 
colleagues as they do from their formal lectures.  It was a symbiotic 
relationship that worked to everyone’s advantage.

I am grateful that I had an opportunity to be a part of that class.

David J Fowler (Chem Eng 48-51)
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A natural mentor to new lecturers
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[EW� [MXL� XLI� (EVX� XYVFSTVST�
IRKMRI��,I�QSZIH�MR������SRXS�XLI�
%HSYV� NIX� IRKMRI�� XLIR� MR� ����� LI�
XVERWJIVVIH�XS�XLI�,MKL�8IQTIVEXYVI�
(IQSRWXVEXMSR� 9RMX�� [SVOMRK� VMKLX�
YT�XS�������
%PFIVX�HMIH�SR�.ERYEV]����������

Formidable reputation as gifted engineer

Engineer, historian 
and athlete

-R� ������ LI� VIXYVRIH� XS� )RKPERH��
ERH� WXYHMIH� JSV� E� 1EWXIV Ẃ� HIKVII�
EX� 'MX]� ERH� +YMPHW� 'SPPIKI� YRHIV�
4VSJIWWSV�� PEXIV�7MV�3[IR�7EYRHIVW��
,MW� VIWIEVGL� WYFNIGX� [EW� XLI�
HIXIVQMREXMSR� SJ� XLI� ¾S[� SJ� LIEX�
MRXS�PEVKI�XYVFMRI�VSXSVW�
%JXIV� GSQTPIXMRK� LMW� HIKVII�� MR�

������ LI� NSMRIH� 0PS]H Ẃ� 6IKMWXIV�
SJ� 7LMTTMRK�� � *SV� IMKLX� ]IEVW� LI�
XVEZIPPIH� XLI� [SVPH� GEVV]MRK� SYX�
½IPH� MRZIWXMKEXMSRW� MRXS� JEMPYVIW� MR�
WLMTW� ERH� XLIMV�QEGLMRIV]�� ERH� MRXS�
QIEWYVMRK� XLI� WXEXMG� ERH� H]REQMG�
WXVEMR�MR�LIEZ]�MRHYWXVMEP�IRKMRIIVMRK�
TPERX�ERH�WXVYGXYVIW�
-R�������,MPHVI[�[EW�WIGSRHIH�XS�

XLI�RYGPIEV�WYFQEVMRI�TVSNIGX�XIEQ��
½VWX�EX�,EV[IPP�ERH�XLIR�EX�&EXL�
9TSR� LMW� VIXYVR� XS� 0PS]H Ẃ�

6IKMWXIV�� LI� IWXEFPMWLIH� XLI�
GSQTYXIV� HITEVXQIRX�� � ,I� [EW�
QEHI� 'LMIJ� )RKMRIIV� 7YVZI]SV� MR�
�����ERH�8IGLRMGEP�(MVIGXSV�MR������
,I�[EW�4VIWMHIRX�SJ�XLI�-RWXMXYXMSR�

SJ�1IGLERMGEP�)RKMRIIVW�MR�������ERH�
4VIWMHIRX�SJ�XLI�-RWXMXYXI�SJ�1EVMRI�
)RKMRIIVW� JVSQ� ����� XS� ������ �,I�
[EW�EPWS�'LEMVQER�SJ�XLI�'SYRGMP�SJ�
)RKMRIIVMRK� -RWXMXYXMSRW� JVSQ� �����
XS������
&V]ER� HMIH� SR� .ERYEV]� ���� ������

EKIH����]IEVW�

Investigator for Lloyd’s Register of 
Shipping

A much respected 
colleague

.3,2� 1-',%)0� 7,%2%,%2�
�'MZMP�)RK������
.SLR�[EW�FSVR�SR�(IGIQFIV������

�����ERH�KVI[�YT� MR�0EQFIXL�� �,I�
[IRX�XS�%PPI]R Ẃ�MR�7ITXIQFIV�������
-R� ������ LI� KVEHYEXIH� JVSQ�

-QTIVMEP�[MXL�E�HIKVII�MR�IRKMRIIVMRK��
ERH� [EW� VIGVYMXIH� F]� (I\MSR� E�
PIEHMRK� QERYJEGXYVIV� SJ� WLIPZMRK�
W]WXIQW�� � 8LI� GSQTER]� WXEVXIH� E�
QEVOIXMRK�
�EHZIVXMWMRK�HITEVXQIRX��
[LMGL� .SLR� VER� JSV� E� ]IEV� FIJSVI�
PIEZMRK� XS� WXEVX�LMW�S[R�EHZIVXMWMRK�
EKIRG]�
-R� XLI� ��W� MX� [EW� YRLIEVH� SJ�

JSV� ]SYRK� QIR� XS� WXEVX� XLIMV� S[R�
FYWMRIWWIW� EX� ���� FYX� XLMW� [EW�
XLI� FIKMRRMRK� SJ� .SLR� 7LERELER�
%WWSGMEXIW� ¯� E� 46� ERH� EHZIVXMWMRK�
EKIRG]�[LMGL�.SLR�FYMPX�YT�ERH�VER�
JSV�XLI�RI\X����]IEVW���,I�GSYPH�RSX�

SRP]� [VMXI� E� KSSH� EH� SV� FVSGLYVI�
FYX�LI�QEHI�JVMIRHW�SJ�LMW�GPMIRXW�WS�
FSXL�WMHIW�FIRI½XXIH�
.SLR�[EW�E�QER�[MXL�[MHI�VERKMRK�

MRXIVIWXW���,MW�½VWX�PSZI�[EW�TVSFEFP]�
QYWMG�� � ,I� EPWS� PSZIH� FSSOW�� EVX��
GSRGIVXW��XLIEXVI�ERH�GMRIQE���-R�LMW�
�� Ẃ� LI� KVI[� MRXIVIWXIH� MR� GSSOMRK�
ERH� FIGEQI� E� ZIV]� TVS½GMIRX� ERH�
MRRSZEXMZI�GLIJ�
,MW�SXLIV�KVIEX�MRXIVIWX�[EW�VYKF]���

,I�NSMRIH�'SFLEQ�6YKF]�'PYF�ERH�
UYMGOP]� VSWI� YT� XLI� PEHHIV� EX� XLI�
GPYF���-R������LI�FIGEQI�'LEMVQER��
E�TSWX�LI�LIPH�YRXMP��������%JXIV�LI�
VIXMVIH�LI�[EW�QEHI�E�0MJI�4VIWMHIRX�
SJ�XLI�GPYF���%X�LMW�JYRIVEP��XLI�RS[�
TVIWMHIRX� SJ� XLI� GPYF� VIJIVVIH� XS�
.SLR�EW�³XLI�LIEVXFIEX�SJ�XLI�GPYF´�
3RI� SJ� XLI� QSWX� MQTVIWWMZI�

XLMRKW� EFSYX� .SLR� [EW� XLI� [E]� LI�
WTIRX�XLI�PEWX����QSRXLW�SJ�LMW�PMJI���
,EZMRK�FIIR�KMZIR�NYWX�E�JI[�QSRXLW�
XS� PMZI� LI� [EW� HIXIVQMRIH� XS� KIX�
XLI�QSWX�SYX�SJ�IZIV]�HE]���(IWTMXI�
XLI� TEMR� LI� WYJJIVIH�� [MXL� X]TMGEP�
FVEZIV]��LI�ERH�LMW�TEVXRIV��'EVSPMRI��
TYVWYIH� IZIV]XLMRK� LI� IRNS]IH� ��
XVMTW� EFVSEH�� XLI� XLIEXVI�� GSRGIVXW��
EVX� QYWIYQW�� VYKF]� QEXGLIW� IXG���
QER]�GSQQIRXMRK�XLEX�LI�LEH�HSRI�
QSVI�MR�XLSWI����QSRXLW�XLER�QSWX�
LEH�MR�E�PMJIXMQI�
,I� HMIH� SR� (IGIQFIV� ��� ������

EX�XLI�EKI�SJ�����WYVVSYRHIH�F]�LMW�
GLMPHVIR��'EVSPMRI�ERH�LIV�GLMPHVIR�

Wide ranging interests
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&6-%2� .%1)7�&6-7'3)��4VSJIWWSV�
)QIVMXYW�� *6-'�� *-'LIQ)�� *-4L]W��
*-1��*'+-���'LIQ�)RK�7XEJJ��������
4VSJIWWSV� &VMER� &VMWGSI� HMIH� SR�

XLI�.YRI����������EJXIV�E�PSRK��ERH�EX�
XMQIW� TEMRJYP� FEXXPI� EKEMRWX� GERGIV���
&VMER� WIVZIH� SR� XLI� WXEJJ� SJ� XLI�
'LIQMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK� (ITEVXQIRX�
JVSQ������YRXMP�LMW�VIXMVIQIRX��ERH�
WYFWIUYIRXP]�GSRXMRYIH�VIWIEVGL�EW�
ER�LSRSVEV]�WIRMSV�VIWIEVGL�JIPPS[�
&SVR�SR�.ERYEV]�����������LI�KVI[�

YT� MR�;EOI½IPH� MR� XLI� XLIR�;IWX�
6MHMRK�SJ�=SVOWLMVI��FIJSVI�WXYH]MRK�
JSV�E�&7G�ERH�4L(�MR�'LIQMWXV]�EX�
XLI�9RMZIVWMX]�SJ�,YPP���*SV�LMW�4L(��
LI� WXYHMIH� XLI� VSPI� SJ� EPGSLSPW� SR�
XLI�WYVJEGI�MRXIVJEGMEP�XIRWMSR�EX�XLI�
SMP�[EXIV�MRXIVJEGI���,I�XLIR�QSZIH�
XS�'EQFVMHKI��[LIVI� LI� KEMRIH� ER�
1%��ERH�[EW�XLI�%WWMWXERX�(MVIGXSV�
SJ� 6IWIEVGL�� )VRWX� 3TTIRLIMQIV�
*IPPS[�MR�XLI�'EZIRHMWL�0EFSVEXSV]�
JVSQ������XS��������,IVI�LI�FIGEQI�
MRXIVIWXIH� MR� XLI� TVSFPIQW� SJ�
*VMGXMSR�ERH�0YFVMGEXMSR��XVMFSPSK]��
WTIGM½GEPP]� MR� VIPEXMSR� XS� TSP]QIVW�
�� XSTMGW� [LMGL� &VMER� VIQEMRIH�
MRXIVIWXIH�MR�JSV�XLI�VIWX�SJ�LMW�PMJI�
*VSQ� ��������� LI� PIGXYVIVIH� EX�

XLI� 9RMZIVWMX]� SJ� 'EQFVMHKI�� ERH�
PEXIV�FIGEQI�E�(7G�)RK�EX�-QTIVMEP�
,I�XSSO�YT�E�TSWX�MR�XLI�'LIQMGEP�

)RKMRIIVMRK�(ITEVXQIRX�EX�-QTIVMEP��
EW� 6IEHIV� MR� -RXIVJEGI� 7GMIRGI��
FIGSQMRK� 4VSJIWWSV� SJ� -RXIVJEGI�
)RKMRIIVMRK�MR������
*VSQ� ��������� LI� [EW� (MVIGXSV�

SJ� 4SWXKVEHYEXI� 7XYHMIW� JSV� XLI�
(ITEVXQIRX�� �%� PMJI�QIQFIV�SJ� XLI�
'MX]� 
� +YMPHW� 'SPPIKI�%WWSGMEXMSR��
LI�[EW�(IER� SJ� XLI�'MX]�
�+YMPHW�
'SPPIKI�� JVSQ������������ WMXXMRK�SR�
XLI�3'�8VYWX�&SEVH�ERH�TEVXMGMTEXMRK�
in trips with the students on Bo in 

XLI�0SRHSR�&VMKLXSR�VYR�
&VMER Ẃ� TVSJIWWMSREP� MRXIVIWXW�

PE]�QEMRP]� MR� XLI�½IPH�SJ� WSPMH�WSPMH�
MRXIVEGXMSRW�� TEVXMGYPEVP]� [LIVI�
SVKERMG�TSP]QIVW�JSVQIH�SRI�SJ�XLI�
WSPMH� FSHMIW�� � -R� TEVXMGYPEV�� LI� [EW�
MRXIVIWXIH� MR� XLSWI� JEGXSVW� [LMGL�
[IVI� VIWTSRWMFPI� JSV� XLI� JVMGXMSR��
EHLIWMSR� ERH� [IEV� SJ� SVKERMG�
QEXIVMEPW�� ,I� [EW� SRI� SJ� XLI� ½VWX�
XS� VIGSKRMWI� XLI� VSPI� SJ� XVMFSPSK]�
MR� TS[HIV� GSQTEGXMSR�� ETTP]MRK�
XLMW� MRMXMEPP]� XS� GIVEQMGW� ERH� QSVI�
VIGIRXP]�XS�TLEVQEGIYXMGEPW�
&VMER�PIH�SV�GSRXVMFYXIH�XS�QER]�

PIEVRIH� TETIVW� ERH� NSYVREP� EVXMGPIW��
ERH� [EW� EPWS� E� GSRXVMFYXSV� XS�
GLETXIVW� SR� TSP]QIV� TVSGIWWMRK� MR�
X[S�FSSOW�
,I� EPWS� VIGIMZIH� QER]� E[EVHW�

JSV� LMW� VIWIEVGL� MRGPYHMRK� XLI� 7MV�
+ISVKI� &IMPF]� 1IHEP� MR� ������
XLI� XVMFSPSK]� WMPZIV� QIHEP� SJ� XLI�
-RWXMXYXMSR� SJ� 1IGLERMGEP� )RKMRIIVW�
XLI� 6S]EP� 7SGMIX]� SJ� 'LIQMWXV]�
MRXIVHMWGMTPMREV]�QIHEP� MR�������ERH�
XLI� 7SGMIX]� SJ� 'LIQMGEP� -RHYWXV]�
�7'-�*SYRHIVW�0IGXYVI�MR������
,MW� GPSWI� GSPPIEKYI� ERH� JVMIRH��

4VSJIWWSV� 4EYP� 0YGOLEQ�� [VSXI���
±3R� XLI� SYXWMHI� &VMER� WIIQIH� E�
X]TMGEP� FPYRX� =SVOWLMVIQER���� FYX�
&VMER�[EW�KVIEXP]�PSZIH�ERH�EHQMVIH�
F]�LMW�4L(�WXYHIRXW�ERH�TSWX�HSGW���
&VMER�HMH�LMW�FIWX�XS�GVIEXI�E�JEQMP]�
EXQSWTLIVI� EVSYRH� LMW� VIWIEVGL�
KVSYT� [LMGL� FIGEQI� ORS[R�
SJ½GMEPP]� EW� 4EVXMGPI�8IGLRSPSK]� ERH�
YRSJ½GMEPP]� EW� ³4EVX]� 8IGLRSPSK]´��
VI¾IGXMRK� XLI� RYQIVSYW� FMVXLHE]W�
ERH� SXLIV� IZIRXW� [LMGL� [IVI�
GIPIFVEXIH�XLVSYKLSYX�XLI�]IEV�²
&VMER�MW�WYVZMZIH�F]�1EV]��LMW�[MJI�

SJ�QSVI�XLER�JSVX]�]IEVW��LMW�GLMPHVIR�
ERH�WM\�KVERH�GLMPHVIR�

.%1)7� ,%%7)� �'MZMP� )RK� ERH�
7YVZI]MRK�������(-'�����
.MQ�[EW�FSVR�SR�%YKYWX�����������

,EZMRK� IWGETIH� XS� )RKPERH� [LIR�
XLI� 6YWWMERW� MRZEHIH� 0EXZME�� .MQ�
GSQTPIXIH�LMW�WGLSSPMRK�EX�(YP[MGL�
'SPPIKI� ERH� XLIR� 'MX]� ERH� +YMPHW�
'MZMP� )RKMRIIVMRK� (ITEVXQIRX��
JVSQ� ��������� ,I� KVEHYEXIH� [MXL�
,SRSYVW� ERH� [IRX� SR� XS� EXXEMR� E�
(-'�� ,I� [EW� E[EVHIH� JYPP� GSPSYVW�
JSV�JIRGMRK�ERH�[EW�E�QIQFIV�SJ�XLI�
0MROW�'PYF��,I�[EW�E�PMJI�QIQFIV�SJ�
'+'%�
,I�NSMRIH�'LVMWXMERM�ERH�2MIPWIR�

'MZMP� )RKMRIIVMRK� 'SRXVEGXSVW�
MR� 7SYXL� %JVMGE� ERH� WYTIVZMWIH� E�
RYQFIV� SJ� ')� GSRXVEGXW� MRGPYHMRK�
E� PEVKI� 'IQIRX� TPERX�� ,I� XLIR�

4)8)6� 23)0� 63;)� �'LIQ� )RK�
������(-'��4L(��*6)RK��*-'LIQ)
4VSJIWWSV� 4IXIV� 6S[I�[EW� FSVR�

SR�'LVMWXQEW�(E]������ MR�4VIWXSR���
)HYGEXIH� EX� 4VIWXSR� +VEQQEV�
7GLSSP��LI�[EW� XLIR�IQTPS]IH�EW�E�
XIGLRMGMER� ERH� WIVZIH� MR� XLI� 6%*�
JVSQ� ��������� (YVMRK� XLI� [EV��
LI� FIKER� LMW� JSVQEP� IRKMRIIVMRK�
XVEMRMRK� [MXL� E� TEVX�XMQI� ,2'� MR�
QIGLERMGEP�IRKMRIIVMRK�EX�0MZIVTSSP�
8IGLRMGEP�'SPPIKI��%JXIV�XLI�[EV��LI�
QSZIH� SR� XS� 1ERGLIWXIV� 'SPPIKI�
SJ� 8IGLRSPSK]� XS� WXYH]� GLIQMGEP�
IRKMRIIVMRK�JVSQ���������
4IXIV�XLIR�QSZIH�XS�0SRHSR��XS�

WXYH]�JSV�E�4L(�SR�WYTIVWSRMG�¾S[�
XLVSYKL� VSGOIX�RS^^PIW�� EX� -QTIVMEP���
,MW� VIWIEVGL�� WYTTSVXIH� F]� XLI�
1MRMWXV]� SJ� 7YTTP]�� GSRXMRYIH� XMPP�
������8LMW�TIVMSH�[EW�GVMXMGEP� MR�LMW�
HIZIPSTQIRX�� ,I� QIX� LMW� [MJI�XS�
FI� 4EYPMRI� EX� -QTIVMEP� ERH�QEVVMIH�
MR������
,I� [EW� ETTSMRXIH� TVMRGMTEP�

WGMIRXM½G�SJ½GIV�EX�,EV[IPP Ẃ�%XSQMG�
)RIVK]� 6IWIEVGL� )WXEFPMWLQIRX��
*MREPP]�� LI� [EW� [SVOMRK� MR�
QEMRWXVIEQ�GLIQMGEP�IRKMRIIVMRK� MR�
KEW� ¾YMHMWEXMSR�� E� XIGLRMUYI� GVMXMGEP�
MR� XLI�IRVMGLQIRX�SJ�YVERMYQ� JVSQ�
YVERMYQ� HMS\MHI�� ,MW� I\TIVMQIRXW�
WLS[MRK�XLI�VSPI�TPE]IH�F]�FYFFPIW�
MR�WYGL�FIHW�[MXL�E�TETIV�MR�2EXYVI�
MR�������ERH�PEXIV�TVSHYGIH�SZIV����
TYFPMGEXMSRW�SR�LMW�,EV[IPP�[SVO�
-R� ������ 4IXIV� [EW� ETTSMRXIH�

EW� 6EQWE]� QIQSVMEP� TVSJIWWSV� SJ�
GLIQMGEP� IRKMRIIVMRK� ERH� LIEH� SJ�
HITEVXQIRX� EX� 9RMZIVWMX]� 'SPPIKI�
0SRHSR��,I�[EW�ER�MRWTMVIH�GLSMGI��
8LI�HITEVXQIRX�[EW�KSMRK�XLVSYKL�
HMJ½GYPX� XMQIW� ERH� LI� WIIQIH� XS�
sense what was needed to turn it 
EVSYRH�
(YVMRK� LMW� XMQI� EX� 9'0�� RI[�

GSYVWIW� [IVI� MRXVSHYGIH�� E�
¾SYVMWLMRK� XYXSVMEP� W]WXIQ� [EW�
IWXEFPMWLIH� ERH� WSGMEP� SGGEWMSRW�

EVVERKIH� XS� EPPS[� EGEHIQMG�
ERH� WYTTSVX� WXEJJ�� WXYHIRXW�
ERH� XLI� QER]� VIWIEVGL�
[SVOIVW�� XS� GSQI� XSKIXLIV�
EW� ER� EGEHIQMG� GSQQYRMX]���
4IXIV�[EW� TEWWMSREXI� EFSYX�
[MRI�� SVKERMWMRK� XEWXMRK�
WIWWMSRW� XS� EKEMR� FVMRK�
XSKIXLIV� WXYHIRXW� ERH� XLIMV�
XYXSVW�� ,I� IRGSYVEKIH� WXEJJ�
XS� FI� SYX[EVH�PSSOMRK��
EXXIRH� GSRJIVIRGIW� ERH�
GSPPEFSVEXI� MR� )YVSTI� ERH�
JYVXLIV� E½IPH�� � ,I� [EW�
LMQWIPJ� [EW� MRZMXIH� XS�
PIGXYVI�EVSYRH�XLI�[SVPH��YT�
YRXMP�LMW�VIXMVIQIRX� MR��������
VIGIMZMRK� ER� LSRSVEV]� (7G�
JVSQ�&VYWWIPW�
,MW� VIWIEVGL� SR�

¾YMHMWEXMSR� ¾SYVMWLIH�� 8LI�
RSZIP�YWI�SJ�\�VE]W� EPPS[IH�LMQ� XS�
WXYH]� FYFFPMRK� FILEZMSYV� �[MRRMRK�
-'LIQ) Ẃ� 1SYPXSR� 1IHEP� MR� ������
¾S[�MR�XLI�HMWXVMFYXSV�VIKMSR��QM\MRK�
ERH�WIKVIKEXMSR�TLIRSQIRE���,I�[EW�
QYGL�WSYKLX�EJXIV�EW�E�GSRWYPXERX��MR�
XLI�9/�ERH�XLI�97��F]�XLI�YWIVW�SJ�
FMK�¾YMHMWIH�FIHW�
4IXIV� WIVZIH� MR� ERH� GLEMVIH�

QER]� GSQQMXXIIW� [MXLMR� 9'0� ERH�
-'LIQ)�� FIGEQI� E� *IPPS[� SJ� XLI�
6S]EP� %GEHIQ]� SJ� )RKMRIIVMRK�� MR�
������ IHMXIH� 'LIQMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK�
7GMIRGI�JVSQ����������ERH�EGXIH�EW�
ER�EHZMWSV�XS�KSZIVRQIRX�
-R� WTMXI� SJ� EPP� XLMW� EGXMZMX]�� 4IXIV�

[EW� MR� WSQI� [E]W� QSWX� LETT]� EX�
LMW� LSQI� MR� XLI� FIEYXMJYP� ZMPPEKI� SJ�
9TTIV� &EWMPHSR�� [LIVI� XLI]� PMZIH�
JSV� QSVI� XLER� ��� ]IEVW��8LIVI� LI�
TYVWYIH� LMW� LSFFMIW� SJ� KEVHIRMRK�
ERH�� IWTIGMEPP]� EJXIV� LMW� VIXMVIQIRX��
QEOMRK�½RI�JYVRMXYVI��

4IXIV�HMIH�SR�%TVMP������������,I�
MW�WYVZMZIH�F]�4EYPMRI�ERH�XLIMV�X[S�
WSRW�

The inspiration and instigator of the 
‘Party Technology’ research group 

QSZIH� XS� 1SRXVIEP� ERH� GSRXMRYIH�
[SVOMRK� JSV�'LVMWXMERM� ERH�2MIPWIR��
HIWMKRMRK�ERH�FYMPHMRK�QENSV�QEVMRI�
[SVOW� MR� XLI� 7EMRX� 0E[VIRGI� VMZIV�
ERH� E� XMQFIV� ERH�TETIV�QMPP� MR� XLI�
2SVXLIVR�TEVX�SJ�5YIFIG�
0EXI� MR� XLI� ���� Ẃ�� .MQ� WIX� YT� E�

GSRWYPXMRK�TVEGXMGI�MR�'SVRIVFVSSO��
2I[JSYRHPERH� ERH�STIVEXIH�[SVPH�
[MHI��QEMRP]�SR�QEVMRI�[SVOW�
7EHP]�� LMW� [MJI� %RREPMIWI� HMIH�

MR� ����� EJXIV� E� PSRK� MPPRIWW� ERH�
.MQ� VIXYVRIH� XS� XLI� 9/�� WIXXPMRK�
MR� (SVWIX�� ,MW� I]IWMKLX� FIGEQI�
TVSKVIWWMZIP]�[SVWI�ERH�LI�VIXYVRIH�
XS�'EREHE�ERH� MRXS� XLI�GEVI�SJ�LMW�
JEQMP]�ERH�HMIH�MR�PEXI������
%� KSSH� JVMIRH� ERH� E� GPIZIV� ERH�

GSRWGMIRXMSYW�IRKMRIIV�

Clever and conscientious engineer

The driving force behind a 
reenvigorated department
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-7%%'�;30*�.3**)��'MZMP�)RK����
��
-WEEG�[EW�FSVR�MR�������XLI�WSR�SJ�

%�7�.SJJI��[LS�LEH�LMQWIPJ�EXXIRHIH�
-QTIVMEP� 'SPPIKI�� JVSQ� ����� XS�
������
-WEEG� EXXIRHIH� 'MX]� ERH� +YMPHW�

'SPPIKI�� KVEHYEXMRK� MR� ������ [MXL� E�
&7G� MR� 'MZMP� )RKMRIIVMRK�� VIXYVRMRK�
MR������XS�HS�E�(-'��2SX�PSRK�EJXIV�
KVEHYEXMRK�� -WEEG� NSMRIH� LMW� JEXLIV Ẃ�
'SRWYPXMRK� TVEGXMGI�� ERH� LMW� GEVIIV�
[EW�SVMKMREPP]�MR�HIWMKRMRK�VIMRJSVGIH�
GSRGVIXI� WXVYGXYVIW� WYGL� EW� KVEMR�
IPIZEXSVW��LMKL�VMWI�FYMPHMRKW��JVII[E]�
WXVYGXYVIW�ERH�ZEVMSYW�SXLIVW��
,I� XLIR� QSZIH� MRXS� XLI� WXEVX�

YT� SJ� E� WXIIP� TVSHYGXMSR� JEGMPMX]� EW�
8IGLRMGEP�(MVIGXSV�ERH�WIX�YT�E�QMRM�
1MPP� JSV� WXIIP� VSYRHW� ERH� WIGXMSRW��
8LI�GSQTER]�XLIR�EHHIH�ER�IPIGXVMG�
EVG� QIPXMRK� JYVREGI� JSV� WGVET� EW�
[IPP� EW� E� GSRXMRYSYW� GEWXMRK� TPERX�
JSV�FMPPIXW��8LI�GSQTER]�[IRX�SR�XS�
TVSHYGI�WTSRKI�MVSR�JVSQ�MVSR�SVI�
MR� E� OMPR�� -WEEG� GSRWXERXP]� MQTVSZIH�
XLI�QER]�XIGLRSPSKMIW�MR�EPP�SJ�XLIWI�
ERH� XLI� SVMKMREP� GETEGMXMIW� SJ� XLI�
TPERXW�[IVI�QSVI�XLER�HSYFPIH��
,MW� XIGLRMGEP� VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW�

IRGSQTEWWIH� IZIV]XLMRK� JVSQ�
GSRGITX� XLVSYKL� XS� GSRWXVYGXMSR��
MRGPYHMRK�XLI�WIPIGXMSR�SJ�IUYMTQIRX��
MRWXEPPEXMSR�ERH�½REP�GSQQMWWMSRMRK��
,I� [EW� MRZSPZIH� [MXL� X[S� WYGL�
TVSNIGXW�ERH�EPWS�EPP� XLI� PEVKI�WGEPI�
IRZMVSRQIRXEP� JEGMPMXMIW� VIUYMVIH� XS�
GSQTP]�[MXL�EPP�XLI�PEXIWX�PE[W��
-WEEG�LEH�QER]�SYXWMHI�GLEVMXEFPI�

MRXIVIWXW�� MRZSPZMRK� QIHMGEP� GPMRMGW��
WGLSSPW�ERH�E�PEVKI�QYWMG�WGLSSP�MR�
E�HMWEHZERXEKIH�EVIE��-R�EPP�LI�LEH�E�
ZIV]� JYPP�ERH�TVSHYGXMZI�GEVIIV�ERH�
[EW� EP[E]W�TVSYH�SJ�LMW� XVEMRMRK� EX�
-QTIVMEP��
,I� PIEZIW�FILMRH�E� WSR�ERH� X[S�

HEYKLXIVW��

+6%,%1�1-',%)0�,%66-7��'MZMP�
)RK��������(-'�����
+VELEQ� LEH� E� ZIV]� VI[EVHMRK�

GEVIIV� MR� LMW� GLSWIR� ½IPH� SJ�
+ISXIGLRMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK��
WTIGMEPMWMRK� MR� TVEGXMGEP� WSMP�
QIGLERMGW�ETTPMIH�XS�PEVKI�TVSNIGXW��
QSWXP]�MR�XLI�QMRMRK�MRHYWXV]�
,I� PMZIH� ERH�[SVOIH� MR� XLI�9/��

'EREHE� ERH� 7SYXL� %JVMGE�� FIJSVI�
VIXYVRMRK�XS�'EREHE�MR������
3R� VIXMVIQIRX� MR� ������ LI�

HIZIPSTIH� LMW� [VMXMRK� WOMPPW��
TVSHYGMRK� WGMIRXM½G� EVXMGPIW� ERH�
WIZIVEP� FSSOW�� QSWX� RSXEFP]� ±3EO�
-WPERH� ERH� MXW� 0SWX� 8VIEWYVI²�� GS�
EYXLSVIH� F]� 0IW� 1EG4LMI�� ERH�
PMKLXIV� JEVI� MRGPYHMRK� E� FSSO� SJ�
WLSVX� WXSVMIW�� +VELEQ Ẃ� IEVPMIV�
MRZSPZIQIRX� MR� XLI� GSRWXVYGXMSR� SJ�
E�TSXEWL�TPERX�MR�XLI�(IEH�7IE�LEH�
TVIWIRXIH�LMQ�[MXL�XLI�STTSVXYRMX]�
JSV� MRRSZEXMZI� VIWIEVGL� MRXS� XLI�
&MFPMGEP� WEKE� SJ� XLI� HIWXVYGXMSR� SJ�
7SHSQ�ERH�+SQSVVEL�

Graham maintained that these 
&VSR^I�EKI�WIXXPIQIRXW�LEH�I\MWXIH��
ERH�FIIR�FYMPX�SR�XLI�WLSVIW�SJ�XLI�
(IEH� 7IE�� � ,MW� WXYH]� PIH� LMQ� XS�
WYKKIWX� XLEX� XLI� WIXXPIQIRXW� [IVI�
[MTIH�SYX�[LIR�XLI� PERH�SR�[LMGL�
XLI]� WXSSH� YRHIV[IRX� PMUYIJEGXMSR�
HYVMRK�E�WIZIVI�IEVXLUYEOI�GE�������
&'�� � ,I� TVSHYGIH� E� TETIV� [LMGL�
[EW� YWIH� F]� XLI� &&'� EW� XLI� FEWMW�
JSV� SRI� SJ� XLIMV� HSGYQIRXEVMIW�
MR� XLI� %RGMIRX� %TSGEP]TWIW� WIVMIW���
+VELEQ Ẃ�³½REP�STYW´��EW�LI�HIWGVMFIH�
MX��[MPP�FI�TYFPMWLIH�MR�������IRXMXPIH�
±8LI� (IWXVYGXMSR� SJ� 7SHSQ� ¯� E�
7GMIRXM½G�'SQQIRXEV]²�
+VELEQ�HMIH�SR�.YP]����������EKIH�

�����,I�MW�WYVZMZIH�F]�LMW�[MJI�7YWER�

8,31%7� +)36+)� *)003;7�
�1IGL�)RK����������(-'�������
8SQ�[EW�FSVR�SR� .YRI������������

%JXIV� KVEHYEXMRK� JVSQ� -QTIVMEP�� MR�
������LI�NSMRIH�(��2ETMIV�
�7SR�EW�
E�KVEHYEXI�ETTVIRXMGI��WYFWIUYIRXP]�
FIGSQMRK� (IZIPSTQIRX� )RKMRIIV��
-R� ����� LI� NSMRIH� 26('� �[LMGL�
[SYPH� PEXIV�FIGSQI�&8+��E�TYFPMG�
FSH]� WIX� YT� XS� EWWMWX� XLI� XVERWJIV�
SJ� XLI� VIWYPXW� SJ� VIWIEVGL� MRXS�
MRHYWXV]� MR� XLI�TYFPMG� MRXIVIWX��8SQ�
[EW�TYX�SR�XLI�&SEVH�SJ�E�RYQFIV�
SJ� WYFWMHMEV]� GSQTERMIW�� MRGPYHMRK�
XLSWI� HIZIPSTMRK� GSQTYXIV� EMHIH�
HIWMKR� W]WXIQW�� QEVMRI� LSZIVGVEJX�
ERH�ER�IJ½GMIRX�GSRXMRYSYWP]�ZEVMEFPI�
XVERWQMWWMSR��GYVVIRXP]�MR�I\MWXIRGI�
EW� 8SVSXVEO�� &IX[IIR� ����� ERH�

������8SQ�[EW� ETTSMRXIH�1EREKMRK�
(MVIGXSV� SJ� 8VEGOIH� ,SZIVGVEJX�
0MQMXIH�� VIWIEVGLMRK� LMKL� WTIIH�
MRXIVGMX]�XVERWTSVX�[MXL�XLI�TSXIRXMEP�
SJ� VITPEGMRK� WLSVX� LEYP� ¾MKLXW� ERH�
GSQTPIQIRXMRK� XLI� VEMP[E]W�� 8SQ Ẃ�
IJJSVXW� HYVMRK� XLMW� TIVMSH� [IVI�
VIGSKRMWIH� [MXL� XLI� E[EVH� SJ� XLI�
+ISVKI� 7XITLIRWSR� 1IHEP� SJ� XLI�
-RWXMXYXMSR� SJ�1IGLERMGEP� )RKMRIIVW��
,I� [EW� ETTSMRXIH� (ITYX]� 'LMIJ�
)\IGYXMZI� SJ� &8+� ERH� VIXMVIH� MR�
������ EPXLSYKL� LI� GSRXMRYIH� XS�
TVSZMHI�LMW�WIVZMGIW�EW�E�GSRWYPXERX�
XS�8SVSXVEO�JSV�E�RYQFIV�SJ�]IEVW�
8SQ� HMIH� TIEGIJYPP]� MR� 3\JSVH�

SR�1E]�����������EKIH����� �,I�[EW�
E�HIHMGEXIH�JEQMP]�QER�ERH�MW�QYGL�
QMWWIH�F]�JEQMP]�ERH�JVMIRHW�

1%0'301� ;)07,� �1IGL� )RK�
������ &7G�)RK� %'+-� 0P&�,SRW�
'(MT%*�')RK�1-1IGL)��&EVVMWXIV

1EPGSPQ� .EQIW� 1EG+VIKSV� ;IPWL�
[EW� FSVR� MR� 6YKF]� SR� %TVMP�� ����
������ XLI� IPHIWX� SJ� XLVII� GLMPHVIR��
LEZMRK� X[S� ]SYRKIV� WMWXIVW�� 7MHRI]�
ERH�&EVFEVE�
1EPGSPQ� VIEH� IRKMRIIVMRK� EX�

-QTIVMEP����������ERH�[EW�E[EVHIH�
E�½VWX���,I�[SVOIH�JSV�WXIIPQEOIVW��
6MGLEVH� 8LSQEW� ERH� &EPH[MR Ẃ��
YRHIVXSSO� VIWIEVGL� EX� 'VER½IPH�
�[LIVI� LI� PIEVRX� XS� ¾]�� ERH� XLIR�
[IRX�SR�XS�[SVO� JSV�4MPOMRKXSRW� MR�
7X�,IPIRW��FIJSVI�XEOMRK�YT�TSWXW�MR�
;IP[]R�ERH�XLIR�0IIHW�
-R������1EPGSPQ�QEVVMIH�1EYVIIR�

;IPPW�ERH�LEH�X[S�GLMPHVIR��)PIERSV�
ERH� .EQIW�� �8VEKMGEPP]�1EYVIIR�HMIH�
SJ�E�FVEMR�XYQSYV�MR�.YRI�������
1EPGSPQ Ẃ� WMWXIV� 7MHRI]�� LIV� PEXI�

LYWFERH�1MOI�8]VVIPP��ERH�XLIMV�X[S�
GLMPHVIR� ,IPIR� ERH� %RKIPE� QSZIH�
XS�0IIHW�MR�*IFVYEV]�������ERH�[MXL�
1EPGSPQ��)PIERSV�ERH�.EQIW�FIGEQI�
E� XLVII� TEVIRX� JEQMP]� [MXL� JSYV�

IMechE Medal winner

GLMPHVIR�YRHIV�JSYV
%W� ³9RGPI� 1EPGSPQ´�� 1EPGSPQ�

FIGEQI� E� WIGSRH� JEXLIV� XS� ,IPIR�
ERH� %RKIPE�� ERH� WYFWIUYIRXP]� XLI�
QYGL� PSZIH� +VIEX� 9RGPI� 1EPGSPQ�
SV� ³&YQ� &YQ´� XS� ,IPIR Ẃ� GLMPHVIR��
)ZI�� ;MPX� ERH� 7IXL�� � 8LI� ;IPWL�
8]VVIPP�JEQMP]�QSZIH�XS�0IEQMRKXSR�
MR� .YP]� ������ ERH� 1EPGSPQ� [SVOIH�
JSV����]IEVW�EW�XLI�1(�SJ�%FVEWMZI�
(IZIPSTQIRXW
-R� ������ LI� WIX� EFSYX� EGLMIZMRK�

SRI�SJ�LMW�PMJI Ẃ�EQFMXMSRW��XS�FIGSQI�
E�FEVVMWXIV�
,I� FIGEQI� E�QIQFIV� SJ�+VE] Ẃ�

-RR�� ERH� [EW� GEPPIH� XS� XLI� &EV� MR�
�����EX�XLI�KVERH�EKI�SJ�����[SVOMRK�
JSV� XLI� .YHMGMEP� 7XYHMIW� &SEVH� MR�
0SRHSR�YRXMP�LMW�VIXMVIQIRX�
1EPGSPQ Ẃ� ³VIXMVIQIRX´� WE[� LMQ�

XEOI�YT�WGYFE�HMZMRK��XVEZIP�XS�-RHME��
)K]TX� ERH� 2EQMFME� �EQSRK� QER]�
SXLIV� TPEGIW� EW�[IPP� EW� TYVWYI� LMW�
OIIR�MRXIVIWX�MR�PSGEP�LMWXSV]�
1EPGSPQ�[EW�TEWWMSREXI�EFSYX�XLI�

TVIWIVZEXMSR� SJ� 6S]EP� 0IEQMRKXSR�
7TE Ẃ�6IKIRG]�EVGLMXIGXYVI�ERH�[EW�
ER�EGXMZI�QIQFIV�SJ�XLI�0IEQMRKXSR�
7SGMIX]��ERH�:MGI�'LEMV�SJ�XLI�'IRXVEP�
0IEQMRKXSR�6IWMHIRXW´�%WWSGMEXMSR�
,I� TPE]IH� E� PIEHMRK� VSPI� MR� XLI�

VIWXSVEXMSR� SJ� XLI� 0MRHIR� %VGLIW�
in the Pump Room Gardens to 
QEVO� � XLI�5YIIR Ẃ� .YFMPII�� MR�������
ER� EGLMIZIQIRX� SJ� [LMGL� LI� [EW�
TEVXMGYPEVP]�TVSYH�
1EPGSPQ� HMIH� SR� (IGIQFIV� ����

�����

+)36+)� )6-'� .%'/732�� �(-'�
)PIG�)RK������
+ISVKI�)VMG�.EGOWSR�[EW�FSVR�MR�

2I[XSR�PI�;MPPS[W�� SR� .ERYEV]� ����
������XS�+ISVKI�ERH�%KRIW�.EGOWSR��
ERH� [EW� XLI� FVSXLIV� SJ� XLI� PEXI�
0ISREVH�.EGOWSR��
%X�2I[XSR�+VEQQEV�7GLSSP��LI�

TIVJSVQIH� MR� +MPFIVX� ERH� 7YPPMZER�
3TIVIXXEW�� EPWS� TPE]MRK� 0EIVXIW� MR�
,EQPIX��ERH�1EGHYJJ�MR�1EGFIXL���%R�
)PIGXVMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK� KVEHYEXI� SJ�
XLI�6S]EP�8IGLRMGEP�'SPPIKI��7EPJSVH�
�RS[� XLI�9RMZIVWMX]� SJ� 7EPJSVH�� LI�
GSRXMRYIH� LMW� IHYGEXMSR� EX� 'MX]� 
�
+YMPHW�'SPPIKI�[MXL�E�(-'�MR��������
,I�[EW�E�PMJI�QIQFIV�SJ�'+'%�
,I� QEVVMIH� )MPIIR� ,EROMRWSR�

MR� ������ NYWX� FIJSVI� QSZMRK� XS�
;EOI½IPH� 1EWWEGLYWIXXW� ERH� XLIR�
'SRGSVH�1EWWEGLYWIXXW��[LIVI�XLI]�
PMZIH�JVSQ��������,I�[EW�IQTPS]IH�
MR�XLI�IPIGXVSRMGW�½IPH�F]�8VERWMXVSR��
,SRI][IPP�� 1IQSV]� 8IGLRSPSK]��
2M\HSVJ�� 'SHSR�� %QRIX� ERH� LMW�
S[R� GSQTER]� &VMHKI� -RXIVREXMSREP�
'SRWYPXMRK���,I�[EW�EPWS�E�QIQFIV�
SJ� XLI� -))� ERH� -)))�� � ,I� IRNS]IH�

XVEZIPPMRK�XS�)RKPERH�ERH�QER]�SXLIV�
GSYRXVMIW�� MRGPYHMRK� 7[IHIR� [LIVI��
SZIV� XLI� GSYVWI� SJ� X[S� HIGEHIW��
LI� TPE]IH� E� ZIV]� MQTSVXERX� VSPI� MR�
XLI� 7[IHMWL� (IJIRGI�3VKERMWEXMSR���
%R� EZMH� LMWXSVMER�� XLI� X[S�;SVPH�
;EVW� [IVI� LMW� TEWWMSR�� EW� [EW�
XLI� WXYH]� SJ� ;MRWXSR� 'LYVGLMPP Ẃ�
PMJI�� � ,I� [EW� MRXIVIWXIH� MR� QSHIP�
XVEMRW�� EIVSTPERIW�� KYRW� ERH� XEVKIX�
WLSSXMRK��ERH�[EW�E� PMJI�QIQFIV�SJ�
XLI�'SRGSVH�6SH�ERH�+YR�GPYF�
,MW� JEQMP]�[EW�LMW�SXLIV�TEWWMSR���

,I� PSZIH� XS� WE]� XLEX� XLI� FIWX�
HIGMWMSR�LI�IZIV�QEHI�[EW�QEVV]MRK�
)MPIIR� ERH�QSZMRK� XS� XLI�9�7�� �,I�
PIEZIW� XLVII� GLMPHVIR� ERH� ½ZI�
KVERHGLMPHVIR�� � %R� EQE^MRK� WXSV]�
XIPPIV�� LI� IRXIVXEMRIH� LMW� JEQMP]�
ERH� JVMIRHW� SZIV� XLI� ]IEVW� [MXL�
LMW� EQYWMRK� ERIGHSXIW�� WSRKW� ERH�
[SRHIVJYP�WIRWI�SJ�LYQSYV�
+ISVKI� HMIH�� YRI\TIGXIHP]�� EX�

XLI� EKI� SJ� ���� SR�%YKYWX� ��� ������
WYVVSYRHIH�F]�LMW�JEQMP]�
³/MXIW� VMWI� LMKLIWX� EKEMRWX� XLI�

[MRH�� RSX� [MXL� MX´� ¯� ;MRWXSR�
'LYVGLMPP�

A second 
generation at 

Imperial

*MRHMRK�WGMIRXM½G�
explanations for 

ancient mysteries

An avid historian

Engineer, Barrister
and passionate campaigner for the preservation 

of Regency architecture
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/IRR� WIVZIH� EW� 'LMIJ� )\IGYXMZI�
SJ� ']ER� ,SPHMRKW� TPG� JVSQ� �����
YRXMP� ������ ,I� [EW� MRWXVYQIRXEP�
MR� XVERWMXMSRMRK� XLI� GSQTER]� JVSQ�
E� REVVS[P]�JSGYWIH� QMGVSGLMT�
GSRXVSPPIV�QERYJEGXYVIV��XS�E�W]WXIQ�
WYTTPMIV�SJJIVMRK�ER�MRXIKVEXIH�WYMXI�
SJ�TVSHYGXW�JSV�WSQI�SJ�XLI�JEWXIWX�
KVS[MRK�QEVOIXW�MR�XLI�[SVPH�
%X� XLI� LIPQ� HYVMRK� E� XIWXMRK�

TIVMSH��KMZIR�XLI�SRWIX�SJ�XLI�KPSFEP�
IGSRSQMG� GVMWMW�� MX� MW� XIWXEQIRX�
XS� LMW� EFMPMXMIW� XLEX� LI� WYGGIWWJYPP]�
KYMHIH�XLI�'SQTER]��[LIR�WS�QER]�
SXLIV�FYWMRIWWIW�HMH�RSX�WYVZMZI�
/IRR Ẃ� MPPRIWW� ERH� WYFWIUYIRX�

VIXMVIQIRX� JVSQ� XLI� TSWX� SJ� 'LMIJ�
)\IGYXMZI� QIERX� LMW� MRZSPZIQIRX�
HIGVIEWIH� WMKRM½GERXP]�� FYX� LMW�
I\TIVMIRGI�ERH�[MWHSQ�[IVI�OIIRP]�
ETTVIGMEXIH�F]�XLI�FSEVH�ERH�WIRMSV�
QEREKIQIRX��
'SPPIEKYI�.SLR�6IEH��WEMH�SJ�LMQ��

±/IRR�[EW�ER�I\XVIQIP]�MQTVIWWMZI�
TVSJIWWMSREP��E�VIEP�KIRXPIQER�ERH�E�
KSSH� JVMIRH�� �;I� IRNS]IH� [SVOMRK�
XSKIXLIV� ERH� -� WLEPP�QMWW� LMQ� FSXL�
TVSJIWWMSREPP]�ERH�TIVWSREPP]�²
/IRR� TEWWIH� E[E]� TIEGIJYPP]�

EX� LSQI�� SR� .YP]� ���� ������ LEZMRK�
FVEZIP]�FEXXPIH�E�PSRK�MPPRIWW�

.3,2� 90=77)7� 2)9/31�� �1IGL�
)RK��������'ETXEMR�SJ�'
+�,SGOI]�
'PYF������
.SLR�2IYOSQ�[MPP�FI�VIQIQFIVIH�

F]� QER]� EW� E� OMRH�� [MWI�� KIRIVSYW�
ERH�EJJIGXMSREXI�QER���,I�LEH�KVIEX�
WIPJ�GSR½HIRGI�ERH�E�[MPP�XS�WYGGIIH���
,I� PMZIH� E� PSRK� ERH� VMGL� PMJI�� [EW�
QEVVMIH� JSV� WM\X]� ]IEVW� XS� &EVFEVE��
VEMWIH� XLVII� GLMPHVIR� ERH� PMZIH� XS�
WII� WM\� KVERHGLMPHVIR�� � ,I� [EW� E�
KVIEX� PSZIV� SJ� XLI� )RKPMWL� PERKYEKI��
VIRS[RIH� JSV� LMW� HMTPSQEG]� ERH�
IPSUYIRX�XYVR�SJ�TLVEWI�
.SLR� [EW� FSVR� MR� &VM\XSR� ,MPP��

0SRHSR�� SR� .YRI� �������� XLI� SRP]�
GLMPH� SJ� E� &VMXMWL� QSXLIV� ERH� E�
7[MWW�JEXLIV���8LI�[EV�EVVMZIH�[LIR�
LI� [EW� EKIH� ��� ERH� LMW� TEVIRXW�
[IVI�MR�7LERKLEM�EW�SRI�SJ�E�WIVMIW�
SJ� SZIVWIEW� TPEGIQIRXW�� � ,I� [EW�
WITEVEXIH� JVSQ� XLIQ� XLVSYKLSYX�
XLI� [EV� ERH� JSV� E� GSRWMHIVEFPI�
TIVMSH� EJXIV[EVHW�� � ,I� EXXIRHIH� E�
6YHSPJ� 7XIMRIV� 7GLSSP� MR� 0SRHSR�
[LMGL� [EW� IZEGYEXIH� HYVMRK� XLI�
FPMX^�XS�1MRILIEH�MR�7SQIVWIX���8LI�
7XIMRIV� IHYGEXMSR� LI� VIGIMZIH� [EW�
YRYWYEPP]� IRPMKLXIRIH� JSV� XLI� XMQI��
FIMRK� FEWIH� SR� GVIEXMZMX]� ERH� WIPJ�
VIPMERGI���-X�[SVOIH�[IPP�JSV�LMQ�ERH�
XLMW�TIVMSH�WLETIH�LMQ�ERH�TVSZMHIH�
LMQ�[MXL�XLI�UYEPMXMIW� JSV�[LMGL�LI�
[EW�ORS[R�ERH�PSZIH�
,I�EXXIRHIH�)HMRFYVKL�9RMZIVWMX]�

JSV�NYWX�E�]IEV�FIJSVI�FIMRK�GEPPIH�YT�
JSV�2EXMSREP�7IVZMGI���,I�IRNS]IH�LMW�
XMQI�MR�XLI�EVQ]��VMWMRK�XS�XLI�VERO�SJ�
�RH�0MIYXIRERX�MR�XLI�6S]EP�%VXMPPIV]�
ERH� WTIRHMRK� PSRK� TIVMSHW� MR�
+IVQER]�MQQIHMEXIP]�JSPPS[MRK�XLI�
[EV�� [LIVI� LMW� ¾YIRG]� MR� +IVQER�
[EW�RS�HSYFX�KVIEXP]�ZEPYIH�
.SLR� WXYHMIH� 1IGLERMGEP�

)RKMRIIVMRK�EX�'MX]�
�+YMPHW�'SPPIKI���
ERH� XSSO� TEVX� IRXLYWMEWXMGEPP]� MR�
WTSVXMRK�EGXMZMXMIW��WIVZMRK�EW�'ETXEMR�
SJ�XLI�'MX]�
�+YMPHW�'SPPIKI�,SGOI]�
'PYF�MR���������ERH�´��������,I�QIX�
LMW�JYXYVI�[MJI��&EVFEVE��E�WXEJJ�RYVWI�

EX� 7X�+ISVKI Ẃ�,SWTMXEP�� HYVMRK� XLMW�
XMQI��
,I�[EW�E�PMJI�QIQFIV�SJ�'+'%�
%JXIV� KVEHYEXMRK�� .SLR� WXEVXIH� EW�

E� XVEMRII�4EXIRX�%KIRX� MR�0MZIVTSSP�
ERH�XLIR�MR�0SRHSR���,I�NSMRIH�XLI�
%XSQMG� )RIVK]� %YXLSVMX]� MR� �������
8LI� TVSJIWWMSR� ½XXIH� LMQ� PMOI� E�
KPSZI�� XLI� )RKPMWL� PERKYEKI�� PE[��
HMWGVIXMSR�ERH�WGMIRGI��EPP�MR�SRI�
%X�%)%�6MWPI]�LI�VSWI�XS�FIGSQI�

(MVIGXSV�SJ�4EXIRXW��[LMGL�VIUYMVIH�
LMQ� XS� FI� FEWIH� EX� XLI� 0SRHSR�
LIEH� SJ½GI�� JVSQ� ������ YRXMP� LMW�
VIXMVIQIRX�MR��������,I�[EW�ER�EGXMZI�
QIQFIV�SJ� XLI�'LEVXIVIH� -RWXMXYXI�
SJ�4EXIRX�%XXSVRI]W���,I�EPWS�WIVZIH�
EW� 'LEMVQER� SJ� LMW� FVERGL� SJ� XLI�
*MVWX�(MZMWMSR�%WWSGMEXMSR�� XLI�'MZMP�
7IVZMGI�YRMSR�
-R� VIXMVIQIRX�� .SLR� GSRXMRYIH� XS�

TYVWYI�ER�MRXIVIWX�MR�LMW�TVSJIWWMSR��
ERH�[EW�MR�HIQERH�JSV�LMW�I\TIVXMWI��
TEVXMGYPEVP]�MR�XLI�½IPHW�SJ�)YVSTIER�
TEXIRX� PE[� ERH� GST]VMKLX�� � ,I�[EW�
EPWS� EFPI� XS� TPE]� E� KVIEXIV� VSPI� MR�
XLI� PSGEP� ERH� GLYVGL� GSQQYRMXMIW��
ERH� MRHYPKI� LMW� LSFFMIW� SJ� WXEQT�
GSPPIGXMRK� ERH� KEVHIRMRK�� � .SLR� ERH�
&EVFEVE� EPWS� JSYRH� XMQI� XS� XVEZIP��
ZMWMXMRK�97%��%YWXVEPME�ERH�YPXMQEXIP]��
'LMRE�
.SLR� EP[E]W� QEMRXEMRIH� JEQMP]�

XMIW�[MXL�7[MX^IVPERH��VIXEMRMRK�HYEP�
REXMSREPMX]� XLVSYKLSYX� LMW� EHYPX� PMJI�
ERH� RIZIV� [EWXMRK� ER� STTSVXYRMX]�
XS�I\IVGMWI�LMW�WOMPPW�MR�XLI�+IVQER�
PERKYEKI�
.SLR� EGXIH� EW� WIGVIXEV]� SJ� LMW�

PSGEP� 'SQQYRMX]� %WWSGMEXMSR�� ERH�
[EW� E� PSRK� XIVQ� QIQFIV� SJ� XLI�
:MPPEKI�4VSHYGI�%WWSGMEXMSR��TVSYHP]�
IRXIVMRK� LMW� KEVHIR� TVSHYGI� MR�
%RRYEP� 7LS[W�� � %X� 'LYVGL�� LI�
WIVZIH� EW� E� QIQFIV� SJ� XLI� 4''��
EW�8VIEWYVIV� ERH� EW�'LYVGL[EVHIR���
,I� ERH� &EVFEVE� GIPIFVEXIH� XLIMV�
(MEQSRH� ;IHHMRK� ERRMZIVWEV]� MR�
�����
.SLR�HMIH�*IFVYEV]����������

4VSJ�8,31%7� .%1)7�,%11327��
�)PIG�)RK�������������

Born on 
.YRI�����������
T h o m a s 
K V E H Y E X I H�
JVSQ� 'MX]�

� +YMPHW�
'SPPIKI�� MR�
������ [MXL�
*MVWX� 'PEWW�
,SRSYVW� MR�
) P I G X V M G E P�

)RKMRIIVMRK�� &7'� (-'� ERH� 4L(���
%R� -)))� *IPPS[� JVSQ������� LI�[EW�
'LEMV�SJ� -RXIVREXMSREP� 4VEGXMGIW� JSV�
)RIVK]� (IZIPSTQIRX� ERH� 4S[IV�
+IRIVEXMSR� -)))�� � ,I� [EW� E� TEWX�
'LEMV�SJ�XLI�-)))�9/6-�7IGXMSR�JSV�
[LMGL�LI�VIGIMZIH�XLI�-)))�6IKMSREP�
%GXMZMXMIW�&SEVH�6IKMSR���7YWXEMRIH�
1IQFIVWLMT�+VS[XL�%[EVH�MR�FSXL�
�����ERH�������ERH�[EW�EPWS�E�TEWX�
'LEMV� SJ� XLI� -)))� 9/6-� 4S[IV�
)RKMRIIVMRK� 'LETXIV� JSV� [LMGL� LI�
VIGIMZIH�XLI�4)7�3YXWXERHMRK�0EVKI�

'LETXIV�%[EVH�MR������
,I� [EW� E� QIQFIV� SJ� XLI�

XIEGLMRK� JEGYPX]� SJ� XLI� *EGYPX]� SJ�
)RKMRIIVMRK�� 9RMZIVWMX]� SJ� +PEWKS[���
4VMSV�XS�XLMW�LI�[EW�IQTPS]IH�EW�ER�
)RKMRIIV�MR�XLI�7]WXIQW�)RKMRIIVMRK�
(ITEVXQIRX�SJ�%WWSGMEXIH�)PIGXVMGEP�
-RHYWXVMIW�� 1ERGLIWXIV�� � ,I� [EW�
4VSJIWWSV�SJ�)PIGXVMGEP�ERH�'SQTYXIV�
)RKMRIIVMRK�EX�1G1EWXIV�9RMZIVWMX]��
,EQMPXSR�� 3RXEVMS�� JVSQ� ���������
ERH�[EW�E�*SYRHIV�1IQFIV�SJ� XLI�
-RXIVREXMSREP� 9RMZIVWMXMIW� 4S[IV�
)RKMRIIVMRK� 'SRJIVIRGI� �'SRZIRIV�
������4IVQERIRX�7IGVIXEV]������
,I�[EW�XLI�EYXLSV�SV�GS�EYXLSV�

SJ� SZIV� ���� WGMIRXM½G� EVXMGPIW�
ERH� TETIVW� SR� IPIGXVMGEP� TS[IV�
IRKMRIIVMRK���,I�PIGXYVIH�I\XIRWMZIP]�
MR� 2SVXL� %QIVMGE�� %JVMGE�� %WME��
ERH� )YVSTI�� � ,I� [EW� E� VIKMWXIVIH�
)YVSTIER�)RKMRIIV�MR�XLI�*IHIVEXMSR�
SJ�2EXMSREP�)RKMRIIVMRK�%WWSGMEXMSRW�
MR�)YVSTI�
4VSJIWWSV� ,EQQSRW� HMIH�

WYHHIRP]��SR�(IGIQFIV����������

+)3**6)=� ()6&=7,-6)� �1IGL�
)RK�������'�)RK���1�-�1IGL�)
+ISJJVI]� [EW� FSVR� SR� 3GXSFIV�

����������MR�3VVIPP��0ERGEWLMVI�
,I�EXXIRHIH�9TLSPPERH�+VEQQEV�

7GLSSP��KSMRK�SR�XS�WXYH]�1IGLERMGEP�
)RKMRIIVMRK� JVSQ� �������� EX�
-QTIVMEP� 'SPPIKI�� �%JXIV� KVEHYEXMRK��
LI�[EW�IQTPS]IH�F]� -'-��&MPPMRKLEQ�
EW� E� 8IGLRMGEP� 3J½GIV�� � -R� �����
LI� XSSO� YT� E� TSWX� EX� )HMRFYVKL�
9RMZIVWMX]� EW� %WWWMWXERX� 0IGXYVIV�
MR� XLI� 1IGLERMGEP� )RKMRIIVMRK�
(ITEVXQIRX�ERH�SFXEMRIH�LMW�1�7G��
HIKVII�JSV�LMW�XLIWMW�
³%R� -RZIWXMKEXMSR� SJ� 7YVKMRK� MR�

,IPMGEP�:EPZI�WTVMRKW´�
%� QSZI� XS� 'EVHMJJ� MR� �����

JSPPS[IH� ERH�� HYVMRK� XLI� RI\X�

%2(6);� 4� �4%90� &)280)=�
�1IGL�)RK������
4EYP�[EW�FSVR�SR�%TVMP����������
-R�LMW�IEVP]�GEVIIV�LI�[SVOIH�EX�

0YGEW�'%:�MR�0SRHSR��FYX�F]������
LEH�QSZIH�XS�7GLIRGO�4VSGIWW�9/��
[LIVI�LI�[EW�'SQQIVGMEP�1EREKIV�
4EYP�[EW�E�PMJI�QIQFIV�SJ�'+'%���

*IPPS[� EPYQRYW� ERH� JVMIRH�� 1MOI�
,MPP� �4L]WMGW� �������� WLEVIH� WSQI�
QIQSVMIW�SJ�XLIMV�XMQI�XSKIXLIV�EX�
-QTIVMEP��
±4EYP� ERH� -� WXEVXIH� EX� -QTIVMEP�

'SPPIKI� MR� 3GXSFIV� ������ ERH� MR�
SYV�½VWX�ERH�WIGSRH�]IEVW�[I�FSXL�
PMZIH�MR�LEPP�MR�&IVREVH�7YRPI]�,SYWI�
�RS[� GEPPIH� &IVREVH� 7YRPI]� ,EPP��
������)ZIP]R�+EVHIRW�
±;I� [SYPH� VIKYPEVP]� WTIRH�

I\XIRHIH� 7YRHE]� PYRGLXMQIW� EX�
±7XVMOIW�����²�̄ �ER�YTQEVOIX�FYVKIV�
VIWXEYVERX� ERH� 4EYP� [EW� RSXSVMSYW�
JSV� WQSOMRK� JSYP�WQIPPMRK� 7SFVERMI�
FPEGO�6YWWMER�GMKEVIXXIW�
±-R� SYV� XLMVH� ]IEV� ���������

4EYP� [EW� IPIGXIH� ³&S� (VMZIV´� ERH�
WS� KSX� XS� HVMZI� &S� SR�QSWX� SJ� MXW�
SYXMRKW�� � ;I� HMH� X[S� &VMKLXSR�
6YRW� XS�Q]� ORS[PIHKI��2SZIQFIV�
�����ERH�2SZIQFIV�������ERH� XLI�
1ERGLIWXIV� XS� &PEGOTSSP� 6YR�� MR�
.YRI������
±(YVMRK� SYV� XLMVH� ]IEV�� 4EYP� ERH�

-� WLEVIH� E� WXYHIRX� YRMSR� ¾EX� [MXL�
WM\�JVMIRHW���ERH���GEVW�FIX[IIR�YW��
X[S�QMRMW��ER�1+�1MHKIX��E�8VMYQTL�
7TMX½VI�� E� 1SVVMW� 1MRSV�� ERH� E�
,MPPQER�,YRXIV�
±1SWX� SJ� YW� KVEHYEXIH� MR� ������

LS[IZIV�� HYI� XS� LMW� QSXSV� GPYF�
GSQQMXQIRXW� ERH� WSGMEP� PMJI�� 4EYP�
HMHR´X� UYMXI� QEOI� MX� ERH� XSSO� ER�
I\XVE� ]IEV� XS� KVEHYEXI�� EGLMIZMRK�
XLEX�MR������²
4EYP�HMIH�SR�.ERYEV]����������

IEEE Power Engineer

HIGEHI�� +ISJJVI]� LIPH� TSWXW�
EW� 7GMIRXM½G� 3J½GIV� �(7-6��
(IZIPSTQIRX� )RKMRIIV� �4S[IPP�
(YJJV]R� )RKMRIIVMRK� ERH� 7EPIW�
1EREKIV��-&1���-R�������LI�STIRIH�
E� TVEGXMGI� EW� +ISJJVI]� (IVF]WLMVI�
'SRWYPXMRK� )RKMRIIV� ERH�� SZIV� XLI�
RI\X� ��� ]IEVW�� FYMPX� E� WYGGIWWJYP�
FYWMRIWW��XEOMRK�SR�WIZIVEP�TEVXRIVW�
MR�RI[�TVIQMWIW�MR�0PERXVMWERX��1MH�
+EPQSVKER�
+ISJJVI]�VIXMVIH�MR�������XS�WTIRH�

XMQI�TPE]MRK�KSPJ��XIRHMRK�LMW�FIPSZIH�
KEVHIR��XVEZIPPMRK�ERH�[VMXMRK�
,I�HMIH�SR�*IFVYEV]���������ERH�

MW�WYVZMZIH�F]�LMW�[MJI�/VMWXE��[LSQ�
LI� QIX� [LMPWX� SR� ER� -'-� 7XYHIRX�
)\GLERKI� MR� +IVQER]�� XLIMV� X[S�
HEYKLXIVW�ERH�JSYV�KVERHGLMPHVIR�

Consulting Engineer

A long and rich lifeA brave battle
ended

Memories of Bo – and 
other cars...
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NOTICES IN BRIEF
%6230(� '%1)632�71-8,�
�'MZMP�)RK������
&SVR� SR� 1E]� ���� ������ %VRSPH�

�%VRMI��XLI�QYGL�PSZIH�LYWFERH�SJ�
0M^��HMIH��YRI\TIGXIHP]��SR�(IGIQFIV�
���������EX�XLI�EKI�SJ�����[LMPWX�SR�
LSPMHE]�MR�%FY�(LEFM�
,I�[MPP�FI�KVIEXP]�QMWWIH�

1%96-')� .3,2� &63'/1%2��
�)PIG� )RK� ������� ')RK�� 1-))��
FRMetS
1EYVMGI�[EW�FSVR�SR�.ERYEV]�����

�������,I�[EW�ER�ERRYEP�QIQFIV�SJ�
'+'%�JVSQ�FIJSVI������
,MW� [MHS[��1W� 7LIMPE� &VSGOQER��

WEMH� SJ� LMQ�� ±1EYVMGI� [EW� EP[E]W�

6IZ� 4)8)6� ;-00-%1� 630%2(�
;-2(6-(+)���1IGL�)RK������
4IXIV�[EW�FSVR�SR�.YRI���������
%JXIV�E�PSRK�GEVIIV�EW�ER�IRKMRIIV��

LI� [EW� SVHEMRIH� EX� E� VIPEXMZIP]�
EHZERGIH� EKI� ERH� WIVZIH� EX� %PP�
7EMRXW� ERH� 7X� .SLR Ẃ�� 7LMVPI]�� PEXIV�
QSZMRK�XS�7SYXL�'VS]HSR���,IVI�LI�
WIVZIH� MR� XLI� XIEQ�QMRMWXV]� FEWIH�
EX� 7X� 4IXIV Ẃ�� � -RGVIEWMRK� WYTTSVX�
RIIHW� IRGSYVEKIH� 4IXIV� XS� GSQI�
XS� 7X� &EVREFEW�� 0MRK½IPH�� E� LSQI�
JSV� VIXMVIH� GPIVK]� [MXL� MXW� GLETIP�
ERH� GSRXMRYMRK� STTSVXYRMXMIW� XS�
WLEVI�XLI�(EMP]�3J½GI�ERH�GIPIFVEXI�
'SQQYRMSR�

6)<�)(;%6(�2)0732��)PIG�)RK�
�����
&SVR� SR� 1EVGL� ��� ������ 6I\�

)H[EVH� 2IPWSR�� XLI� HIITP]� PSZIH�
ERH� PSZMRK�LYWFERH�SJ�7LIMPE�� JEXLIV�
SJ�7EPP]�ERH�1MGLEIP��HMIH�SR�8YIWHE]�
2SZIQFIV�����������EKIH����

6-',%6(�7833(0)=
�'LIQ�)RK������
&SVR� SR� 7ITXIQFIV� ���� ������

6MGLEVH�� XLI� FIPSZIH� LYWFERH� SJ�
&EVFEVE�� PSZMRK� JEXLIV� SJ�:MGO]� ERH�
'EXL]� ERH� HIZSXIH� KVERHJEXLIV� XS�
6SF�� %RH]�� +Y]�� ,YKL� ERH� )QQE��
HMIH� TIEGIJYPP]�� EJXIV� E� PSRK� MPPRIWW��
SR�%YKYWX� ���� ������ EKIH� ��� ]IEVW��
,I� [MPP� FI� WEHP]� QMWWIH� F]� EPP� LMW�
JEQMP]�ERH�JVMIRHW��

STOP PRESS
8LI� 671%� VIKVIXW� XS� EHZMWI� XLI�
HIEXL� SJ� 2MKIP� +VEZIXXI�� SR� �WX�
2SZIQFIV�� 2MKIP� [EW� 4VIWMHIRX� SJ�
671�MR������������%R�SFMXYEV]�[MPP�
ETTIEV�MR�XLI�RI\X�IHMXMSR�SJ�-)�

4IXIV Ẃ� XLSVSYKLP]�VIWIEVGLIH�
WIVQSRW� [IVI� ZIV]� QYGL�
ETTVIGMIXIH�� EW� [EW� LMW� I\GIPPIRX�
WMRKMRK� ZSMGI� �� IWTIGMEPP]� [LIR�
TVSGPEMQMRK� XLI� 6IWYVVIGXMSR� SR�
)EWXIV�)ZI�
,I� [EW� E� KSSH� JVMIRH�� FVMRKMRK�

XLI�VI¾IGXMZI�[MWHSQ�SJ�E� PSRK� PMJI�
[IPP�PMZIH��MRGPYHMRK�LMW�EGUYEMRXERGI�
[MXL� 'LMRE� ERH� MXW� PMZIP]� 'LVMWXMER�
'LYVGL�
4IXIV� HMIH� TIEGIJYPP]�� WLSVXP]�

FIJSVI�LMW���XL�FMVXLHE]��SR�7EXYVHE]�
%TVMP�����������EX� XLI�'SPPIKI�SJ�7X�
&EVREFEW��[LIVI�LI�LEH�FIIR� PMZMRK�
JSV�XLI�TVIZMSYW�X[S�]IEVW��

Engineer and man of God

ZIV]�TVSYH�XS�LEZI�KSX�LMW�HIKVII�EX�
-QTIVMEP��[LIVI�LI�EXXIRHIH�JSV�XLI�
½VWX� ]IEV� SJ� SYV�QEVVMEKI� MR� �������
%JXIV�LI�UYEPM½IH� MR�������LI�[IRX�
XS� XLI� +IRIVEP� )PIGXVMG� 'SQTER]��
VIXMVMRK�MR������
±-�[EW�WS�JSVXYREXI�XS�LEZI�E�ZIV]�

LETT]�QEVVMEKI�JSV�SYV����]IEVW�²

63 happy years

63&)68�+6%,%1)�7,%64)��)PIG�
)RK������

&SF� [EW� FSVR� SR� 3GXSFIV� ���
����� MR� 'VS]HSR� ERH� EXXIRHIH�
;LMXKMJX� 1MHHPI� 7GLSSP�� � -R�
3GXSFIV� ������ &SF� [IRX� XS� 'MX]�

�+YMPHW�'SPPIKI�� VIEHMRK�)PIGXVMGEP�
)RKMRIIVMRK��[LIVI�LI� KVEHYEXIH� MR�
XLI� WYQQIV� SJ� ������ FIJSVI� FIMRK�
GSQQMWWMSRIH� MR� XLI�6%*�� �,I�[EW�
TSWXIH�XS�;IWX�%JVMGE�[LIVI�SRI�SJ�
LMW� HYXMIW�[EW� TVSZMHMRK� KVSYRH�EMV�
VEHMS� GSQQYRMGEXMSRW� �I\� 7TMX½VI�
VEHMSW� JSV� PERHMRK�½IPHW�FIMRK�FYMPX�
MR�XLI�VIKMSR�
%JXIV�LMW�HIQSF��&SF� NSMRIH� XLI�

'SPSRMEP� 7IVZMGI� ERH� [IRX� XS� XLI�
+SPH�'SEWX��RS[�+LERE�[LIVI�LI�
FIGEQI� )RKMRIIV� MR� 'LMIJ� EX� 4SWX��
8IPIKVETL� ERH� 8IPITLSRI� WIVZMGI�
JSV� XLI�+SPH� 'SEWX�� � -R� ������ &SF�
VIXYVRIH�XS�0SRHSR�ERH��JSV�E�WLSVX�
XMQI��[SVOIH�JSV�4VIIGI��'EVHI[�
�

6MHIV���-R������&SF�NSMRIH�)1-��EW�XLI�
'LMIJ� )RKMRIIV� JSV� E� RI[� VEHMS�8:�
WXEXMSR�MR�/EHYRE��2SVXLIVR�2MKIVME���
%X� XLI� XMQI�� XLI� XVERWQMXXIVW�[IVI�
WSQI� SJ� XLI� QSWX� TS[IVJYP� MR�
WYF� 7ELEVER�%JVMGE�� � &SF� WXE]IH� MR�
2MKIVME�YRXMP������[LIR�LI�VIXYVRIH�
XS�XLI�9/�
%JXIV� PIEZMRK� %JVMGE� &SF� NSMRIH�

&3%'�EW�+VSYRH�'SQQYRMGEXMSRW�
1EREKIV�FEWIH�EX�,IEXLVS[�%MVTSVX��
LMW� VSPI� ERH� VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW� GEVVMIH�
LMQ�EVSYRH�XLI�[SVPH���(YVMRK�&SF Ẃ�
XMQI� [MXL� &3%'�� LI� [EW� GPSWIP]�
MRZSPZIH� [MXL� SRI� SJ� XLI� IEVPMIWX�
KPSFEP� VIEP� XMQI� XMGOIX� VIWIVZEXMSRW�
W]WXIQW� [LMGL� [EW� MQTPIQIRXIH�
F]� XLI� GSQTER]�� � &SF� WXE]IH� [MXL�
&3%'� �� &VMXMWL� %MV[E]W� YRXMP� LI�
VIXMVIH�MR������
,I�IRNS]IH�XVEZIPPMRK��FSXL�HYVMRK�

LMW�[SVOMRK�PMJI�ERH�MRXS�VIXMVIQIRX�
ERH�[EW�E�PMJI�QIQFIV�SJ�XLI�'MX]�
�
+YMPHW�'SPPIKI�%WWSGMEXMSR�
-R� 1E]� ������ &SF� EXXIRHIH� XLI�

WTIGMEP� +VEHYEXMSR� 'IVIQSR]� JSV�
XLI�9RMZIVWMX]� SJ� 0SRHSR� �-QTIVMEP�
'SPPIKI�[EW� TEVX� SJ� XLI�9RMZIVWMX]�
HYVMRK� ;;�� LIPH� EX� XLI� 6S]EP�
*IWXMZEP�,EPP�JSV�XLSWI�[LS�KVEHYEXIH�
HYVMRK�XLI�[EV��[LIR�XLIVI�[IVI�RS�
KVEHYEXMSR�GIVIQSRMIW�LIPH�
&SF� QEVVMIH� 1SPP]� (IER� MR�

����� ERH� XLI]� LEZI� �� GLMPHVIR��
�� KVERHGLMPHVIR� ERH� �� KVIEX�
KVERHGLMPHVIR��
%JXIV� E� PSRK� ERH� LETT]� PMJI�� &SF�

HMIH� TIEGIJYPP]� SR� 1E]� ��� ������ EX�
XLI�EKI�SJ����

A very special graduation ceremony 
- nearly 50 years after graduation

-%2� 63&)68� 1%0'301�
',%7832��1IXEPPYVK]�����

It is with sadness that we report 
XLI� XLI� WYHHIR� TEWWMRK� SJ� -ER�
'LEWXSR��SR�1E]�����������EX�XLI�EKI�
SJ� ���� � -ER� EXXIRHIH� XLI�671� JVSQ�
����� XS� ����� ERH� WYFWIUYIRXP]�
WTIRX�QYGL� SJ� LMW� GEVIIV� MR� 7SYXL�
%JVMGE�[LIVI�LI�KEMRIH�E�VITYXEXMSR�
EW� SRI� SJ� XLI� [SVPH Ẃ� I\TIVXW� MR�
HMEQSRH� TVSGIWWMRK�� � ,I� [EW� E�
WXEP[EVX�SJ�XLI�671%�MR�7SYXL�%JVMGE�
SJXIR� [IPGSQMRK� ERH� LSWXMRK� RI[�
671� KVEHYEXIW� XS� XLI� GSYRXV]� ERH�

Strong supporter of RSM and RSMA
MRHYWXV]���,I�[EW�E�VIKYPEV�EXXIRHII�
EX� XLI� ZEVMSYW� QMRMRK� JYRGXMSRW� MR�
/IPZMR�,SYWI�
3R� VIXMVIQIRX� LI� MRHYPKIH� LMW�

TEWWMSR�JSV�WEMPMRK�ERH�WEMPIH�E�FSEX�
FEGO�XS�XLI�9/�JVSQ�XLI�97%���)ZIR�
MR�LMW� PEXIV�]IEVW�LI�[EW�WXMPP�WEMPMRK�
WMRKPI� LERHIHP]�� ,I� [EW� E� WXVSRK�
WYTTSVXIV� SJ� XLI� 671� ERH� 671%�
MR� XLI� 9/� ERH� VIKYPEVP]� EXXIRHIH�
EPP�HMRRIVW�ERH� JYRGXMSRW��EW�[IPP�EW�
WYTTSVXMRK� XLI� QMRMRK� WYRHS[RIVW�
MR�XLI�'MX]�

*6%2/� 6977)00� �17G� 1MRIVEP�
4VSHYGXMSR�1EREKIQIRX������
*VERO� 6YWWIPP� WEHP]� TEWWIH� E[E]�

SR� 7ITXIQFIV�� ��� EKIH� ���� EJXIV�
PSWMRK�LMW�FEXXPI�[MXL�GERGIV�

*VERO� [EW� FSVR� MR� &SPHSR�
'SPPMIV]� MR� XLI� 2SVXL� )EWX� [LIVI�
LMW� JEXLIV�[EW� XLI�WEJIX]�SJ½GIV�SR�
XLI� PSGEP� GSEP� QMRI�� � 7S� E� GEVIIV�
MR� QMRMRK� [EW� RSX� E� WYVTVMWI� ERH�
LI� KVEHYEXIH� JVSQ� � XLI�'EQFSVRI�
7GLSSP� SJ� 1MRIW� MR� ����� FYX�
WYFWIUYIRXP]�GSQTPIXIH�XLI�17G�MR�
1MRIVEP� 4VSHYGXMSR�1EREKIQIRX� EX�
671�MR�����������,I�[EW�ZIV]�EFPI�
XS� HMTPSQEXMGEPP]� VIXEMR� LMW� PS]EPX]�
XS� FSXL� MRWXMXYXMSRW�� �%JXIV� E� FVMIJ�
WTIPP� MR�3RXEVMS�� LI�[SVOIH� JSV� ���
]IEVW� EX� 1YJYPMVE� SR� XLI� >EQFMER�
'STTIVFIPX�� � ,I� VIXYVRIH� XS� XLI�
9/� MR� ����� ERH�� EJXIV� X[S� ]IEVW�
[MXL� 7IPXVYWX�� XVERWJIVVIH� XS� XLI�
+VIIRW� 'VIIO� QMRI� MR� %PEWOE�� -R�
������ LI� NSMRIH�6MS�8MRXS�8IGLRMGEP�
7IVZMGIW�JSPPS[MRK�6MS Ẃ�XEOISZIV�SJ�
&4� 1MRIVEPW�� *VERO� [EW� VIGSKRMWIH�

EW� SRI� SJ� XLI� [SVPH Ẃ� I\TIVXW� MR�
LEVH� VSGO� QMRMRK� ERH� IWTIGMEPP]�
PEXXIVP]�MR�&PSGO�'EZMRK���,I�FIGEQI�
'LMIJ�%HZMWIV� 9RHIVKVSYRH� 1MRMRK�
JSV� 6MS� 8MRXS� [LIVI� LI� PIH�� SV�
QEHI� E� QENSV� GSRXVMFYXMSR� XS�� XLI�
ETTPMGEXMSR� SJ� FPSGO� GEZMRK� QMRMRK�
QIXLSHW�EX�4EPEFSVE��7SYXL�%JVMGE��
%VK]PI�ERH�2SVXL�4EVOIW��%YWXVEPME��
/IRRIGSXX� ERH� 6IWSPYXMSR� �97%��
*VIITSVX��-RHSRIWME�ERH�3]Y�8SPKSM�
�1SRKSPME��%JXIV� VIXMVMRK� JVSQ� 6MS�
8MRXS�LI�[EW�MR�QYGL�HIQERH�EW�E�
GSRWYPXERX�ERH�GEVVMIH�SYX�WXYHMIW�SJ�
GEZMRK�ERH�YRHIVKVSYRH�STIVEXMSRW�
MR� ZEVMSYW� TEVXW� SJ� XLI� [SVPH�
JSV� RYQIVSYW� GPMIRXW� ERH� SJXIR�
[SVOIH� GPSWIP]� [MXL� IUYMTQIRX�
QERYJEGXYVIVW� SR� XLI� HIZIPSTQIRX�
SJ� ETTVSTVMEXI� XIGLRSPSK]�� � ,MW�
I\TIVXMWI� VIWYPXIH� MR� 7O]� 2I[W�
YWMRK� LMQ� XS� GSQQIRX� SR� XLI�
'LMPIER� QMRI� EGGMHIRX� [LIVI� XLI�
QMRIVW� [IVI� XVETTIH� YRHIVKVSYRH�
JSV� SZIV� X[S� QSRXLW�� ERH� EPWS� SR�
XLI� +PIMWSR� 'SPPMIV]� EGGMHIRX� MR�
;EPIW���,I�[EW�XLI�EYXLSV�SJ�WIZIVEP�
TETIVW� SR� QMRMRK� QIXLSHW� ERH�
QMRI� HIWMKR� ERH� [VSXI� XLI� EVXMGPI�
SR� FPSGO� GEZMRK� �'STTIV� ERH� XLI�
RI\X�KIRIVEXMSR�SJ�QMRIW� XLEX�[EW�
TYFPMWLIH�MR�-)���
%� GIPIFVEXMSR�SJ� *VERO Ẃ� PMJI�[EW�

LIPH� SR� 3GXSFIV� ���� EXXIRHIH� F]�
JEQMP]� ERH� HS^IRW� SJ� GSPPIEKYIW�
JVSQ� LMW� >EQFMER�� &4� 1MRIVEPW�
ERH� 6MS� 8MRXS� HE]W�� ;SVHW� XLEX�
[IVI� YRERMQSYWP]� YWIH� F]� LMW� I\�
GSPPIEKYIW� ERH� JVMIRHW� [IVI� ±XVYI�
TVSJIWWMSREP²��±XSXEP�KIRXPIQER²�ERH�
±QMRMRK�PIKIRH²�
,I�[MPP�FI�WEHP]�QMWWIH�F]�EPP�

True professional, total gentleman, and 
mining legend
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